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Abstract
The primary purpose of the heart is to act as a regular, rhythmic pump in order to main-
tain the circulation of blood throughout the body. This mechanical activity is driven by
electrical activity at the cell-level, through the intricate processes comprising excitation-
contraction coupling. Disruption to these processes can result in rhythm disturbances
(arrhythmias), which are potentially fatal, but the underlying mechanisms are complex,
dynamic and multi-scale. Thus, they are difficult to experimentally dissect, and have been
a major focus in the field of computational biology. Detailed quantitative descriptions of
cardiac electrophysiology have been developed over the past 60 years that allow the sim-
ulation of healthy and pathophysiological excitation, permitting detailed computational
investigation of the complex processes that result in pro-arrhythmic behaviour.
However, despite the rat being the most widely used animal model in cardiovascular re-
search, existing computational models of rat ventricular electrophysiology are unable to
account for stochastic subcellular calcium dynamics, which are known to trigger arrhyth-
mias. The aims of this thesis were to: (i) develop a new computational model of rat
ventricular electrophysiology including stochastic spatio-temporal calcium cycling dy-
namics; and (ii) use this model to explore how ion channel remodelling observed in heart
failure results in pro-arrhythmic activity at the single cell level, and the mechanisms un-
derlying the unique restitution characteristics of the rat ventricular action potential.
A recent rat ventricular electrophysiology model was coupled to a stochastic, spatio-
temporal calcium cycling model. The new model reproduced various experimental action
potential and calcium handling dynamics from the literature for rat ventricular myocytes,
and revealed that electrical remodelling in heart failure increases the propensity for spon-
taneous calcium release events and lowers the threshold for generation of delayed afterde-
polarisations, both of which are pro-arrhythmic. In addition, the restitution properties of
rat ventricular myocytes are the result of a complex balance between altered repolarising
potassium current kinetics and calcium handling properties, including the sodium-calcium
exchanger.
The model developed in this thesis has provided insight into pro-arrhythmic and rate-
dependent phenomena in rat ventricular myocytes, and is suitable for future single cell
and tissue simulations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The heart
The human heart beats approximately 3 billion times in the average lifetime [264], a task
it does continuously without break. In doing so, the heart is responsible for circulating
8,000 litres of blood each day to the body’s cells, supplying essential nutrients, hormones
and oxygen, and removing metabolic waste. Normal cardiac function is compromised
in cardiovascular diseases such as cardiac arrythmias, heart failure, cardiomyopathy, and
ischaemic heart disease, all of which can be fatal if untreated [372, 389]. Accordingly,
cardiovascular diseases present a significant economic and healthcare burden [206, 224,
419].
Cardiovascular diseases have been the leading cause of global mortality since 1980, and
were the second main cause of death in the UK in 2014 [47, 206]. Despite the high
prevalance and considerable health, social, and economic impact of cardiovascular dis-
ease, our understanding of the complicated underlying processes remains limited, and
so there is a pressing need to improve understanding in order to drive the development of
novel therapeutic and surgical interventions, as well as to maximise prevention where pos-
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sible. The mechanical beating of the heart is driven by electrical activity, so the heart can
be considered an electro-mechanical pump, and it is at this interface of biology, physics
and mathematics where efforts are increasingly being made to understand the complex
pathogenesis of cardiac disorders [312].
Since the development of the voltage clamp in 1947 and patch clamp technology in the
1970s, considerable advances have been made in experimental methods used to under-
stand both the normal and abnormal functioning of the heart [87], with a move from single
channel and single cell studies towards the tissue and organ scales. Optical mapping, for
example, provides a platform to investigate changes in both voltage and calcium (simulta-
neously, or in isolation) across the whole heart [185,335], and so the influence of exercise
training, obesity, diabetes, or pharmacological modulation on electrophysiological param-
eters can be explored [262]. However, it remains difficult to explore experimentally how
pathological changes across the scales interact - for example, how subcellular alterations
in ion homeostasis manifest at the tissue-level and result in arrhythmias. Integrating ex-
perimental findings at the subcellular level to the tissue level therefore remains a major
research challenge [329].
1.2 Cardiac modelling
Over the past 70 years, there have been considerable advances in the field of compu-
tational physiology [93], stemming largely from seminal work by Hodgkin and Hux-
ley [170] and later, specific to cardiac physiology, Noble [280]. Computational models
have since become increasingly complex, integrating biophysical descriptions of subcel-
lular calcium cycling dynamics [69, 166, 360], ion current formulations [151, 289], and
contraction mechanics [208, 276]. Such models have been developed for a variety of
species, e.g. mouse [56], rat [293], rabbit [18], canine [36], and human [289], and from
the subcellular level [104, 166] through to the cell [235, 293] and tissue levels [18, 387].
With the development of more recent techniques such as diffusion tensor imaging and
micro-computed tomography, anatomically-detailed geometries of the heart can now be
coupled with mathematical models of electrophysiology to produce powerful research
and patient-specific clinical models [20, 37, 307]. As a result, cardiac modelling now
plays a critical role in applications such as drug safety testing [110] and optimising surgi-
cal interventions [221,307], while still being used to explore the fundamental mechanisms
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underlying cardiac arrhythmogenesis and pathogenesis [99, 258].
Computational modelling holds many advantages over traditional experimental method-
ologies, not least financially given that the only required equipment is a computer. Com-
putational modelling also confers an unrivalled degree of control to the researcher, as
each parameter can be both recorded and controlled to any degree of precision. In ad-
dition, model outputs can be dissected in time and by parameter, providing unparalleled
analytical opportunities. Computational modelling also is a non-invasive research tech-
nique, so ethical considerations are, at worst, minimal. However, models by definition are
simplifications of reality and so it is only possible to capture a small fraction of the com-
plexity of the heart, hence they require thorough validation against experimental data in
order for their outputs to be considered useful. It is essential that a model’s functionality
is properly understood, so that they can be used effectively [103], and they are most effec-
tively employed simultaneously alongside experimental or clinical research, creating the
so-called ‘Virtual Heart’ – a multi-disciplinary effort to create a functional, in silico heart
that can be used for all aspects of the prevention, diagnosis, assessment and treatment of
cardiac disease [19,281,447]. Thus, cardiac modelling plays a considerable (and increas-
ing) role in the interdisciplinary research effort to understand the normal and pathological
functioning of the heart.
1.3 Thesis overview
Despite the common use of the rat as an animal model of cardiovascular disease, exist-
ing computational models of rat ventricular electrophysiology implement deterministic
descriptions for the L-type Ca2+ channel and ryanodine receptor (RyR), so are unable
to account for the stochastic nature of spontaneous calcium release events, which are
a known trigger for arrhythmias [74, 202]. As excitation-contraction coupling encom-
passes an intricately balanced set of processes linking membrane currents to intracellular
Ca2+ handling, it has so far not been possible to explore how ion channel remodelling
as observed in a variety of pathophysiologies including heart failure [175, 186] results
in pro-arrhythmic behaviour resulting from spontaneous Ca2+ release. The aims of this
work were to develop a novel model, validated against experimental data, of rat ventricu-
lar electrophysiology, including descriptions for stochastic spatio-temporal Ca2+ cycling,
and to use this model to investigate how ion channel remodelling as observed in heart fail-
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ure can promote spontaneous Ca2+ release events and pro-arrhythmic behaviour at the cell
level. In addition, the mechanisms underlying the unique restitution characteristics of the
rat ventricular action potential were investigated in simulations informed by experimental
observations.
In Chapter 2, the biological, mathematical and computational background of the works
presented in this thesis is discussed. The general structure and function of the heart is
introduced, followed by the sub-cellular events underlying electrical excitation and me-
chanical contraction. Experimental and clinical measurements of cardiac features are de-
scribed, and the transition from normal heart rhythms to pathophysiological arrhythmias
is explained. Finally, the mathematical and computational basis of biophysical modelling
of cardiac electrophysiology is described.
Existing computational models of rat ventricular electrophysiology are extensively re-
viewed in Chapter 3. Firstly, important differences in cardiac electrophysiology between
species are reviewed, highlighting the importance of translating findings from rodents.
Existing models are then reviewed, and the two principal models (the Pandit and Gat-
toni models) are incorporated into a framework to allow direct comparison between each
model under identical simulation conditions and protocols. The ability of these models to
reproduce experimental observations for action potential and calcium handling dynamics
is assessed, as well as their utility for recreating APD restitution characteristics. Finally,
their utility for exploring the effects of ion channel remodelling is investigated.
In Chapter 4, a novel model of rat ventricular electrophysiology is described. This model
(the SC model) is formed by the incorporation of the Gattoni rat electrophysiology model,
into the Colman [97] stochastic spatio-temporal Ca2+ cycling framework. The Ca2+
framework is described alongside the new model development process, before validation
of the model is undertaken against various experimental sources from the literature.
The SC model is then used in Chapter 5 to explore the influence of remodelling of the
inward rectifier K+ current, IK1, as observed in heart failure [34, 139], on the dynamics
of spontaneous Ca2+ release events. The results suggest that the prolonged action po-
tential duration observed in HF-associated IK1 downregulation promotes greater loading
of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) with Ca2+, which favours spontaneous Ca2+ release
events. These events are shown to be initiated sooner, and of larger magnitude, than in
control simulations. Independently of SR Ca2+ load, the action potential changes from
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IK1 remodelling alone are able to account for a greater propensity for delayed afterdepo-
larisations, resulting in triggered activity. These effects are likely to be attenuated in vivo
given that IK1 downregulation also destabilises the resting membrane potential.
In Chapter 6, the SC model is used to explore the mechanisms posited to cause the inverse
rate-dependence of the rat ventricular action potential duration (which prolongs at shorter
cycle lengths) as observed experimentally. Simulations show that the contribution of
reduced repolarising K+ currents to inverse rate-dependence outweighs that of reduced
ICaL, and suggest that downregulation of Na+-Ca2+ exchanger current may reduce APD
prolongation at faster pacing frequencies.
Finally, Chapter 7 discusses the major findings from the work presented in this thesis, as
well as their associated limitations. Directions for future works are also discussed.
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Cardiac Electrophysiology and
Computational Modelling
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the basic anatomy and physiology of the heart and circulatory system will
be described. The electrical conduction system of the heart will be introduced, which
determines how the electrical impulse (leading to contraction of the myocardium) spreads
across the heart. This electrical impulse, the cardiac action potential, results from the
interaction of many ion channels and currents operating at the sub-cellular level, with
contraction resulting from a rise in the intracellular calcium concentration (the calcium
transient). Together, the cardiac action potential and calcium transient comprise the pro-
cess of excitation-contraction coupling, which is the summation of the intracellular pro-
cesses that result in excitation of cardiac tissue and synchronous contraction (which is
perturbed in diseased states). How the electrical activity of the heart can be measured
experimentally and clinically will then be discussed, leading to an explanation of rhythm
disorders (arrhythmias) and their associated treatments.
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The second half of this chapter is dedicated to introducing the underlying concepts in-
volved in mathematical modelling of cardiac electrophysiology. Cell biophysics and elec-
trical circuit theory will be introduced, before descriptions of different types of cardiac
modelling (Hodgkin-Huxley, Markov formulations and stochastic modelling) will be de-
tailed. Finally, a summary of the mathematical models and methods of integration used
in this thesis will be provided.
2.2 The heart
2.2.1 The heart and circulatory system
The heart (Figure 2.1) is a muscular, four-chambered organ responsible for pumping blood
containing oxygen, nutrients and hormones throughout the body. The heart pumps ap-
proximately 8,000 litres of blood per day [264] throughout the circulation, which com-
prises two circuits: the pulmonary circuit (right side of the heart), where blood travels to
the lungs to be oxygenated and to release waste carbon dioxide, and the systemic circuit
(left side of the heart), where oxygen-saturated blood is delivered to the body’s organs,
tissues and cells. Oxygenated blood is carried away from the heart via vessels called arter-
ies, and deoxygenated blood is delivered back to the heart via veins (the exception to this
rule being the pulmonary artery, which carries deoxygenated blood from the right side of
the heart to the lungs to be oxygenated, and the pulmonary vein, which returns this oxy-
genated blood to the left side of the heart). The four chambers of the heart are the left and
right atria (located superiorly) and the left and right ventricles (located inferiorly). The
function of the atria is to receive blood from the systemic (right atria) or pulmonary (left
atria) circulations, which then flows into the corresponding ventricle (passively, predomi-
nantly, though atrial contraction becomes important in diseased states and old age), which
then contracts to eject blood from the heart. The thickness of each ventricular wall is an
indicator of their respective workloads – the left ventricle has to pump blood a greater
distance than the right, against a larger systemic pressure (∼120 mmHg), and its wall is
therefore much thicker. The atria, by comparison, are thin-walled as they develop much
smaller pressures when pumping blood. These wall thicknesses can be seen in Figure 2.1
along with the direction of blood flow (depicted by the dashed arrows).
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Figure 2.1. Structural anatomy of the human heart. Arrows indicate the direction of blood
flow. From [157].
2.2.2 Electrical conduction in the heart
The cardiac conduction system (Figure 2.2) is a specialised network of cardiac muscle
cells (cardiac myocytes) arranged in such a way that the electrical impulse, originating in
the sinoatrial node (SAN), is quickly conducted throughout the heart in a systematic, co-
ordinated manner. The sinoatrial node (SAN), located just laterally to the junction of the
superior vena cava and right atrium, is responsible for cardiac pacemaking in healthy sub-
jects. The SAN generates spontaneous electrical impulses which are conducted quickly (1
m.s-1) across the atria (via Bachmann’s bundle, for the left atrium) towards the atrioven-
tricular node (AVN) located at the interatrial septum. Here, conduction velocity slows
to roughly 0.05 m.s-1, which allows time for atrial contraction (i.e. time for ventricular
filling to occur). From the AVN, electrical impulses are rapidly conducted (4 m.s-1) down
the left and right bundle branches in the septum to the Purkinje fibres – as the major blood
vessels exiting the heart are located superiorly, fast conduction down the bundle branches
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Figure 2.2. Electrical conduction system of the heart. Electrical impulses originating
from the sinoatrial node pass to the atrioventricular node (and Bachmann’s bundle, in the
right atrium), then through the Bundle of His and bundle branches to the Purkinje fibres
which extend superiorly through the ventricles. Adapted from [255].
to the apex of the heart ensures that blood is forced upwards and out of the ventricles into
the pulmonary and systemic circulations. The Purkinje fibres, muscle fibres specialised
for fast conduction, then distribute the electrical excitation quickly over the ventricular
walls from endocardium to epicardium (i.e. inner to outer) so that ventricular contraction
occurs in a coordinated manner [264]. The SAN is the primary pacemaker of the heart,
however other cells can act as subsidiary pacemakers in the event of SAN failure; AVN
cells generate electrical excitation at rates between 40 and 60 bpm, or 20 to 40 bpm for
Purkinje cells [243].
2.2.3 The cardiac myocyte
The muscle cells that make up the heart are known as cardiac myocytes, or cardiomy-
ocytes. Cardiac myocytes are cylindrical in shape and typically range from 50 to 200
µm in length and 10 to 20 µm in radius [243], although their size is variable depending
on the region of the heart they occupy. As the cells comprising the cardiac conduction
9
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system are specialised for fast electrical conduction, they typically have fewer contractile
proteins than those of the atrial or ventricular myocardium [196], and they also tend to be
smaller. For example, SAN cells are approximately 5 to 10 µm in diameter and 25 to 30
µm in length. Purkinje cells have a large diameter which contributes towards their fast
conduction velocities [291]. Cardiac cells are coupled to adjacent cells both electrically
and mechanically.
2.3 Cardiac electrophysiology
2.3.1 The cell membrane
Cardiac myocytes are ensheathed by a phospholipid bilayer, which forms a semi-permeable
membrane around each cell. Embedded within the cell membrane are specialised proteins
called ion channels, which are selectively permeable to specific ion species and permit
their entry into or exit out of the cell. These ion channels are heterogeneously distributed
across the cell membrane, and undergo conformational changes to either open, close, or
become inactive in response to different stimuli, such as voltage, stress, stretch, and neu-
rotransmission [264]. The majority of ion channels are responsive to changes in voltage,
so are referred to as voltage-gated channels. Ion channels that respond to chemical mes-
sengers (such as hormones) are referred to as ligand-gated ion channels.
Figure 2.3 shows a voltage-gated sodium (Na+) channel in 3 different configurations. At
resting membrane potential, the channel is closed (Figure 2.3A). In response to electrical
excitation, the channel undergoes a conformational change, opening and permitting an
influx of Na+ ions due to the electrochemical gradient for Na+ (Figure 2.3B). Shortly
after activation, the channel transiently inactivates and is no longer responsive to electrical
stimuli (Figure 2.3C). Opening, closing and inactivation kinetics for different ion channels
play a pivotal role in the morphology of the cardiac action potential [329].
2.3.2 Ion channels and currents
Ion channels are complex proteins that span cell membranes to form pores that permit
the flow of ions. Ion currents in the heart are typically carried by Na+, potassium (K+),
10
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Figure 2.3. Idealised schematic for a voltage-gated Na+ channel. (A) At rest, the channel
is closed. (B) Electrical stimulation results in channel opening and an influx of Na+
ions. (C) Following activation, the channel inactivates briefly and no longer responds to
electrical excitation. Note that the gate-like structure represents the activation gate, and
the ball-and-chain structure represents the inactivation gate.
and calcium (Ca2+), with chloride (Cl-) currents less prevalant. By convention, an inward
current refers to the movement of positively-charged ions into the cell (influx), whereas
positively-charged ions leaving the cell (efflux) result in an outward current. Inward
currents, therefore, raise the cell’s membrane potential to more positive values (termed
depolarisation), whereas outward currents result in more negative membrane potentials
(hyperpolarisation). In cardiac myocytes, inward currents result from the flow of Na2+
and Ca2+, whereas outward currents are predominantly carried by K+ ions.
However, multiple ion channels exist which can be permeable to the same ion species,
but with different kinetic properties. Total ionic current is therefore determined by the net
flow of ions through all ion channels, exchangers and pumps. Ion channels typically com-
prise one or more α subunit(s), which can be modulated through accessory subunits [329].
A summary of the main ion channel currents and their corresponding α subunits is given
in Table 2.1.
2.3.3 The cardiac action potential
The action potential (AP) is a fast, transient rise and fall in membrane potential of ex-
citable cardiac myocytes, resulting from the movement of ions through a suite of ion
channels, exchangers, and pumps. Atrial and ventricular myocytes are excitable, thus
11
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Table 2.1. Summary of the primary cardiac ion currents, their names, corresponding ion
permeabilities, and α subunits.
Symbol Name Permeability α-subunit
INa Fast Na+ current Na+ Nav1.5
INaL Late Na+ current Na+ Nav1.5
ICaL L-type Ca2+ current Ca2+ Cav1.2/1.3
ICaT T-type Ca2+ current Ca2+ Cav3.1
Ito Transient outward K+ current K+ Kv4.3/4.2
IKur Ultra-rapid delayed rectifier K+ current K+ Kv1.5
IKr Rapid delayed rectifier K+ current K+ Kv11.1
IKs Slow delayed rectifier K+ current K+ Kv7.1
IK1 Inward rectifier K+ current K+ Kir2.1/2.3
ISK Small conductance Ca2+-activated K+ current K+ KCa2.2
IKv1.1 Kv1.1-mediated K+ current K+ Kv1.1
IKATP ATP-sensitive K+ current K+ Kir6.2
IK,ACh Acetylcholine-activated K+ current K+ Kir3.1
If Hyperpolarisation-activated (‘funny’) current Na+,K+ HCN1/4
INaCa Na+-Ca2+ exchanger current Na+,Ca2+ NCX1
INaK Na+-K+ pump current Na+,K+ NaKα1/2/3
ICaP Ca2+ pump current Ca2+ Ca2+
normally only generate APs when stimulated electrically. Conversely, pacemaking cells,
such as those found in the SAN, are autorhythmic and spontaneously generate oscillatory
APs [242]. For excitable cells, the AP is generated only when the membrane potential
reaches a certain threshold value, and it then propagates between electrically-coupled
cells like a wave.
Though there is heterogeneity in AP morphology between different heart regions and
across different species [135], a typical cardiac action potential can be divided into five
distinct phases (four for the pacemaking cells, such as in the SAN). The overall morphol-
ogy of the AP is determined by the summation of each ionic species and associated cur-
rents. Figure 2.4 illustrates the AP waveforms of ventricular and atrial myocytes, as well
as the underlying currents. Phase 0, the upstroke of the action potential, is the initial rapid
depolarisation of the membrane to a positive potential, resulting from a supra-threshold
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Figure 2.4. Comparison of inward and outward currents underlying the ventricular (left)
and atrial (right) myocyte action potentials. Fast and slow components of Ito are illus-
trated, as well as other K+ currents (IK,slow, Iss) which may be present only in certain
species. INaCa also plays an important role in determining AP morphology but is not
shown. From [270].
electrical stimulus triggering rapid influx of Na+ ions via the fast sodium current, INa. INa
quickly inactivates as the membrane potential reaches the equilibrium potential for Na+.
Phase 1 then follows, which is an initial rapid repolarisation underlain by the transient
outward potassium current, Ito, which represents K+ efflux. A plateau phase (phase 2)
then follows, which is maintained by the inward movement of Ca2+ through the L-type
calcium current, ICaL. This coincides with the activation of outward K+ currents carried
by IKr and IKs. The final stage of repolarisation, phase 3, occurs as ICaL inactivates and K+
currents predominate, largely driven by the inward rectifier current, IK1. IKr and IKs in-
activation results in phase 4 of the AP, leading to the resting membrane potential (RMP).
The RMP is mainly determined by IK1, but also various background currents (IbNa,K,Ca)
and the sodium-calcium exchanger current, INaCa. Together, these currents result in a sta-
ble membrane potential during diastole. In pacemaking cells, the RMP is not stable, and
instead the presence of the ‘funny’ current, If, and T-type calcium current, ICaT, result in
slow diastolic depolarisation of the membrane potential between APs [173].
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The action potential is an all-or-nothing phenomenon, as a threshold potential exists un-
der which electrical stimuli do not result in an action potential, but at or above which
an action potential will be triggered through phase 0 depolarisation. This phenomenon,
termed excitability, is prevalent throughout many biological systems and is critical for the
normal functioning of nerve and muscle cells. As the action potential is determined by the
various currents crossing the cell membrane through multiple channels that open, close,
and inactivate, or via pumps and exchangers, the factors that determine ion flow beyond
ion channel open/closed states are crucially important. These factors will be discussed in
Section 2.6.3.
As well as heterogeneity in AP morphology between different regions of the heart, there
exist species differences in ion channel expression throughout the heart. As a result,
even different mammalian myocytes from the same region have markedly different AP
morphologies [342]. In larger mammalian myocytes, such as human and canine, the
action potential is described as having a ‘spike and dome’ morphology (illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.4), caused by a reduced repolarising Ito current and a larger, and longer-lasting,
inward ICaL. Conversely, in smaller mammals such as the mouse and rat, the action po-
tential is described as having a more ‘triangular’ shape, with Ito being the main repolaris-
ing current [111]. This diversity in AP configuration means that, as smaller-mammalian
species are commonly used in the laboratory in cardiovascular research, research findings
and, importantly, drug effects, can not necessarily be extrapolated between species [408].
Nevertheless, smaller-mammalian species, particularly rats, are a common animal model
used experimentally (see Chapter 4).
2.3.4 Calcium cycling and excitation-contraction coupling
Contraction of cardiac muscle is the result of Ca2+ ions binding to contractile myofil-
aments in the cytoplasm, and relaxation comprises the dissociation of Ca2+ from these
myofilaments. As contraction occurs 60 to 100 times per minute at rest, this cycle of
Ca2+ binding and unbinding to myofilaments must happen very quickly, and be tightly
regulated so that there are no aberrations or disturbances to the normal cycle. Ca2+ ions,
however, do not simply enter and then leave the cell via one, or several, ion channels
or pumps, unlike other ions such as Na+ and K+. Cardiac myocytes have an intracellular
structure known as the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), which is an internal store of Ca2+ and
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Figure 2.5. Schematic of excitation-contraction coupling in cardiac myocytes. Ca2+
entry through the L-type Ca2+ channel (ICaL) results in further release of Ca2+ from the
sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) through ryanodine receptors (RyRs). Ca2+ then binds with
myofilament proteins to initiate contraction. [Ca2+]i is then restored by the SR Ca2+-
ATPase on the SR membrane, and the Na+-Ca2+ exchanger (INaCa) and Ca2+-ATPase
(ICaP) on the sarcolemmal membrane. Inset shows the time course of the AP, the resulting
calcium transient and developed tension. From [42].
plays a pivotal role in the process of excitation-contraction coupling (Figure 2.5). During
the plateau phase of the AP, Ca2+ ion influx through ICaL causes the SR to release further
Ca2+ into the cytoplasm through ryanodine receptors (RyRs, which are Ca2+-sensitive
channels embedded within the SR membrane) through the process of calcium-induced
calcium release (CICR). RyR proteins are located proximal to the L-type Ca2+ channels
forming a segment known as a dyad, or calcium release unit (CRU). Specifically, it is the
junctional portion of the SR (jSR) that forms the dyad with the L-type Ca2+ channel [209]
(the remainder is termed the ‘network’ SR, nSR, and spans the bulk cytoplasm). The dif-
fusion of Ca2+ through the cytoplasm raises the intracellular Ca2+ concentration, [Ca2+]i,
to form the Ca2+ transient, and binding of Ca2+ to myofilaments then occurs to result in
contraction [42]. [Ca2+]i is restored to normal resting levels by the SR Ca2+-ATPase [55]
(SERCA, ∼ 80%), which pumps Ca2+ back into the SR, the Na+-Ca2+ exchanger, which
exchanges intracellular Ca2+ for extracellular Na+ in normal conditions (INaCa, ∼ 18-
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19%), the sarcolemmal Ca2+-ATPase [3] (ICaP, ∼ 1-2%), and the mitochondrial Ca2+
uniporter [28] (<1%).
In Figure 2.5, a structure known as the T-tubule can be seen. Transverse (T)-tubules are
invaginations of the sarcolemmal membrane that penetrate deep into cardiac cells, along
which L-type Ca2+ channels are positioned so that they are in close coupling with RyRs.
This ensures a rapid and near-synchronous rise in [Ca2+]i following excitation, trigger-
ing CICR and resultant contraction, collectively referred to as excitation-contraction (EC)
coupling. Many other proteins involved in EC-coupling are concentrated along the T-
tubules [64] and they play a critical role in cardiac ventricular function. Though previ-
ously thought to be absent from atrial myocytes, it was recently shown that T-tubules are
present in atrial myocytes of larger mammals, including human [324]. T-tubule remod-
elling, in diseases such as heart failure and ischaemia, is now known to result in abnormal
Ca2+ handling and dyssynchrony between electrical excitation and contraction [232].
Grossly, cardiac muscle consists of muscle fibres, each of which comprises thousands of
myofibrils which can actively shorten to produce contraction. Each myofibril contains
thousands of thick (myosin) and thin (actin) filaments (collectively called myofilaments)
which are adjacent to each other. At the end of each muscle fibre, the myofibrils are
anchored to the inner surface of the muscle cell membrane, called the sarcolemma, thus
contraction of the myofibrils results in cell shortening. The functional unit of the muscle
is called the sarcomere, which is the portion of the myofibril lying between two successive
Z-lines, which are the sections to which actin filaments are bound. The existence of the
Z-lines gives muscle a striated appearance. It is the interaction of myosin heads, which
protrude from the thick filament at regular intervals, with the actin filaments, that causes
contraction – these interactions are known as ‘cross-bridges’ [243].
Three protein complexes make up the actin filaments: actin, tropomyosin, and the calcium-
dependent troponins (troponin I, C and T, Figure 2.6). Tropomyosin wraps around actin,
obscuring myosin binding sites during the relaxed phase. Troponin I secures the actin-
tropomyosin complex, troponin T binds to tropomyosin to form the troponin-tropomyosin
complex, and troponin C binds Ca2+ ions [250]. A rise in [Ca2+]i following SR Ca2+ re-
lease results in conformational changes in the binding of the troponins to tropomyosin,
ultimately uncovering the myosin binding site on actin, permitting the formation of actin-
myosin cross-bridges [287]. The cross-bridge cycle then follows. Briefly, the initial
binding of myosin to actin to form a cross-bridge is weak and results in the release of
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Figure 2.6. Schematic of contraction at the thin filament. (A) In the absence of Ca2+ the
myosin binding site is blocked by tropomyosin. (B) Binding of Ca2+ to troponin C alters
the troponin C-I interactions, relieving inhibition by tropomyosin and allowing myosin
to bind weakly and cross-bridges to form. (C) Stronger myosin binding exposes further
myosin binding sites, allowing more cross-bridge formation. (D) The sarcomere goes
from a relaxed to a contracted state. TnT, troponin T; TnC, troponin C; TnI, troponin I;
Tm, tropomyosin. Figure adapted from [287] and [67].
inorganic phosphate (Pi), leading to a strongly-bound state which precedes the force-
generating powerstroke phase, in which ADP is released [107, 287]. An ATP molecule
then binds to the myosin head, weakening the actin-myosin link such that the myosin head
detaches [245]. The myosin head then hydrolyses ATP, utilising the energy to return to the
pre-powerstroke position [174]. As this cycle continues, the thin filaments move closer
to the centre of the thick filaments, so the sarcomere contracts. This process is known as
sliding filament theory of muscle contraction [102].
2.3.5 Action potential propagation
Cardiac myocytes are coupled adjacently via intercalated discs; specialised junctions
which allow the entire myocardium to function as a single organ [264] (cardiac my-
ocytes are often described as acting as a functional syncytium). Intercalated discs allow
cell-to-cell electrical coupling through gap junctions, which are clusters of intracellu-
lar channels formed by connexin proteins that directly couple the cytoplasm of neigh-
bouring myocytes [178]. This electrical coupling permits AP propagation throughout the
heart. It has been shown that conduction slowing, as a result of gap junction uncoupling,
could underline arrhythmogenesis in various conditions, such as ischaemia or heart fail-
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ure [161,304,359]. Action potentials, however, do not propagate isotropically throughout
the myocardium; as cardiac myocytes are arranged in fibres longitudinally, with gap junc-
tions found principally at the ends of myocytes, APs propagate considerably faster parallel
to fibres than perpendicular to them [405].
2.4 Experimental/clinical cardiology
2.4.1 Action potential characteristics
In order to compare APs between different species, regions, and disease states, it is im-
portant to have a consistent method of characterising various aspects of the cardiac AP.
The most widely used biomarkers of the cardiac AP for cardiomyocytes are illustrated in
Figure 2.7 and described below (typical values provided in humans):
• Action potential duration (APD): a measure of repolarisation, typically defined
as the time interval between the maximal upstroke velocity and a given percent-
age of repolarisation of membrane potential, e.g. 90% (APD90) or 50% (APD50).
Typically between 200 and 400 ms.
• Resting membrane potential (RMP): the stable (resting) diastolic membrane po-
tential of a non-pacemaking myocyte. Typically between -90 and -60 mV.
• Overshoot (OS): the maximum membrane potential reached during the AP up-
stroke. Typically between 10 and 50 mV.
• Action potential amplitude (APA): the total size of the transmembrane potential,
equal to the difference between the RMP and OS. Typically between 90 and 120
mV.
• Maximum upstroke velocity (MUV): the maximum rate of change of membrane
potential during the AP, commonly referred to as dV/dtmax. Typically between 100
and 300 V/s.
• Cycle length (CL, or basic cycle length, BCL): the time interval between succes-
sive APs. Typically 700 to 1000 ms.
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Figure 2.7. Schematic showing biomarkers used to characterise cardiac action potentials.
Diagram shows biomarkers as applied to two typical human action potentials.
2.4.2 Refractoriness and re-entry
An important property of cardiac action potentials is refractoriness. The absolute refrac-
tory period in cardiac myocytes is the period during which a subsequent AP cannot be
elicited, irrespective of stimulus strength. The relative refractory period follows, dur-
ing which a small AP can be elicited given certain conditions. Collectively, these peri-
ods are termed the effective refractory period (ERP), which is generally defined as the
duration over which a stimulus applied after AP initiation will fail to produce a propa-
gating AP. The ERP protects against premature stimuli in the heart, which can be pro-
arrhythmic [436]. The ERP prevents sustained tetanic contraction of cardiac muscle,
allowing for diastole and a normal pumping action.
Re-entry describes a self-perpetuating propagating wave of electrical excitation in the
heart in a rapid circuitous movement. Re-entry is typically caused by heterogeneity in
refractoriness, and requires unidirectional block in cardiac tissue. Consider a 2D patch of
cardiac tissue as shown in Figure 2.8, the bottom edge of which has an electrical stimulus
applied. This results in a uniformly-propagating planar wave of excitation across the
tissue, travelling from the bottom to the top of the tissue and therefore creating a gradient
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Figure 2.8. Illustration of re-entry initiation in a 2D patch of tissue. (A) A stimulus (S1)
is applied to one edge of the tissue to initiate a normal wave of propagating electrical
excitation. (B) A second stimulus (S2, yellow) applied to the lower left quadrant of the
tissue induces unidirectional conduction block as the area behind the S1 wavefront (red)
is still refractory. The S2 wavefront propagates laterally and begins to travel vertically.
(C) The excitation wave re-excites the upper half of the tissue as it has now recovered
from S1 excitation. The site of origin of the S2 stimulus has also recovered, generating a
re-entrant circuit as the wave continues to loop back on itself (D). S1 and S2 denote 1st
and 2nd stimulus, respectively.
in ERP parallel to the direction of activation. A second, premature stimulus applied to a
localised region of the tissue in the wake of the excitation wave results in conduction block
in the direction parallel to wave propagation if applied when the lower half of the tissue is
excitable again but the upper half of the tissue is still refractory. Propagation is therefore
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only permitted in the perpendicular direction, and the initiated wave of excitation spreads
outwards to re-excite the upper half of the tissue patch once it has repolarised. As the
region in which the second stimulus was applied is now recovered, the wave circles back
on itself to form a self-sustaining spiral wave re-entry. Unidirectional conduction blocks
such as this may also result from structural abnormalities, in which an infarcted region of
tissue, for example, forms an anatomical circuit around which electrical excitation may
propagate.
2.4.3 Action potential restitution
Action potential duration restitution is an inherent property of cardiac tissue that describes
the adaptation to changes in heart rate of APD, which is thought to preserve diastole at
faster heart rates such as during exercise [433]. At rest, the APD of a cardiac myocyte
can be longer than the cycle length at the fastest heart rate, therefore if the resting APD
was maintained at fast heart rates (i.e. there was no adaptation to rate), block of the heart-
beat would occur. Adaptation of APD to pacing rate maintains proper contraction and
pumping of blood under varying physiological conditions. From a functional perspective,
restitution is a reflection of the inability to fully recover from inactivation of some ion
channels before the subsequent action potential, resulting in a decreased current if the
next stimulus occurs before full recovery.
The APD restitution curve (Figure 2.9), first described in [285], details the time-dependent
recovery of APD as a function of the diastolic interval (DI) [142]. Many studies have
shown that a steep APD restitution curve can give rise to pro-arrhythmic alternans (beat-
to-beat oscillations in APD), as changes in DI have a larger effect on the subsequent
APD [145,261]. For a steep restitution curve and a constant CL (CL = APD + DI), short-
ening of DI leads to a consequently short APD during the next cycle, resulting in a long
DI (as CL is constant). A long APD and short DI then follows, giving a stable alternation.
Conversely, variations in APD rapidly diminish for a shallow restitution curve.
There are two main protocols used to generate restitution curves. In the more common
S1-S2 restitution protocol, the cell/tissue preparation is paced at a fixed CL (S1) un-
til steady-state is achieved, but is then perturbed by a subsequent stimulus (S2) after a
variable-length interval. The preparation is then paced to steady-state at S1 again, be-
fore being perturbed by a different S2 stimulus. The restitution curve is then formed
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Figure 2.9. Principles of APD restitution. (A) indicates a system operating on a steep
part of the APD restitution curve. Application of a premature stimulus (PS, filled circle)
results in a short DI and thus short APD (1), resulting in a subsequently long DI (2)
that dictates a shorter APD (3) and finally a longer DI (4). Because the curve is steep,
the resultant fourth beat is likely to be skipped as conduction block occurs when the DI
becomes so short that the stimulus arrives in the absolute refractory period. (B) Indicates a
system operating on a flat part of the APD restitution curve. The same premature stimulus
(filled circle) has a negligible effect on APD and does not result in alternans. Dashed line
satisfies the condition cycle length (CL) = APD + DI. Adapted from [261].
by plotting the relevant APDs and DIs as determined by the application of S2 stimuli.
Using this protocol, it is possible to obtain a number of restitution curves over a range
of S1 cycle lengths, to quantify short-term cardiac memory [313]. In the dynamic (also
known as steady-state) protocol, the preparation is paced at a given CL until steady-state
is achieved, and the resulting APD and preceding DI are recorded. This process is then
repeated with other cycle lengths [203]. While the S1-S2 protocol is a measure of the
immediate response of APD to changes in cycle length, the dynamic protocol is a steady-
state response measurement and can be used to detect alternans [203, 400].
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Figure 2.10. Diagram showing the clinical ECG and associated intervals. The PR interval
(typically between 120 and 200 ms) represents conduction time through the AVN. The
QRS complex (typically between 60 and 100 ms) represents ventricular depolarisation.
The ST segment (typically between 5 to 150 ms) represents the isoelectric period between
ventricular depolarisation and repolarisation. The QT interval (typically between 350 and
450 ms) represents the full duration of ventricular depolarisation and repolarisation.
2.4.4 The ECG
Electrocardiography is an extremely important tool in the clinical cardiology field, as the
interpretation of the electrocardiogram (ECG) forms the basis of many diagnoses and
treatments of electrical disorders of the heart. The ECG is an external measure of the
internal electrical activity of the heart, so is a painless and non-invasive routine procedure
in the clinic. The ECG waveform is illustrated in Figure 2.10 and is comprised of dis-
tinct phases, representing activation and recovery of different regions of the heart. The
first region, the P wave, represents atrial depolarisation, with the early part of the P wave
representing the AP of the SAN. Then follows the QRS complex, which is triphasic and
corresponds to activation of the ventricles. Atrial repolarisation also happens at this time,
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but the larger mass (and therefore larger signal) of the QRS complex dominates and atrial
repolarisation cannot be visualised. The final region of the ECG is the T wave, represent-
ing ventricular repolarisation.
Because of the distinct regions of the ECG waveform, various intervals can be measured
which can be useful in clinical diagnoses of heart problems. The PQ interval, measured
from the start of the P wave to the first deflection of the QRS complex, represents atrial de-
polarisation and AV node conduction, thus the total conduction time of excitation waves
before reaching the ventricles. A prolonged PR interval is therefore indicative of AVN
dysfunction. The duration of the QRS complex is also an important biomarker; as pro-
longed QRS duration may indicate conduction defects or the presence/origin of arrhyth-
mias. Lastly, the QT interval is defined as the period between onset of the QRS complex
and the end of the T wave, therefore represents the total time of electrical activation and
recovery of the ventricles. Abbreviation or prolongation of the QT interval results in the
short or long QT syndromes, respectively, which are associated with increased incidence
of lethal ventricular arrhythmias, and so the QT interval is a crucial biomarker for the risk
of sudden cardiac death [109, 160].
2.5 Cardiac arrhythmias
In health, electrical impulses in the heart propagate in a regular manner, ensuring rhyth-
mic, coordinated contraction of the myocardium. Normal variations in rhythm are com-
mon, such as due to inspiration and expiration, or during exercise, however serious aberra-
tions in heart rhythm, known as arrhythmias, are a major cause of morbidity and mortality.
2.5.1 Bradycardia and tachycardia
Bradycardia refers to an abnormally low heart rate, typically less than 50 bpm [7]. Brady-
cardic patients may experience weakness, dizziness, fatigue, and syncope. Severe or
chronic forms of bradycardia may lead to heart failure, as the heart is unable to pump
sufficient blood to the body, cardiac arrest and sudden cardiac death. Bradycardia is typi-
cally treated with pacemaker therapy [243].
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Tachycardia refers to an abnormaly fast heart rate, typically defined as greater than 100
bpm at rest [243]. Tachycardic patients may experience chest pain (resulting from the
increased workload placed on the heart), palpitations, hypotension, dyspnoea, and syn-
cope. Persistent tachycardias may result in electrical and structural remodelling, which
may predispose to the development of fibrillation, and sustained ventricular tachycardias
are the commonest cause of sudden cardiac death [343]. Re-entrant activity may result in
the development of tachycardias.
2.5.2 Ectopic beats and AV node block
Another common variation in normal heart rhythm is the presence of extra beats (termed
ectopic beats or extrasystoles), which may be produced by the aberrant firing of groups
of cells in the ventricles prior to the SAN [264]. These ectopic beats may mean that the
subsequent SAN-generated heart beat is skipped, as cardiac tissue is still refractory, so
there is a compensatory pause observed in the ECG, and the following heart beat may be
felt as a palpitation as the heart has had longer time to fill and so contracts more forcefully.
Ectopic beats are typically harmless, but under certain conditions may preclude more
serious arrhythmias.
Problems in the pacemaking regions of the heart can result in different types of heart
block, leading to abnormal heart rhythms. First-degree AV block occurs when conduction
through the AVN is slowed, extending the PR interval and exerting a bradycardic effect.
Second-degree AV block occurs when not all P waves result in QRS complexes, which
may occur at regular intervals (e.g. 2:1 if the ventricles are excited by every second
P wave). Type 1 second-degree AV block (also known as Wenckebach periodicity or
Mobitz I) results from AVN disease, whereas type 2 second-degree AV block (Mobitz II)
typically results from His-Purkinje system disease [253, 254]. Finally, third-degree AV
block occurs when the atria and ventricles are excited separately and beat independently.
In third-degree AV block, the atria will beat faster than the ventricles, which will only
beat at the fastest ventricular pacemaker rate (usually about 30 bpm, set by cells in the
Purkinje fibres) [264].
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Figure 2.11. ECG showing transition from sinus rhythm to ventricular tachycardia and
fibrillation. An ECG showing the transition of a patient from normal sinus rhythm to
ventricular tachycardia, then into a self-terminating ventricular fibrillation back to sinus
rhythm. NSR, normal sinus rhythm; VT, ventricular tachycardia, VF; ventricular fibrilla-
tion. Adapted from [312].
2.5.3 Fibrillation
Fibrillation (Figure 2.11) refers to the rapid and chaotic electrical activation of the heart,
resulting in contractile dysfunction. Fibrillatory activity is typically driven by either local
ectopic foci or re-entrant circuits. Local ectopic foci result in rapid activation of the sur-
rounding tissue, driving fibrillatory activity, whereas re-entrant circuits (either one single,
or multiple circuits) maintain fibrillatory activity [10,85]. Fibrillation can be distinguished
from tachycardia on the ECG by the lack of organised ECG waveforms. Atrial fibrillation
is the commonest cardiac arrhythmia, resulting in increased morbidity, and can persist
for many months or years [266]. Atrial fibrillation also results in increased mortality, al-
though indirectly by increasing, for example, the risk of stroke. Ventricular fibrillation,
conversely, results in loss of cardiac output, and is lethal unless treated immediately [85].
2.5.4 Anti-arrhythmic therapies
A wide range of drugs are able to influence heart rate and rhythm in order to treat arrhyth-
mias. Many act by blocking ion channels responsible for the cardiac AP, or by affecting
receptors which regulate the hormonal or nervous control of the heart rate and the force
of contraction. Thus, the choice of anti-arrhythmic drug must be tailored to the under-
lying arrhythmogenic mechanism, i.e. whether to target impulse generation, propagation,
or both [271]. The Vaughan-Williams classification of anti-arrhyhtmic drugs is the most
common system [264], with the main classes detailed below:
• Class Ia: Na+ (open) channel blockers which lengthen the action potential, such as
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quinidine and disopyramide.
• Class Ib: Na+ (inactivated) channel blockers which shorten the action potential,
such as lidocaine and mexiletine.
• Class Ic: Na+ (open) channel blockers which slow conduction speed and the up-
stroke of the action potential, such as flecainide.
• Class II: β -adrenoceptor antagonists which reduce the slope of the pacemaker po-
tential in the SAN, such as propranolol and atenolol.
• Class III: K+ channel blockers which prolong the action potential by slowing re-
polarisation, such as amiodarone.
• Class IV: Ca2+ channel blockers which reduce AVN conduction, such as verapamil
and diltiazem.
2.6 Modelling ventricular electrophysiology
2.6.1 Cell biophysics
The cell membrane, composed of a phospholipid bilayer, separates the interior of a cell
from its exterior, and is selectively permeable to ions and molecules. If the concentration
of an ion inside the cell is different to that outside, an electrical potential develops, termed
the Nernst potential. It is possible to calculate this potential across a membrane using the
Nernst equation:
E =−RT
zF
ln
[X ]o
[X ]i
(2.1)
where E is the Nernst potential, R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J.K-1.mol-1), T is
the absolute temperature (K), z is the valency of the ion species, F is the Faraday constant
(96,485 C.mol-1), and [X ]o and [X ]i are the extracellular and intracellular concentrations
of the ion species X , respectively. The Nernst potential (E) gives the membrane potential
at which the ionic species is in equilibrium, i.e. there is no net movement of the ion across
the membrane, and can also be called the reversal potential (Erev) – a change in membrane
potential on either side of this reverses the overall direction of ion flux. For a single ion
system, the Nernst (and so also the reversal) potential is synonymous with the equilibrium
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potential (Eeq), as there is no net ion flux at this potential, so E = Eeq = Erev.
For a given ionic species, the electrochemical gradient is the difference between the mem-
brane potential and the equilibrium potential, V −Eeq, with the direction of flow deter-
mined by the sign of this gradient. Assuming only one ionic species can traverse the
membrane, the electrochemical gradient causes V to move towards Eeq. There is no net
flow when V = Eeq, and the electrochemical gradient (and so the flow of ions) will reverse
if V exceeds Eeq.
Table 2.2. Ionic species and their Nernst potentials in cardiac myocytes.
Ion Intracellular Extracellular Nernst
concentration (mM) concentration (mM) potential (mV)
K+ ∼ 140 ∼ 4 -95
Na+ ∼ 10 ∼ 145 +70
Ca2+ ∼ 0.0001 1.5 +128
Because [K+]i is high at rest and so EK is negative, K+ ions leave the cell through K+ chan-
nels during an action potential, generating an outward current. Conversely, low [Na+]i and
[Ca2+]i results in inward currents as a result of their positive Nernst potentials. These ion
gradients are maintained by a suite of ion pumps, such as the Na+-Ca2+ exchanger and
the Na+/K+-ATPase, keeping the cell polarised and maintaining excitability. The resting
membrane potential in ventricular myocytes (∼ -80 mV) lies close to EK as Na+ and Ca2+
channels are almost completely closed at very negative potentials.
Equilibrium potentials are not, however, properties of single ion channels. Channels are
often permeable to more than one ionic species – the L-type Ca2+ channel, for example, is
permeable to Na+ and K+ alongside Ca2+. The reversal potential of a current, therefore, is
the result of several equilibrium potentials interacting. For a single channel permeable to
only one ion species, though, the reversal potential of that channel will be the same as the
corresponding ion species’ equilibrium potential. The Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz (GHK)
equation is used to calculate the reversal potential where multiple ionic species exist:
Erev =
RT
F
ln
(
PNa[Na+]o+PK[K+]o+PCl[Cl−]i
PNa[Na+]i+PK[K+]i+PCl[Cl−]o
)
(2.2)
where PX is the permeability of the channel to ion X.
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The GHK equation can also be utilised to calculate the resting membrane potential and
the direction in which membrane potential will move if permeabilities of the ion species
are altered. Membrane potential will tend to move towards the equilibrium potential of
the ionic species with the greatest permeability, as the equilibrium potential of that ion
will dominate Erev. For a resting cardiac myocyte, PK > PNa and so membrane potential
will move towards EK (∼-90 mV), though not all the way. When the cell is depolarised
beyond the threshold and Na+ channels open, PNa > PK and so membrane potential moves
from this resting value to a more positive potential, towards ENa (∼+80 mV). This results
in phase 0 depolarisation, and an AP follows.
2.6.2 Electrical circuit theory
The first mathematical model of the AP was developed by Hodgkin and Huxley in the
early 1950s, in a series of five papers [167–169, 171, 172]. Using space clamping (which
removes spatial gradients in membrane potential by the insertion of a thin metallic con-
ductor along the axon in order to provide low axial resistance) and voltage clamping
(keeping membrane potential at a fixed ‘command’ potential by applying feedback cur-
rents to the cell) they detailed the dynamics of the ionic conductances underlying the AP
of the squid giant axon. The proposed model consisted of a set of nonlinear ordinary dif-
ferential equations (ODEs) that treat the cell membrane as an electrical circuit to describe
the movement of ions through voltage-gated channels that underlie the AP. The Hodgkin-
Huxley electrical circuit model remains widely used to this day as, despite being based on
the squid giant axon, the underlying electrophysiological and biophysical principles are
similar to those in cardiac electrophysiology.
The basic framework for electrical circuit models of cardiac myocytes is illustrated in
Figure 2.12. Here, the cell membrane is represented as an equivalent circuit. The lipid bi-
layer forming the cell membrane is represented as a capacitor, as it acts to separate charge
over a minute distance, and is therefore assigned a capacitance value, Cm. Voltage-gated
ion channels are arranged in parallel and represented by nonlinear conductance values, gn,
which are time- and voltage-dependent. Leak channels are represented by a linear con-
ductance, gL. The arrangement of these ions in parallel assumes that they are independent
of one another. Ions flow through ion channels as a result of their electrochemical gradi-
ent, represented by batteries, E. The model developed by Hodgkin-Huxley (Figure 2.12)
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Figure 2.12. Electrical circuit model of a cell membrane. (A) Representation of the
cell membrane as a capacitor and ion channel as a conductor. (B) Electrical circuit
model of the squid giant axon. The lipid bilayer has a capacitance, Cm, and the Na+-
and K+-permeable ion channels are modelled with voltage- and time-dependent nonlinear
conductances, gNa/K. The leak current, IL, has a linear voltage- and time-independent
conductance, gL. Ion flow is driven by electrochemical gradients represented as Nernst
potentials, E. IC, capacitive current. Adapted from [312].
includes a depolarising Na+ current, INa, a repolarising K+ current, IK, and a time- and
voltage-independent leakage current, IL [171].
The cell membrane is viewed as a capacitor, and capacitance is defined as the ratio of
charge across the capacitor (Q) to the voltage necessary to hold that charge, thus
Cm =
Q
V
. (2.3)
It follows that the current (measured in charge per unit time) is dQ/dt. In addition, cardiac
cell membrane capacitance is typically a constant, 1.0 µF/cm2. Thus, differentiating with
respect to time gives
dQ
dt
=Cm
dV
dt
, (2.4)
and it can be seen that the capacitive current, dQ/dt, can be expressed as CmdV/dt. As
the flow of charge between the inside and outside of the membrane must be conserved, the
sum of the capacitive and ionic currents must equal zero according to Kirchoff’s current
law [25]:
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Cm
dV
dt
+ Iion = 0 (2.5)
more commonly represented as
Cm
dV
dt
=−Iion. (2.6)
It can therefore be seen that dV/dt, the rate of change of membrane potential, is deter-
mined by the sum of the ionic currents, Iion.
Current flowing through ion channels is calculated using Ohm’s law, V = IR, and so for a
channel permeable to ion x:
Ix = gx (Vm−Ex) , (2.7)
where gx is the current’s conductance and Ex is the equilibrium potential at which net ion
flux equals zero. It can therefore be said that flow of current through an ion channel is a
product of the ion channel’s conductance and the driving force for the ion species (driving
force = V −Ex).
2.6.3 Hodgkin-Huxley formulation
As mentioned previously, in the Hodgkin-Huxley model, Iion (total ionic current) com-
prised INa, IK and IL. Furthermore, an external stimulus current was required in order to
elicit an action potential – Iext. Thus, the evolution of membrane potential with respect to
time is given by
dV
dt
=
−Iion+ Iext
Cm
(2.8)
where Iion = INa+ IK+ IL+ Iext in the Hodgkin-Huxley model. Because the single chan-
nel instantaneous I−V curves for open Na+ and K+ channels in the squid giant axon are
approximately linear, it is possible to write each current as the product of a conductance
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and driving force, as in Equation 2.7. It is important to note that Hodgkin and Hux-
ley assumed that the channels were selective for only one ionic species, hence used the
equilibrium potentials for the respective channel reversal potentials. They also assumed
that the leak current conductance, gL, was constant, such that gL = g¯L, where g¯L is the
maximal leakage current conductance. Thus, we can write Equation 2.8 as:
Cm
dV
dt
=−gNa(V −ENa)−gK(V −EK)− g¯L(V −EL)− Istim. (2.9)
To solve Equation 2.9 it is necessary to calculate the voltage- and time-dependent con-
ductances gNa and gK. Hodgkin and Huxley declared that, for a unit area of membrane
(1 cm2 in their model), a conductance can be given as the product of single channel con-
ductance, γ , the number of channels per unit area of membrane, N, and the single channel
open probability, Popen which must be between 0 and 1 (which is the same as the fraction
of channels in open state). Thus
g = γNPopen, (2.10)
and as maximal conductance, g¯, is determined by the constants γ and N:
g¯ = γN, (2.11)
we can re-write Equation 2.10 as
g = g¯Popen. (2.12)
Conductance is therefore a product of the maximal conductance, g¯, which is constant, and
the probability of a channel being in the open state, Popen, which is determined by gating
variables as described below.
For a simple channel controlled by a single voltage-dependent gate that can either be in
the open or closed state (Figure 2.13), the channel moves between the two states with the
rate constants α (opening) and β (closing):
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Closed
α(V )−−−⇀↽ −
β (V )
Open. (2.13)
Note, however, that a channel can be controlled by multiple gating processes (described
later), and these gating processes may not necessarily be voltage-dependent. The L-type
calcium channel, for example, exhibits Ca2+-dependent inactivation, and some channels
may be gated by mechanical stimuli, such as stretch-activated channels. The probability
of a channel being open, Popen, is the same as the fraction of total channels (N) in the open
state, f , thus Popen = f , and f = 1 if all channels are open or f = 0 is all channels are
closed. The rates of opening and closing are therefore
Rate of opening = α f (1− f ), (2.14)
Rate of closing = β f f . (2.15)
The rate of change of the fraction of channels in the open state is therefore governed by
the differential equation
d f
dt
= α f (1− f )−β f f (2.16)
which is the Hodgkin-Huxley formalism for describing a simple gating mechanism. When
d f
dt = 0, the gating variable is said to be in steady-state ( f∞) which is given by
f∞ =
αf
αf+βf
. (2.17)
Hodgkin-Huxley type gating variables evolve according to the differential equation
d f
dt
=
f∞− f
τf
(2.18)
where τf is the time constant for gate f , i.e. a voltage-dependent time constant which is a
measure of the time duration for a gate to reach steady-state following an instantaneous
change in voltage. The opening and closing rate coefficients αf and βf determine how
quickly f reaches its new value; if αf and βf are large then τf will be small and the rate of
change will be fast, and vice versa. τf is related to αf and βf by
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Figure 2.13. Diagram of a simple gating scheme. The channel alternates between open
and closed states with rate constants α and β. The gating scheme is not physiological, but
provides a useful model for mathematical reconstruction of ion channel gating kinetics.
τf =
1
αf+βf
. (2.19)
To determine the experimental values for αf and βf, Hodgkin and Huxley employed a
voltage-clamp protocol such that values for αf and βf could be determined at particular
voltages. When V is clamped to a new voltage, f∞ and τf can be determined, then αf and
βf calculated as solutions to
αf =
f∞
τf
, (2.20)
and
βf =
1− f∞
τf
, (2.21)
which are derivations of Equation 2.17 and 2.19. Hodgkin and Huxley then plotted these
values as functions of membrane potential and fitted an equation to these data to obtain
continuous functions of αf and βf. They then used this protocol to determine the time
course of the conductances during an action potential, as follows.
It is perhaps easier to start with the K+ conductance, gK, as only a single process is
involved. From their voltage clamp experiments, Hodgkin and Huxley found that gK
follows a sigmoidal increase upon membrane depolarisation, then follows an exponen-
tial decrease to its original value. To model this, they raised a single gating process, as
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described above, to the fourth power, such that
gK = g¯Kn4, (2.22)
where g¯K is the experimentally-determined maximal K+ conductance, and n is the fraction
of K+ channels in the open state (n is also referred to as the K+ channel gating variable).
The fourth power of n gave the best fit to the experimental data, rather than serving a
physiological purpose. The rate of change of n is therefore
dn
dt
= αn(1−n)−βnn (2.23)
the solution to which is given by
n = n∞− (n∞−n0)exp(−t/τn), (2.24)
where n0 is a steady-state value of n appropriate for the voltage, and the steady-state value
of n is
n∞ =
αn
αn+βn
, (2.25)
and the time constant as
τn =
1
αn+βf
. (2.26)
For continuous functions of αn and βn, Hodgkin and Huxley determined values for n∞
and τn at specific voltages from their experimental results, using forms of Equations 2.24
and 2.22 suitable for fitting to their experimental recordings;
gK =
{
(gK∞)1/4− [(gK∞)1/4− (gK0)1/4]exp(−t/τn)
}4
, (2.27)
where gK0 is the initial conductance at t = 0 and gK∞ the conductance at the end of the
voltage pulse. n∞ was then given by gK∞, as a fraction of the maximal gK∞ attained during
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the voltage clamp experiments. Values for τn at particular voltages were chosen to give
the best fit to experimental data. αn and βn were then calculated at each voltage using
Equations 2.20 and 2.21 and plotted against voltage to generate best fit functions. These
voltage-dependent functions are shown in Figure 2.14 and are as follows:
αn = 0.01
10− v
exp 10−v10 −1
, (2.28)
and
βn = 0.125exp
(−v
80
)
, (2.29)
where v is the devitation of membrane potential, V , from rest in mV, i.e. V =Vrest+ v.
For modelling the experimentally recorded Na+ conductance, Hodgkin and Huxley de-
duced that two processes were at work; the first being responsible for an increase in con-
ductance, and the second causing conductance to decrease, such that during a change in
voltage clamp, the current activates and then inactivates at the same membrane potential.
They therefore proposed that Na+ conductance takes the form:
gNa = g¯Nam3h, (2.30)
where g¯Na is the maximal Na+ conductance, m is the activation gating variable, and h is
the inactivation gating variable. The Na+ gating variables were modelled using the same
differential equation as for the K+ gating variable (Equation 2.16), with functions for αm/h
and βm/h (Figure 2.15) determined similarly to those for the K+ conductance:
αm = 0.1
25− v
exp
(25−v
10
)−1 , (2.31)
βm = 4exp
(−v
18
)
, (2.32)
αh = 0.07exp
(−v
20
)
, (2.33)
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Figure 2.14. K+ gating variable coefficients in the Hodgkin-Huxley model. Opening, α ,
and closing, β , rate coefficients of the K+ gating variable n are plotted as functions of v.
βh =
1
exp
(30−v
10
)
+1
. (2.34)
The descriptions for the time- and voltage-dependence of the Na+ and K+ conductances,
Equations 2.30 and 2.22, can be substituted into Equation 2.9 to complete the model,
giving the final Hodgkin-Huxley model equations:
Cm
dV
dt
=−g¯Nam3h(v− vNa)− g¯Kn4(v− vK)− g¯L(v− vL)− Istim, (2.35)
dm
dt
= αm(1−m)−βmm, (2.36)
dh
dt
= αh(1−h)−βhh, (2.37)
dn
dt
= αn(1−n)−βnn, (2.38)
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Figure 2.15. Na+ gating variable coefficients in the Hodgkin-Huxley model. Opening,
α , and closing, β , rate coefficients of the Na+ activation, m, and inactivation, h, gating
variables are plotted as functions of v.
αm = 0.1
25− v
exp( 25−v10 )−1
, (2.39)
βm = 4exp
(−v
18
)
, (2.40)
αh = 0.07exp
(−v
20
)
, (2.41)
βh =
1
exp( 30−v10 )+1
, (2.42)
αn = 0.01
10− v
exp( 10−v10 )−1
, (2.43)
βn = 0.125exp
(−v
80
)
, (2.44)
The dynamics of the gates m, h and n determine the time course of V during the action
potential. When the cell is at rest (v = V −Vrest = 0 mV), the K+ gating variable n dom-
inates over the Na+ gating variables, m3h, so v tends towards the K+ reversal potential
of -12 mV. Applying a small current to the cell results in a small depolarisation, but v
returns to the equilibrium resting value v = 0 mV. However, a sufficiently large stimu-
lus will raise v beyond threshold. Then, m, which is approaching m∞ with a small time
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Figure 2.16. (A) Activation (m and n) and inactivation (h) gating variables during an
action potential. The Na+ activation gate m quickly opens and closes, whereas h and
n change over a longer time course. (B) Na+ and K+ conductances during the action
potential.
Figure 2.17. Time course of the Hodgkin-Huxley action potential in response to a 0.1 ms,
-70 µA/µF stimulus current applied at t = 0 ms.
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constant (i.e. the process is fast), causes an increase in gNa, so the inward Na+ current
increases and there is further depolarisation. The Na+ conductance then dominates, so v
tends towards the Na+ reversal potential of 115 mV. The gates h and n have begun moving
towards their new values, h∞ and n∞, though with slower time constants. h eventually
takes on its new, low value, so gNa falls and INa inactivates. Meanwhile, K+ activation
increases as n approaches its new, high value, so gK dominates and IK activates to repo-
larise v back towards -12 mV (EK). A refractory period then follows where further stimuli
do not result in increases in gNa (so no action potential), as the time constant for the Na+
inactivation gate is large, so there is a lengthy delay before h opens at v = 0 mV. The time
courses of m, h and n are shown in Figure 2.16 alongside the Na+ and K+ conductances
– all of which result membrane depolarisation and subsequent repolarisation, forming the
Hodgkin-Huxley action potential (Figure 2.17).
2.6.4 Markov modelling
Markov chain formulations differ from Hodgkin-Huxley type models of ion channels as,
in place of gating variables which are not representative of kinetic states, Markov models
comprise a series of states determined experimentally (e.g. closed, open, fast/slow in-
activated). Markov formulations (Figure 2.18) are useful for modelling channelopathies
resulting from genetic mutations, for instance, or for modelling pharmacological aspects,
such as drug applications. In a Markov model formulation, state transitions are not in-
dependent (unlike Hodgkin-Huxley type models) and the occupancy of a particular state
determines the probability of transition to another state. Na+ channel inactivation, for ex-
ample, is more likely when the channel is open, but this is not considered in the Hodgkin-
Huxley model [46]. Markov models therefore more accurately recreate ion channel kinet-
ics, so are superior to Hodgkin-Huxley models in this regard.
For the example in Figure 2.18, the states evolve according to the following differential
equations:
dC
dt
= βfIC+βdO− (αd+αf)C, (2.45)
dO
dt
= βfI+αdC− (αf+βd)O, (2.46)
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Figure 2.18. Schematic of a simple four-state Markov chain model. Four states are
possible: C, closed state; O, open state; I, inactivated state; IC, inactivated closed state.
Transiton rates are denoted by α and β . Adapted from [256].
dI
dt
= αdIC+αfO− (βd+βf)I, (2.47)
dIC
dt
= βdI+αfC− (αd+βf)IC, (2.48)
where αd is the transition probability from left to right (i.e. C to O or IC to I) and βd is the
transition probability from right to left, and αf is the transition probability from bottom to
top (i.e. C to IC or O to I) and βf is the transition probability from top to bottom.
The current flowing through an ensemble of such channels, permeable to ion x, is given
as
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Ix = g¯O(Vm−Ex), (2.49)
where O is the total open state occupancy, g¯ is the maximal channel conductance and Ex
is the equilibrium potential for ion x. Thus, a Markov channel formulation uses channel
open probability, O in place of Hodgkin-Huxley type gating variables.
Markov chain models can be incorporated into models of the cardiac AP, so it is possible
to study the effect of state occupancy during the AP; particularly useful when study-
ing gene mutations in channelopathies, for example [329]. It is important to note, how-
ever, that Markov models are significantly more computationally intensive than Hodgkin-
Huxley type formulations, and so consideration must be given as to whether their im-
proved kinetic modelling outweighs the increased computational demand.
2.6.5 Stochastic modelling
Markov transitions are used to model the stochastic opening and closing of ion channels,
made possible by the development of patch clamp technology which has allowed the
recording of random single channel openings and closings. A stochastic process is one
involving a number of random variables dependent on a variable parameter (time). Using
Markov models, it is possible to study the stochastic dynamics of a single or collection of
ion channels.
Assuming a channel is in the open state, O, at time t, and that at time t+∆t the probability
of transitioning to the closed state, C, is β∆t, then the probability that the channel remains
open is 1− β∆t. It is possible to use a random number generator to select a random
number, r, between 0 and 1 to decide whether the channel remains open or transitions
to the closed state, based on the two probabilities. Specifically, if r falls within [0,β∆t],
the channel will change state to C, but if r falls in [β∆t,1], the channel will remain open.
If the channel is closed, the probability of transitioning to the open state is α∆t, and the
probability of remaining closed is 1−α∆t [312].
Though a better representation of in vivo ion channel dynamics, stochastic simulation
of an ensemble of channels, N, is highly computationally demanding, largely as a result
of the quantity of random numbers that require generation at each step. The total ionic
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current of an ensemble of chanels can then be formulated as
Ix = g¯xNO(V −Ex) (2.50)
where NO is the total number of open channels, which fluctuates randomly with time.
2.7 Mathematical models of the cardiac action potential
A decade after the Hodgkin and Huxley published their seminal works, Noble [280] mod-
ified their equations in order to describe the action potential observed from Purkinje fibre
cells. Since then, mathematical models of cardiac electrophysiology have begun to in-
clude increasing biophysical detail, with new components and experimental observations
incorporated as they were discovered or as advances in technology permitted. A review of
the development of models representing the many cell types in the heart, across multiple
species, is given by Denis Noble himself, and colleagues, in [282], and is summarised
over the following paragraphs.
Cardiac cell models have been continuously updated over the years as the ionic basis of
the cardiac AP is further determined experimentally. Following the discovery of the Ca2+
current [320] and further characterisation of the K+ current [283, 284] (then considered a
single current), the McAllister-Tsien-Noble model [246] was developed in the 1970s as an
improvement of Noble’s Purkinje fibre model. The first ventricular muscle cell model was
also developed at this time by Beeler and Reuter [32]. Changes in ionic concentrations
were first captured in the DiFrancesco-Noble Purkinje fibre model [122], by incorporating
descriptions of the Na+-K+ ATPase and the Na+-Ca2+ exchanger currents. Hilgemann
and Noble [164] later sought to accurately model the Ca2+ transient (which had been
inaccurate in previous models) in their atrial specific model, which became the basic
framework for future models of ventricular calcium handling.
In the 1990s, the Luo-Rudy models were developed [234–236] which became the basis
for the majority of biophysically-detailed models to this day, containing mathematical de-
scriptions of the various membrane currents, dynamic ion concentrations, Ca2+ handling,
β-adrenergic control [347, 348], and different metabolic pathways [104, 105, 108]. There
has since been a plethora of computational models developed, capturing a range of fea-
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tures including (but not limited to – see [282] for a recent review) the electrophysiological
alterations in diabetes [294], stretch-activated channels and force generation [275, 276],
and realistic intracellular structure [101,296]. Increases in computing power have, thank-
fully, permitted the inclusion of increased complexity in these models, such that large-
scale spatio-temporal problems remain tractable despite increased biophysical detail.
Several models of cardiac electrophysiology and Ca2+ handling are discussed throughout
the work presented in this thesis, summarised in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3. Summary of computational models discussed in this thesis.
Model Citation Summary
Pandit [293, 294] First rat model and subsequent adaptation for diabetes
Pasek [296] Includes T-tubule description
Niederer-Smith [276] Adds new contraction and Ca2+ handling models
Gattoni [146] Re-parameterises and adds new Ca2+ handling model
Devenyi-Sobie [117] Re-parameterises Ca2+ system
Colman [97, 101] Spatio-temporal Ca2+ cycling models
2.8 Numerical methods
2.8.1 Numerical integration
Cardiac electrophysiology models comprise a series of nonlinear ODEs which require
numerical integration methods in order to approximate their solutions, as they are analyt-
ically intractable. Accordingly, they can be solved using finite difference methods, such
as the forward (or explicit) Euler method. For a differential equation of the form
dx
dt
= f (x), (2.51)
then by integrating we wish to find the solution x(t), assuming that x = x0 at t = t0. The
forward Euler method assumes that over a sufficiently small time step, ∆t, the function
f (x) remains constant, so the change in x during the time step can be approximated by
f (x0)∆t. The new value of x, x1, at t0+∆t, is therefore
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x1 = x0+ f (x0)∆t. (2.52)
Thus, x is now at x1, the function is now f (x1), and t is t0 +∆t. The iterations therefore
follow xn = xn−1 + f (xn−1)∆t where n is the total number of iterations and n = 0 at x0,
and t = tn−1+∆t. The general scheme is therefore
xn+1 = xn+ f (xn)∆t, (2.53)
which is the simplest method of numerical integration (it should be noted, however, that
this method is prone to errors in the calculated solution if ∆t is not sufficiently small).
More accurate (hence more computationally intensive) methods of integration are avail-
able, such as the fourth order Runge-Kutta method [308], though increases in accuracy by
these methods do not necessarily outweigh their drastically increased computation time.
The choice of ∆t is important in order to ensure numerical stability – though a large time
step will reduce computation time, it must be sufficiently small such that the numerical
solution remains accurate. von Neumann linear stability analysis [308] restricts the choice
of ∆t (and ∆x, the space step for tissue models) so that the stability criterion for any given
discretisation scheme is
D
∆t
(∆x)2
≤ 1
2d
, (2.54)
where D is the diffusion coefficient and d is the number of spatial dimensions. Thus, for
a one-dimensional cable, ∆t and ∆x must be such that
D
∆t
(∆x)2
≤ 0.5. (2.55)
Often, due to the biophysically-detailed equations used to determine Iion, the stability of
the discretisation scheme can be chcked by comparing the convergence of the solutions
under variations of ∆t and ∆x. As work presented in this thesis is restricted to single-cell
studies, only convergence of the solutions under variations ∆t is necessary. The choice of
∆t used in simulations presented in this thesis met the stability criterion.
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2.8.2 Integrating equations for gating variables
The equations describing gating variables of the Hodgkin-Huxley type are typically in-
tegrated using the Rush-Larsen scheme [330]. Rush and Larsen showed that the general
gating equation
d f
dt
= αf(V )(1− k)−βk(V )k, (2.56)
has the solution
n = n∞(V )− (n∞(V )−n0)exp(−∆t/τn(V )), (2.57)
where ∆t replaces t from the solution as in Equation 2.24, assuming the rate coefficients
α and β that define n∞ and τ∞ (Equations 2.25 and 2.26) are constant over the small
time step ∆t. In the following iteration, n becomes n0. The Rush-Larsen method gives a
more accurate solution than integrating Equation 2.56 by the forward Euler method, as the
solution to Equation 2.57 is only dependent on membrane potential, V , not the derivative
of n.
2.8.3 Adaptive time steps
Integration speed is dependent upon the time step size, ∆t, so it is desirable to have a
large time step, however not too large as to compromise the accuracy of solutions. If the
differential equations’ solutions are changing slowly, a large time step can be used without
losing accuracy. As dV/dt is the variable that changes most rapidly in most computational
models, it is possible to introduce a variable time step dependent on dV dt to be used. This
means that, during the upstroke of the action potential, ∆t will be small (as dV dt is small),
but in the plateau phase of the AP or at resting membrane potentials, ∆t will be large. This
allows for faster integration and can significantly reduce computation time.
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2.8.4 Computational aspects
Models were coded in C/C++ and simulations were performed using the University of
Leeds ARC3 High Performance Computing facilities.
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Comparing Computational Models of
Rat Electrophysiology
3.1 Introduction
Despite cardiac arrhythmias such as ventricular tachycardia and fibrillation being leading
causes of global morbidity and mortality today [47], major clinical trials have failed to
produce sufficiently efficacious drugs capable of reducing these health burdens, and the
failure of such trials (e.g. [317,450]) has even discouraged further antiarrhythmic drug de-
velopment in recent years [426]. These failures can largely be attributed to dissonance be-
tween pre-clinical experimental models, which typically involve non-human data, and the
resulting human outcomes [158, 337]. Given that preclinical drug screening is typically
carried out across various animal species and models, it can be difficult to predict the elec-
trophysiological bases for such failures [124], thus in order to develop novel treatments it
is imperative to improve our understanding of normal and diseased electrophysiological
mechanisms and their relations with arrhythmogenesis across various species [106].
Mice and rats have been used extensively in cardiac research to date to study the patho-
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physiology of human diseases [48, 182, 222]. The laboratory rat, in particular, is com-
monly used as an animal model because of its ease of manipulation, relatively low cost
and modest physiological similarity to humans [6, 73, 138, 180, 260]. The transient out-
ward, Ito, and inward rectifier, IK1, potassium currents were first discovered in rat ven-
tricular myocytes [16], for example, and the use of animal models remains widespread
today. However, following the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and its sub-
sequent amendment (2010/63/EU), as well as the establishment of the National Centre for
the Replacement, Refinement and Reduction of Animals in Research (NC3Rs), there is
an increasing awareness of the importance of – and ethical need for – developing alterna-
tive methodologies in scientific research that minimise the suffering and use of animals,
despite the need to further our understanding of disease processes.
Mathematical models of rat cardiac electrophysiology are one such alternative, and there
are now a range of computational models of the rat ventricular action potential [146,276,
293, 294, 296]. Such models have been used to explore the mechanisms underlying AP
heterogeneity from different regions of the heart [293], electrophysiological alterations
in diabetes [294], T-tubular remodelling [296], contraction and acid-base balance [276],
and the calcium-frequency response [146] in rat ventricular myocytes. As rat models can
provide insight into experimental findings from experiments using rat myocytes, they are
useful didactic tools, and can be used for preliminary hypothesis testing when planning
future experiments. However, currently available models of rat ventricular electrophysiol-
ogy are unsuitable for use in studying the processes underlying pathophysiological Ca2+
handling remodelling and resultant arrhythmias, as they are unable to recreate the com-
plex, stochastic dynamics of subcellular Ca2+ handling, the remodelling of which as seen
in heart failure, for example, is known to be pro-arrhythmic [74,202,365, 427]. Rat com-
putational models remain relevant given the limited experimental data available for the
development of human alternatives.
This chapter will begin with an overview of the differences in electrophysiology and cal-
cium handling between species, to provide a solid grounding in understanding the utility
and challenges in extrapolating experimental findings from one species to another. The
Pandit [293, 294] and Gattoni [146] models of rat ventricular electrophysiology will be
then reviewed (and later, compared), as they supply certain elements to the novel compu-
tational model detailed in the following chapter (Chapter 4). The Niederer-Smith [276]
model will also be discussed as it bridges certain gaps between the Pandit and Gattoni
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models, which were published 13 years apart. For brevity, the Pasek [296] and Devenyi-
Sobie [117] models will be reviewed but not compared, as they are predominantly mod-
ifications of the Pandit model with limited additional functionality - the Pasek model
adds structural detail relating to the role of T-tubules in cardiac excitation-contraction
coupling, and the Devenyi-Sobie model is a re-parameterised Pandit model with some
additional components included largely to improve the balance of Ca2+ handling and
fluxes. However, though this model addresses some of the Ca2+ handling limitations from
the original Pandit model, some limitations remain, particularly surrounding the lack of
species-specific data.
3.2 Species differences in cardiac electrophysiology
As described in Chapter 2, cardiac myocytes are cylindrical in shape and range from
between 50 to 200 µm in length and 10-20 µm in radius, and these dimensions remain
similar across different mammalian species such that cell volumes do not vary signifi-
cantly [346]. However, different species exhibit markedly different electrophysiological
profiles - larger mammals, such as human and dog, have APs with a ‘spike and dome’
morphology, whereas rats and mice have a more ‘triangular’ AP (Figure 3.1). These dif-
ferences in electrophysiology mostly arise from the varying expression of the underlying
membrane currents, exchangers, and transporters, with some currents absent in certain
species. Hence, pro-arrhythmic mechanisms arising from electrical remodelling in one
species may not manifest in the same way, or at all, in another.
3.2.1 Depolarising membrane currents: INa, ICaL and INaCa
Interestingly, despite being the principal depolarising current, there are few data avail-
able to describe differences in INa across species - largely because cardiac INa is difficult
to measure using microelectrode preparations [127]. Cardiac INa was first characterised
in rabbit Purkinje fibres, which offered structural advantages over other cell choices for
voltage clamp studies, as rabbit Purkinje fibres lack T-tubules and have wide intercel-
lular clefts [30, 95]. Even today, modern approaches remain limited as they necessitate
reductions in extracellular [Na+], temperature, or channel availability resulting from phar-
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Figure 3.1. Comparison of AP morphology and underlying inward and outward mem-
brane currents in different species. Top: Action potentials from human, rabbit and rat
myocyte models. Middle: Time course of inward membrane currents INa, ICaL and INaCa.
Bottom: Time course of outward membrane currents Ito, IKr, IKs (Iss for rat) and IK1.
Panels show steady-state APs and underlying currents at BCL = 500 ms for each model.
Models shown are O’Hara et al. [289] (human ventricular), Aslanidi et al. [18] (rabbit
atrial) and Gattoni et al. [146] (rat ventricular).
macological blockade [56, 333]. Together, these changes result in altered current kinetics
and/or magnitude, so comparisons of INa between studies or groups is difficult.
Nevertheless, the molecular basis of INa has been well-studied across species. The dom-
inant α-subunit has been identified as Nav1.5, though variable expression of other iso-
forms has been observed across species [53, 456]. In addition, there is a wide variety
of accessory proteins, including β-subunits and signalling enzymes that may contribute
towards species-dependent effects on the function of INa, by potentially altering current
kinetics [1, 2, 163]. It is therefore likely that there exist systematic species differences in
the functional characteristics of INa which are yet to be discovered [127].
The other principal depolarising current in ventricular myocytes, ICaL, appears to be re-
duced in rat ventricular myocytes compared to larger mammals [377], and this reduction is
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largely the result of decreased channel expression [41]. It has also been shown that inacti-
vation and recovery from inactivation of ICaL are slower in rat ventricular myocytes [446],
and ICaL activation is negatively shifted in rat, particularly when compared to rabbit and
guinea pig myocytes, which results in an increase in window current [446]. Because
these observations were made under conditions in which Ca2+ release from the SR could
not contribute to ICaL inactivation, they suggest that properties independent of variations
in Ca2+ handling promote greater ICaL activity in rats when compared to mammals with
longer APs [127] - thus, rat ICaL will be larger and longer than in other species given the
same AP waveform [446]. As the rat AP is much shorter, this ICaL profile compensates to
better maintain ICaL-mediated Ca2+ influx [388, 446].
The molecular bases for these effects have not been fully explained, and it is thought
that high sequence homology in critical regions of the α1C and β2a ICaL subunits leaves
little room for differences in ICaL gating [127,446] - thus, it remains possible that varying
expression of other β subunits or accessory modulators may be important [127].
3.2.2 Fast repolarising membrane currents: Ito and IKur
There are a large number of K+ currents expressed in ventricular myocytes, the varied ex-
pression of which is the primary explanation for species differences in electrophysiology.
The repolarising membrane currents are typically split into 2 broad categories: transient
outward (Ito) and inward rectifier (IK) currents. For rats and mice, repolarisation proceeds
so rapidly that some K+ currents are rarely recruited (such as IKr and IKs), as these typ-
ically activate 50 ms or longer after AP initiation, which is roughly the duration of the
entire murine AP [127]. Given this short duration in the murine AP, fast-activating K+
currents contributing to initial repolarisation from the AP overshoot are much larger in
magnitude than in other mammalian species, and are responsible for all but terminal AP
repolarisation [127], and it is this feature that allows rats and mice to have much faster
heart rates, typically above 400 bpm [331, 415].
In most species, Ito dominates the early contribution to repolarisation, and both activates
and inactivates rapidly. In rodents, the markedly high density of Ito dominates over other
repolarisation phases, sharply abbreviating the AP and resulting in the absence of a clear
plateau phase which is present in other species [279]. Murine Ito is the largest across all
mammalian species, being approximately 4-fold larger than rabbit (which is roughly equal
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Figure 3.2. Kinetics of fast and slow Ito components. Mean normalised current for Ito,f
(o) and Ito,s (∆) as functions of inactivation time. Ito,s inactivates much more slowly than
Ito,f which appears to inactivate almost immediately during current clamp experiments.
Continuous and dotted lines represent single exponentials to fit recovery data for each
current component. From [156].
to that of human), while guinea pig Ito is largely undetectable [137, 338, 339, 417, 454].
Ito can be split into 2 components which differ in their rates of inactivation and re-
covery from inactivation (Figure 3.2), and exhibits strong transmural variation. Typi-
cally, however, these subdivisions are summed and referred together as Ito [127]. The
fast component, Ito,f, rapidly inactivates (τ ≈ 10 ms) and recovers from inactivation
(τ ≈ 20− 50 ms) [156, 441], whereas the slow component, Ito,s, inactivates 5-8 times
more slowly than Ito,f and recovers from inactivation much slower (τ≈ 1000 ms) which
can have important implications for the frequency dependence of repolarisation [127].
The final rapidly-activating K+ current is IKur, sometimes referred to as IK,slow or IK,sus as
it had been characterised using different methods and in different species and regions of
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the heart [269]. IKur is prominant in the atria of large mammals [215,448], and throughout
the murine heart where it contributes to rapid repolarisation to shape the triangular AP
waveform [57, 62, 68, 441]. IKur can be distinguished from Ito by its markedly slower
inactivation kinetics [127], and as such contributes to repolarisation later than Ito.
3.2.3 Slow repolarising membrane currents: IKr, IKs and IK1
The remaining delayed rectifier currents (rapidly, IKr, and slowly, IKs, activating forms)
exhibit slower current development, and make only a minor contribution to repolarisation
in ventricular myocytes of rats and mice [127]. In mammals with longer APs, however,
the balance of IKr and IKs determines the phase 2-phase 3 plateau duration [23]. These
delayed rectifier currents slowly move the membrane potential out of the ICaL activation
range, where the voltage-independent inward rectifier (IK1) current is recruited to drive
the terminal phase of repolarisation in all species and most cell types of the heart.
IKr is unique among cardiac currents as its contribution to repolarisation results from
channels that are recovering from inactivation, rather than proceeding in typical activation-
to-inactivation sequences - this is due to the rapid form of C-type inactivation of hERG
(human ether-a-go-go-related gene) tetramers [437]. hERG channels accumulate in their
inactivated conformations at the peak of the AP and during the early plateau phase – as
membrane potential moves towards rest, these channels recover through the open state
before deactivating, with slower kinetics [190]. In contrast, the KvLQT1 (KCNQ1) pore
of IKs activates (τ≈ 1 s) and deactivates (τ≈ 100−300 s) very slowly, exhibiting only
very slight inactivation [190, 399, 411]. Though hERG-like mRNA and currents have
been found in various animal species, little or none has been identified in rat ventricular
myocytes [247, 438].
These differing kinetics have implications for species differences. Firstly, the kinetics of
IKs cause it to accumulate in or near activation at faster heart rates or during prolonged
depolarisation [124, 364], providing a reserve of outward current that can be recruited in
the absence of other outward currents (such as IKr). Such accumulation was proposed
by a 18-state Markov model for IKs [364] (Figure 3.3), for which two ‘zones’ exist for
closed-state channels. Zone two represents closed channels for which all 4 voltage-sensor
subunits have not yet transitioned, and zone one represents channels closed channels for
which all 4 subunits have transitioned. At faster cycle lengths, the proportion of chan-
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Figure 3.3. Markov model and state occupancy for IKs at different cycle lengths. A:
IKs Markov model. Green zone states represent channels for which all 4 subunits have
not completed the transition, blue zone states represent channels for which all 4 subunits
have completed transitioning, and red states represent open channels. B: IKs zone state
occupancy at BCL = 250 ms. Adapted from [364].
nelz in zone one increases, which facilitates channel opening [364]. For myocytes with
short APs, the window-like activation characteristics of IKr allow it to contribute in small
amounts to repolarisation when hERG is expressed [127].
The role of these currents in rats and mice remains controversial as murine KCNQ1/KCNE1
knockout results in exaggerated rate-dependent and adrenergic slowing of repolarisa-
tion [79, 125, 201]. In larger mammals, these changes indicate a reduction in repolari-
sation reserve, but IKs is minimally detectable in these animals and there are few changes
in AP morphology. It has therefore been proposed that IKs in small rodents may only be
unmasked during adrenergic modulation, which prolongs the AP secondary to enhanced
Ca2+ cycling [126,348]. Also, hERG currents can be detected in mice, but knockout does
not result in noticeable changes to the ECG nor increases in arrhythmia susceptibility in
vivo, thus is it believed the delayed rectifiers play minor roles in murine electrophysiol-
ogy [21].
Given the high expression of Ito, this overwhelms other inward currents in the rat, result-
ing in a markedly abbreviated AP. This largely elminates the activation of other outward
K+ currents, such as IKr and IKs. As a result, in rat computational models to date, IKr and
IKs are typically modelled together a single, outward current called the steady-state K+
current, Iss [293].
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The final repolarising current, IK1, plays a major role in final repolarisation of the AP and
is the primary determinant of resting membrane potential in cardiac myocytes. In order
to provide this membrane stability, IK1 must exhibit marked inward rectification such that
its conductance is very small at positive membrane potentials and small negative poten-
tials close to 0 mV [26]. However, it must exhibit large conductance at potentials close
to resting membrane potential. Inward rectification of IK1 is provided by field-induced
block of the channel pore (formed by Kir2.1, Kir2.2 and Kir2.3 subunits) by intracellu-
lar Mg2+ and polyamines [26, 230, 273]. This mechanism allows phases 1 and 2 of the
AP to proceed normally with no repolarising influence of IK1, which would otherwise be
very large and eliminate the plateau phase in large mammalian ventricular myocytes. In
addition, the properties of rectification are exaggerated in the ventricles [149, 204].
IK1 expression is 2-3 times lower in the atria than the ventricles of most species, and is
virtually absent in the SA node, which does not exhibit a stable resting membrane poten-
tial [120]. In rat and mice, uniquely, IK1 distribution appears to be the opposite in that
it is at least as highly expressed in the atria as in the ventricles [228]. As a result, hu-
man myocytes are potentially more susceptible to spontaneous Ca2+ release events during
diastole, or during terminal repolarisation in the form of early afterdepolarisations.
3.2.4 Calcium handling
3.2.4.1 INaCa and ISERCA
Meaningful differences have been established for the Ca2+ transporting proteins in ven-
tricular myocytes, particularly INaCa (NCX). First isolated in canine myocytes [301], the
NCX1 isoform was then cloned [274] and is recognised as the dominant cardiac isoform
in mammals [302]. Under steady-state conditions, efflux of Ca2+ via INaCa is roughly
equal to Ca2+ influx via ICaL [127], which is about 7% in rats and mice [41] but nearly
30% in larger mammals [127]. The remainder, mostly, is resequestered into the SR. This
large disparity in NCX contribution between murine and larger mammals results from an
approximately 4-fold larger SERCA contribution in rat [41, 377], favouring SR reuptake
over Ca2+ extrusion via NCX, as well as a reduction in INaCa activity in rat generally [355].
In addition, higher [Na+]i in murine ventricular myocytes reduces the electrochemical
driving force for Ca2+ extrusion via INaCa [214, 357]. This shift towards SR-dependent
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Ca2+ handling has resulted in rats and mice being relatively sensitive animal models for
studying SR-dependent arrhythmia mechanisms [127].
3.2.4.2 Early afterdepolarisations
Early afterdepolarisations (EADs) are abnormal changes in membrane potential occur-
ring during the plateau phase (phase 2) or late repolarisation (phase 3) of the AP (see
Figure 3.4). EADs are believed to result from disruptions to membrane currents com-
prising the plateau phase, resulting in AP prolongation – they are therefore the result of
reduced outward and/or increased inward current [314]. However, as AP morphology
varies between species, mechanisms underlying EAD generation may be different from
one species to another.
In large mammals, with clear phase 2-3 plateau regions, EADs generally initiate in the
late plateau and are more commonly caused by reactivation of ICaL [155, 187], or from
forward-mode INaCa (i.e. Ca2+ extrusion) resulting from abnormal SR Ca2+ release [375,
382]. In addition, reductions in K+ channel conductance also contribute to EAD gener-
ation, as this results in a diminished repolarisation reserve and APD prolongation [155,
297]. However, APD prolongation can occur independently of EAD generation, but AP
triangulation (increases in APD30-APD90) is a strong predictor of EAD generation [13,
176], and APs without plateau phases (e.g. those in rats or mice) can exhibit EADs under
various circumstances. Using a model of the guinea pig AP, Tran et al. [398] showed that
AP prolongation does not necessarily promote EAD generation if occurring at positive
potentials (as ICaL recovery is slow in this range of potentials), and confirmed that AP tri-
angulation is predictive of EADs as it prolongs the duration spent in membrane potentials
that ICaL can recover [176, 177].
For murine myocytes, the high expression of Ito and IKur results in much more rapid repo-
larisation, which alters EAD dynamics because the ICaL activation range is very quickly
passed through (within 10 ms) in these species. This, however, predisposes to INa reactiva-
tion, which has the secondary impact of raising membrane potential to those in which ICaL
reactivates, resulting in APs similar to those of larger mammals [126]. It should be noted,
though, that this interaction has not been quantitatively assessed in murine myocytes and
has only been suggested by computational analyses using a human atrial model [259]. Al-
though the morphology of the human atrial AP is similar to that of the murine ventricular
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Figure 3.4. EADs and DADs in ventricular myocytes. Perturbations to membrane po-
tential (top) resulting from Ca2+ waves (bottom). EADs can be seen during the nor-
mal repolarisation phase of the AP, whereas DADs manifest after terminal repolarisation.
From [440].
AP, it is still longer in duration (approximately 4-fold) and so these dynamics may not
necessarily be the same in rodent species.
3.2.4.3 Delayed afterdepolarisations and Ca2+ waves
Spontaneous release of Ca2+ from the SR results in phasic depolarisation of membrane
potential, as the released Ca2+ is extruded via forward-mode INaCa. These release events
manifest as propagating Ca2+ waves and can elicit EADs, as mentioned previously, if they
occur during repolarisation of the AP. However, at resting membrane potential, sponta-
neous Ca2+ release events can still occur, resulting from abnormal RyR opening, which
can trigger delayed afterdepolarisations (DADs, Figure 3.4), as intracellular Ca2+ ions are
exchanged for extracellular Na+ ions (with a stoichiometry of 1:3 Ca2+:Na+) by reverse-
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mode INaCa. If the magnitude of depolarising current is sufficient, it can raise membrane
potential to or above the threshold for activation of voltage-gated Na+ channels, eliciting
a spontaneous AP (known as triggered activity) [127]. Though the general mechanisms
of Ca2+ wave propagation and DAD genesis are similar across species, species-dependent
parameters including RyR sensitivity, cellular structure, heart rate (or more specifically,
diastolic interval), and the balance of Ca2+ fluxes.
RyR opening is dependent on [Ca2+]i, and many studies have reported that half-maximal
RyR activation occurs between 2 to 10 µM [Ca2+]i [43]. However, this appears to be
species-specific, as recent studies have shown rat hearts exhibit a much lower Ca2+ sen-
sitivity to those of higher mammalian species [76, 421, 442]. This is despite Ca2+ spark
rates reportedly being higher in rat than rabbit myocytes [345]. As SERCA reuptake of
Ca2+ into the SR dominates over other Ca2+ extrusion mechanisms in rat myocytes, this
discrepancy may result from differences in luminal [Ca2+], which is maintained in the
rat to sustain higher RyR open probability, but diminished in rabbits due to larger Ca2+
extrusion via INaCa [345, 421, 455].
Differences between species in SR and sarcolemmal Ca2+ fluxes can determine Ca2+ wave
susceptibility and subsequent DAD generation. In large species where INaCa contributes
more to Ca2+ extrusion, SR load may be reduced which makes spontaneous release less
likely [316, 375], but proportionally greater amounts of released Ca2+ are extruded as
INaCa activity is higher [233]. Pro-arrhythmic DADs are therefore expected to be larger in
higher mammalian species per unit of released Ca2+ [127]. In contrast, SERCA activity
is greater in murine myocytes, so the SR is more easily overloaded but DAD amplitude
may be smaller as there is reduced INaCa activity.
Rats and mice have much faster heart rates than other mammals, however SR Ca2+ oncen-
tration (which is, on average, higher) is maintained relatively well across the pacing fre-
quencies in murine myocytes [238]. Conversely, larger mammalian species have a lower
SR content, but this increases with pacing frequency which potentially promotes Ca2+
waves. In addition, diastolic [Ca2+] ([Ca2+]ds) accumulation occurs at faster frequencies,
increasing the likelihood of Ca2+ waves by triggered RyR opening and activating CaMKII,
which phosphorylates and increases the Ca2+ sensitivity of RyRs. However, RyRs exhibit
refractoriness, and exhibit a short period of reduced availability during the period imme-
diately following a Ca2+ transient. It is predicted, therefore, that rats and mice may have
reduced susceptibility to Ca2+ waves compared to larger mammalian species [43, 127].
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Lastly, structural differences between species may influence DAD generation, particularly
in relation to the arrangement of dyads. In rodent species, a large proportion of RyRs are
located in close proximity to dyads, thus local INaCa in the T-tubules is well positioned to
extrude Ca2+ when spontaneous release occurs [162, 368]. Conversely, T-tubule density
in larger mammalian species is lower [143,162] and there are larger numbers of orphaned
RyRs located further from NCX molecules. It is expected that Ca2+ will quickly be re-
moved from RyR release sites at dyads and more slowly from orphaned RyRs, which
could promote DAD generation, however this may in fact reduce recruitment of Ca2+
release units to limit DAD generation [154].
3.3 Existing models of rat ventricular electrophysiology
3.3.1 The Pandit model
A number of studies in the 1990s demonstrated that there are transmural differences in the
action potential waveforms of mammalian epicardial and endocardial myocytes [92,263],
with endocardial myocytes having longer APDs. In addition, epicardial and endocar-
dial cells respond differently to pathological states - in disease, these heterogeneous re-
sponses may contribute to the development of re-entrant arrhythmias [14]. To understand
the underlying ionic mechanisms for such heterogeneity, Pandit et al. [293] developed a
mathematical model of the adult left ventricular epicardial and endocardial action poten-
tials of rat (Figure 3.5), using the Hodgkin-Huxley formalism (the endocardial cell model
was based on the epicardial formulation). The authors coupled an electrical circuit to a
fluid compartment model [434] to describe changes in Na+, K+ and Ca2+ ions in the my-
oplasm, and Ca2+ in the SR. The fluid compartment model included a restricted subspace
into which the L-type Ca2+ channels and RyRs empty, located between the junctional SR
and T-tubules.
3.3.1.1 Pandit model components and formulations
Membrane currents included in the Pandit model and their respective peak values at a
pacing frequency of 2 Hz (cycle length 500 ms) are provided in Table 3.1. Equations for
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Figure 3.5. Structure of the Pandit model of rat ventricular electrophysiology. The
authors coupled a fluid compartment model from [434] to an electrical circuit model.
Adapted from [293].
INa in the Pandit model are of the type formulated by [32], consisting of a fast activation
(m3), fast inactivation (h) and a slow inactivation variable ( j), and the steady-state acti-
vation and inactivation curves used were based on then-recent patch clamp experiments
from rat ventricular myocytes [211]. The authors scaled time constants for activation and
inactivation (τm,τh,τ j) from the guinea pig model of [235], and to room temperature,
then adjusted the maximum Na+ conductance (gNa) to generate an appropriate dV/dtmax
value (gNa = 1.064 µ S).
For the L-type Ca2+ current, the Pandit formulation followed that of Nygren et al. [286]
(for human atria), including time- and voltage-dependent activation and inactivation along
with Ca2+-dependent inactivation. ICaL activation and inactivation curves were based on
data from isolated rat cells from [195]. Time constants for activation and inactivation
(τd,τ f 11,τ f 12) were based on experimental data from rat ventricular myocytes. The au-
thors modelled Ca2+-dependent inactivation as a function of Ca2+ concentration in the
restricted subspace (see Figure 3.5). The reversal potential for ICaL, ECaL, was set to 65.0
mV as a constant, a value which was experimentally measured [59]. The authors then
fitted a normalised ICaL I−V relationship based on experimental data, as ICaL density
had been shown to vary considerably in rat ventricular myocytes, even among cells from
the same region [150, 322]. Finally, ICaL maximum conductance, gCaL was set as 0.031
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Table 3.1. Membrane currents and fluxes in the Pandit model.
Current Description Steady-state peak at 2 Hz
INa Na+ current -140.4 pA/pF
Ito Ca2+-independent transient outward K+ current 7.12 pA/pF
ICaL L-type Ca2+ current -7.24 pA/pF
IIss Steady-state K+ current 1.28 pA/pF
If Hyperpolarisation-activated (funny) current Max 0.0021 pA/pF
Min -0.00057 pA/pF
IK1 Inward rectifier current 1.06 pA/pF
INab Background Na+ current -0.017 pA/pF
IKb Background K+ current 0.17 pA/pF
ICab Background Ca2+ current -0.0077 pA/pF
INaK Na+-K+ exchanger current 0.32 pA/pF
INCX Na+-Ca2+ exchanger current Max 0.31 pA/pF
Min -0.45 pA/pF
ICaP Sarcolemmal Ca2+ pump current 0.025 pA/pF
Jrel RyR Ca2+ release flux 3.17 mM.s-1
Jup SERCA2a Ca2+ flux 0.013 mM.s-1
Jtrpn SR Ca2+ leak flux 0.26 mM.s-1
Jtr SR Ca2+ leak flux 0.013 mM.s-1
Jxfer Troponin buffering Max 0.42 mM.s-1
µ S to provide close agreement between simulations and experiments.
To formulate equations for Ito, Pandit and colleagues used experimental steady-state ac-
tivation and inactivation data, as Ito can be difficult to measure experimentally due to
interference from ICaL or from Ca2+ channel blockers used to halt ICaL interference. The
activation time constant for Ito was based on experimental data in the absence of divalent
cations [5], which otherwise alter the properties of Ito. Inactivation of Ito has fast, s, and
slow, slow, components, which display near-identical values positive to 0 mV (∼ 35 ms)
but different values at negative potentials. Values for fast and slow recovery, and their
relative contributions to total Ito recovery, were adapted from then-recent experiments.
The maximum conductance of Ito was set to gto = 0.016 µ S.
Iss (sometimes referred to as IK) activates rapidly but inactivates very slowly [16], so can
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be measured at the end of a long depolarised voltage clamp pulse when Ito is assumed
to have inacivated completely. The authors used experimental data from rat ventricular
myocytes to formulate steady-state activation and inactivation kinetics. The inactivation
time constant is approximately 10 times slower than that for activation [16], and was set to
a constant of 2100 ms based on experimental measurements. The maximal conductance
of Iss was set to gss = 7 nS.
For their IK1 formulation, Pandit and colleagues adapted an earlier formulation [288]
based on unpublished data, and the I −V characteristics for IK1 closely matched ex-
perimental data for different values of [K+]o (gK1 = 0.024 µ S). A small magnitude
hyperpolarisation-activated current was also included in the Pandit model, adapted from
earlier work and based on data recorded from rat ventricular myocytesi (gf = 1.45 nS). In
addition, the authors included a background current, Ib, which was the sum of Na+, K+
and Ca2+ components, representing the small leak of each ion across the membrane. The
conductances of these currents ewre scaled to achieve intracellular ionic concentration
stability (gbNa = 80.15 pS, gbK = 138.0 pS, gbCa = 32.4 pS).
The formulation for INaK was based on earlier guinea pig formulations [235] and the
maximum current parameter was adjusted to achieve a stable [Na+]i of ∼ 10.74 mM
(I¯NaK = 0.08 nA), which still fell within the experimentally measured range for INaK.
For the sarcolemmal Ca2+ pump, the authors based the formulation on earlier work for
rabbit sinoatrial node cells [114] (I¯CaP = 4 pA). Similarly, the authors based the INaCa
formulation on earlier work for rabbit sinoatrial node cells, adjusting the scaling factor,
kNaCa based on a fit to experimental I−V data from rat ventricular myocytes, then reduced
by 20% to achieve intracellular Ca2+ homeostasis. Though other pumps and exchangers
have been identified in rat ventricular myocytes, such as the Na+-H+ exchanger and Na+-
HCO3i cotransporter, these were not included in the Pandit model.
The authors adapted the intracellular Ca2+ concentration formulation, as well as those
for its associated regulatory processes, from the canine ventricular model of [434]. To
simulate the Ca2+ transient as seen in rat ventricular myocytes, they adjusted various
parameters controlling Ca2+ homeostasis, including the forward and reverse rates for SR
Ca2+ uptake (vmaxf,vmaxr) and the Ca2+ on-rate for high-affinity troponin sites (ktrpn+).
The resulting Ca2+ transient is only somewhat similar to that observed in rats, though the
resulting values for junctional and network SR Ca2+ concentrations were comparable to
those recorded physiologically in rat ventricular myocytes [394].
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Volumes for the subcellular compartments were determined from analysis of rat ventric-
ular data, with capacitance set to 100 pF and cell volume 16 pL, giving a capacitance-to-
volume ratio of 6.25 pF/pL which is comparable to experimentally reported values [59,
346]. External ionic concentrations were assumed to be constant and simulations were
carried out at 22oC.
3.3.1.2 Pandit model results
The model revealed that increases in INa and Ito underlie increases in peak overshoot
observed between epicardial and endocardial myocytes, and these currents contribute
equally to this increase. It also showed that differences in expression and reactivation
kinetics of Ito underlie regional variations in rate dependence and APD, and agreed with
the consensus that Ito in rat consists of a fast and a slow component, with the slower
component contributing more in the endocardium.
As the plateau phase of endocardial myocytes is more distinct and occurs at more depo-
larised potentials than the epicardium, there is a smaller driving force for ICaL during the
endocardial AP, so peak endocardial ICaL is smaller than the epicardial peak (-0.972 vs
-1.496 nA in the model). In addition, during endocardial APs ICaL decays more slowly as
ICaL inactivation occurs around -40 mV and it takes longer for endocardial myocytes to
reach this potential during an AP. These changes to ICaL characteristics overall result in
larger Ca2+ influx in endocardial myocytes.
The model also revealed that the longer APD in endocardial myocytes can contribute
significantly to inotropy. As the Ito density in endocardial myocytes is smaller, the APD
is prolonged and the profile of ICaL is altered such that Ca2+ influx is almost doubled in
the endocardial AP. Many of these Ca2+ ions are taken up into the SR as they cannot all
be extruded via INaCa, leading to loading of the SR and subsequently higher peak systolic
[Ca2+]i. This, in turn, increase INaCa until a steady-state is reacehed, where Ca2+ influx
via ICaL (QCaL) is balanced by Ca2+ extrusion via INaCa (QNaCa). In the model, APD, ICaL,
QCaL, INaCa, QNaCa, systolic [Ca2+]i, and [Ca2+]jSR are all larger in endocardial myocytes
than epicardial, which is in agreement with previous research [59, 91].
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Figure 3.6. Bar graph showing change in contractile force with changes in pacing fre-
quency in rat myocytes. The negative force-frequency response in rat myocytes results in
decreases in contractile force with increased pacing frequency. SPDR, Sprague-Dawley
rats; TGR, transgenic rats overexpressing the Ren-2 gene. Adapted from [457].
3.3.1.3 Pandit model limitations
As the Pandit model was developed principally to explore how transmural differences
in AP morphology and electrophysiological characteristics arise, the model used a lim-
ited description of Ca2+ handling based on canine midmyocardial ventricular cells [434].
One notable drawback of this is that the model relies on common pool Ca2+ dynamics
and is unable to reproduce graded Ca2+ release which is an intrinsic property of cardiac
myocytes [432]. Accordingly, the model does not capture the negative force-frequency
relationship observed in rat myocytes [40, 457] (Figure 3.6). In addition, there may be
more, or more complicated, repolarising membrane currents in rat myocytes than just Ito
and Iss as described in the model. As the model lacks a structural description of the T-
tubule system, it is also not possible to investigate how changes in dyadic components
affect, for example, Ca2+ handling.
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3.3.2 The Pasek model
The T-tubular system allows rapid propagation of electrical excitation from the periph-
ery of cardiac myocytes to the cell interior. However, accumulation or depletion of local
ions in the restricted T-tubular system may result in disturbances to normal electrical ac-
tivity, which can be studied quantitatively [295]. The Pasek model [296] was developed
in order to quantify how changes to T-tubular morphology could affect electrical activ-
ity, specific to rat ventricular myocytes (previous work was based on data from multiple
species [295]). The authors adapted the Pandit model based on ultrastructural data from
rat ventricular myocytes and on data from sarcolemmal membrane currents prior to and
following formamide-induced detubulation [63, 367, 443]. The model was used to inves-
tigate the extent of changes in ion concentration in the T-tubular space in response to
changes in pacing frequency.
3.3.2.1 Pasek model components and formulations
In general, the Pasek model is based on the previously-described Pandit model, with de-
scriptions of the sarcolemmal and tubular membranes included. The geometry of the
T-tubular system was set to comply with data from microscopic analysis of rat ventricular
myocytes [346, 367], with fractional volume of the T-tubular system equalling 3.6% –
applying this fraction, alongside other ratios (e.g. T-tubular area per cellular volume), to a
total modelled membrane area of 10,000 µm2 resulted in a peripheral membrane area of
4,325 µm2 (43.95 pF) and tubular membrane area of 5,605 µm2 (56.05 pF), with a tubular
volume of 420.38 µm3 (total cell volume = 12,739 µm3). The fractional volumes of the
NSR, JSR and restricted subspace were kept the same as in the Pandit model.
Membrane current formulations were kept largely the same as from the Pandit model,
with some minor changes to some parameters. Maximal INa conductance was adjusted to
8 mS.cm-2 to give a dV/dtmax = 160 V.s-1, and the reversal potential ENa was reduced to
incorporate a fractional permeability for K+ ions. The formulation of ICaL was replaced
by the equation from [378] which is based on constant field theory and better accounts for
the dependence of ICaL on extracellular Ca2+. To better fit experimental data from [195],
the authors omitted the constant term in the description of fast and slow ICaL inactivation
time constants used in the Pandit model. The authors also adapted the IK1 formulation to
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better fit experimental data from rat myocytes, and the stimulus current (of 5.2 nA for 1
ms) was incorporated into the d[K+]i/dt equation to comply with the charge conservation
principle [181].
To maintain physiological levels of diastolic and systolic Ca2+ concentrations in the model
(particularly at faster pacing frequencies), as well as to better recreate the proportions of
transport systems in Ca2+ extrusion, the authors adapted some Ca2+-related membrane
currents from the Pandit model. These changes included increasing the INaCa scaling
factor kNaCa to 0.18 nA.cm-2.mM-4, increasing the maximal ICaP parameter I¯CaP to 0.85
µA.cm-2, increasing the maximum background Ca2+ current conductance parameter, gCab
to 0.648 µS.cm-2, and increasing I¯NaK to 1 µA.cm-2.
For individual ion transfer mechanisms in the surface (s) and tubular (t) membranes, the
maximum conductivity (gmax) and current density (IX,max) parameters were computed
according to the relations:
gXmax,s = gXmax(1− fX,t)(Sm,s+Sm,t)/Sm,s
gXmax,t = gXmax fX,t(Sm,s+Sm,t)/Sm,t
IXmax,s = IXmax(1− fX,t)(Sm,s+Sm,t)/Sm,s
IXmax,t = IXmax fX,t(Sm,s+Sm,t)/Sm,s
where gXmax and IXmax denote the maximum specific conductivity and current density
related to total membrane, fX,t denotes the fractions of currents flowing through the tubu-
lar membrane, and Sm,s and Sm,t stand for the areas of peripheral and tubular membrane,
respectively. Values for the T-tubular fractions of ICaL, Iss, INaCa and INaK were set from
experimental data from detubulated myocytes.
To prevent reactivation of SR Ca2+ release channels and to more accurately simulate dy-
namic changes to intracellular Ca2+, the authors modified some model parameters for
Ca2+ handling: the forward SERCA rate parameter, SERCAVmax,f, was increased from
0.04 to 0.4 mM.s-1, the time constant of NSR to JSR Ca2+ transfer was increased from
0.58 to 20 ms, and the time constant of subspace to cytoplasm Ca2+ transfer was decreased
from 26.7 to 8 ms. For ionic diffusion between the T-tubular system and extracellular
space, time constants were set to 500 ms for divalent and 150 ms for monovalent ions to
fit experimental data [444].
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3.3.2.2 Pasek model results
The model reproduced action potentials recorded experimentally, including frequency-
dependent lengthening of action potential, and recreated the experimental findings of
[444] in terms of the changes to tubular concentrations of K+ and Ca2+ ions in response to
changes to concentrations in the extracellular medium. The model responded to step-wise
removal of extracellular Ca2+ and the resulting slow phase of exponential ICaL ampli-
tude decline correlated with that observed experimentally, although the single exponential
early phase decline in model ICaL departed considerably from that observed experimen-
tally.
To explore changes to currents and concentrations at more physiological heart rates, the
authors paced the model at a frequency of 5 Hz to steady-state in current-clamp mode.
Simulated APs at this frequency were almost identical at the surface and tubular mem-
branes, indicating that there is negligible delay in electrical conduction between these ar-
eas, as expected. Membrane currents varied slightly between the sarcolemmal and tubular
membrane, although this was primarily due to different channel densities in these areas.
Intracellular Na+ concentration increased significantly at 5 Hz pacing frequency, from
4.52 mM at rest to over 19 mM, which has been observed experimentally [141], whereas
T-tubular Na+ concentration was neglibily different from the extracellular concentration.
Intracellular K+ concentration fluctuated negligibly in the model, whereas the T-tubular
concentration of K+ underwent transient accumulation, resulting from voltage-dependent
increases in the outward K+ currents.
At 5 Hz pacing frequency, [Ca2+]i transiently increases in the model towards an end-
diastolic value of 0.024 µM (higher than that at rest), whereas [Ca2+]JSR,NSR increase
as the SR loads to values above that at rest. Though [Ca2+]t depletes initially at the
beginning of the AP (owing to ICaL and outward INaCa), the latter reverses direction to
replenish tubular Ca2+ concentrations.
Frequency-dependent changes in tubular ion concentrations are illustrated in Figure 3.7),
which shows the maximal (light grey) and end-diastolic (dark grey) tubular K+ (a) and
mimimal (light grey) and end-diastolic (dark grey) Ca2+ (b) concentrations. Tubular Ca2+
depletion progressively increased from 7% at 1 Hz to 13.1% at 5 Hz, whereas maximal
Ca2+ accumulation decreased to near zero at 4 Hz - tus, tubular Ca2+ depletes and accu-
mulates at pacing frequencues between 1 and 4 Hz, but is depleted throughout pacing at 5
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Figure 3.7. K+ accumulation and Ca2+ depletion in the T-tubular system in the Pasek
model under current-clamp in the Pasek model. Concentrations of Ca2+ (a) and K+ (b) in
the T-tubular system at steady-state at frequencies from 1 to 5 Hz are expressed as differ-
ence in percentage from the bulk extracellular concentrations, respectively. Difference for
the peak value is plotted in light grey and the difference for end-diastolic value is plotted
in dark grey. From [296].
Hz. Tubular K+ accumulation peaks at 4.1% at 1 Hz and reduces with increases in pacing
frequency to 2.7% at 5 Hz. Tubular K+ depletion, meanwhile, increased up to 1.3% at 3
Hz but then decreases at higher pacing frequencies.
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3.3.2.3 Pasek model limitations
The model’s single-compartment tubular system neglects the varying depth of T-tubules as
seen experimentally [367], as well as the heterogeneity in ion channel distribution along
the T-tubular system [353]. Accordingly, the model does not capture the wave-like prop-
agation of Ca2+ in the T-tubular system when local regions of higher channel density are
included [52]. In addition, similar to the Pandit model, the simple description of Ca2+ in
terms of the common-pool dynamics of Ca2+ handling means that the model fails to recre-
ate experimental observations such as graded Ca2+ release and high-gain of excitation-
contraction coupling. The SERCA formulation utilised also does not lead to shortening
of Ca2+ transients with increased pacing frequency as observed experimentally [141,210].
Finally, the SR progressively loads with Ca2+ when pacing frequency is increased, result-
ing in larger Ca2+ transients at faster rates. Though this has been observed experimentally
by some groups [210, 384], the opposite has also been reported [39, 40, 239], and this
positive or negative freqency-dependent behaviour remains controversial.
3.3.3 The Niederer-Smith model
Strain is an important regulator of cardiac output, as increased filling results in increased
cardiac output, and there is a biphasic increase in developed tension if this increased
diastolic volume is maintained. The slow-force response to stretch (SFR) follows the
initial increase in developed tension in the myocardium attributed to the Frank-Starling
mechanism, and occurs over a period of 15-20 minutes to result in a further 20-50%
increase in generated tension [9]. However, the underlying mechanisms for the SFR had
not been determined, with three potential mechanisms implicated: 1) stretch-activation of
the Na+-H+ exchanger (NHE), 2) increased cation conductance through stretch-activated
channels (SACs), and 3) nitric oxide (NO) signalling [11, 70, 300, 413]. To investigate
the contribution of these proposed mechanisms, Niederer and Smith [276] developed a
computational model, which combined 3 existing models; the Niederer et al. contraction-
relaxation model [275], the Pandit et al. electrophysiology model, and the Hinch et al.
Ca2+ dynamics model. The Hinch framework was selected as it was able to reproduce
graded Ca2+ release, which was not possible in the Pandit model as described previously.
The SFR is often observed in the presence of elevated intracellular Na+ concentrations,
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and may increase NHE activity by increasing the rate of NHE cycling through a stretch-
activated pathway, ultimately resulting in increased Ca2+ influx via INaCa and so increases
in tension. SACs are reported to modulate the AP and Ca2+ transient in ventricular my-
ocytes in response to stretch, as they alow entry of both K+ and Na+ ions which may
result in elevated [Na+]i levels and have subsequent effects on INaCa and Ca2+ loading as
described for NHE. Finally, NO is known to regulate cardiac contraction [33,78] and this
may be through increased open probability of RyR due to stretch-induced increases in
NO [300]. The Niederer-Smith model sought to explore and quantify the effects of each
of these proposed mechanisms in regulating the SFR in rat ventricular myocytes, using
species-specific data and models as much as possible.
3.3.3.1 Niederer-Smith model components and formulations
The basic model utilised by the authors was the Pandit model [293], which was coupled
with the Hinch Ca2+ framework [166] and the Niederer et al. contraction model, all of
which had been developed for rat cardiac myocytes at room temperature. As changes
in [Ca2+]i in the model are considerably greater than for Na+ or K+, these were more
sensitive to cell volume and so the Hinch model values for SR and myocyte volumes
were utilised over the Pandit values. [Ca2+]i binding kinetics to troponin C were set to
the more recent Niederer et al. values, and the number of regulatory units for the Hinch
Ca2+ framework was increased from 50,000 to 75,000 so as to ensure Ca2+ influx in the
model was comparable to the original Pandit model. SR leak maximum conductance was
reduced to 5x10-6 ms-1 to give an equilibrium SR Ca2+ concentration of 700 µM.
Intracelluar pH in cardiac myocytes is regulated through various cotransporters and ex-
changers, with the NHE and Na+-HCO3- cotransporter (NBC) acting as acid extruders
and the Cl--HCO3- exchanger (AE) and Cl--H+ exchanger (CHE) acting as base extrud-
ers [212]. In the Niederer-Smith model, the authors used the six-state CHE, AE and NBC
transporter models from [108], and a NHE model was developed to greater account for
Na+ dependencies resulting from the range of [Na+]i values encoutered during the SFR.
The NHE model comprises a transporter and a regulatory component, fitted using pH
and [Na+]i-dependent data. A simple background H+ flux was added, with maximal con-
ductance 4x10-6 mS, to ensure a resting pH of 7.26 as reported in experiments. As the
inclusion of CHE and AE results in an inward flux of Cl- ions, a small leak current for Cl-
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was included with maximal conductance 2x10-5 mS to ensure resting membrane potential
was maintained.
Experiments have shown that stretch can induce minor alkolisis, with a corresponding
increase in [Na+]i and peak active tension, which has been posited to result from increased
NHE activity and resulting Ca2+ influx via INaCa. This stretch-dependence of NHE has
been shown to be the result of protein kinase C (PKC) activity [90], which was modelled
by assuming this phosphorylation via PKC alters the dissociation constant of protons
and occurs instantaneously, as data describing time-dependence of phosphorylation is
not available. Changes in pH were modelled assuming that acid efflux through NHE
increases in response to stretch, but acts against a persistent acid influx via CHE and the
background H+ flux. The change in AE flux with stretch was constrained by experimental
data showing no change to pH in the presence of a 30% decrease in the proton dissociation
constant to the NHE regulatory site.
It has been reported that stretch-dependent currents in rat myocytes may result from a
specific K+ current, IKo, and a non-specific current, Ins. The authors therefore adapted the
IKp current formulation from [309] and fitted it to rat data using I−V curves obtained dur-
ing strain [220]. Ins was split into Na+ and K+ components. These two new formulations
meant that there is no description of background Na+ and K+ currents in the Niederer-
Smith model, as with the Pandit model. As increased NO production has been reported
following stretch [300], it has been proposed that NO may selectively increase RyR open
probability, acting as a second messenger for stretch. The authors therefore assumed that
increased frequency of Ca2+ frequency is the result of increased shift of RyRs from closed
to open state, and incorporated a strain-dependent scaler to account for increases in the
proportion of open RyRs which closely matches the experimental observations.
Finally, the authors identified that the INaK description of the Pandit model is derived from
a guinea pig model [235] and scaled to achieve a resting [Na+]i of 10.7 mM. However, ex-
perimental data suggested that INaK is highly dependent on [Na+]i in rat myocytes [115],
so the maximal flux was increased to 9.5 µA.mm-2 to give a better fit to the experimental
Na+ concentration-frequency response.
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3.3.3.2 Niederer-Smith model results
The model was stable over long periods, essential for the SFR which can occur over ∼
15 minutes, with o changes occurred to Na+, K+ or Ca2+ concentrations in the quiescent
state, nor changes >0.1% over a 20 minute period of pacing at a frequency of 1 Hz. APD
and peak tension increased with pacing frequency, as observed experimentally.
Examining the SFR, the model was paced to steady-state at a pacing frequency of 1 Hz,
then paced for 5 minutes at resting sarcomere length before the application of 10% stretch
for 15 minutes. The Frank-Starling response was defined as the percentage change in
tension in the period prior to stretch and 10 s after application of stretch. The authors
ran multiple simulations including combinations of SACs, NO and pH regulation of the
SFR, and found that only SACs were capable of reproducing a SFR consistent with ex-
perimental observations – stretch-dependent pH had 37% of the SAC-response, and NO-
induced RyR open probability increases resulted in a negative effect. To further explore
these mechanisms, simulated Ca2+ transients before, 10 s after, and 15 minutes after 10%
stretch were compared with experimental results from [198]. Only SAC alone, SAC +
pH, and SAC + pH + NO combinations were capable of producing a SFR greater than
20%. In the presence of SACs and stretch-dependent NHE and AE, Ca2+ transients in-
creased by 5% (compared to 11% observed experimentally). SACs alone resulted in Ca2+
transients qualitatively similar to experimental results, but in the presence of NO there
were notable differences in Ca2+ transient magnitude, time to peak, and time to 50% re-
laxation. NHE and AE stretch-dependence had negligible effects on the Ca2+ transient,
despite NHE being consistently believed to cause the SFR, though this was primarily due
to abbreviation of the SFR when NHE is blocked. Simulations showed a 32% and 56%
decrease in SFR after NHE inhibition in models containing SACs and SACs + NHE/AE
stretch-dependence, respectively.
3.3.3.3 Niederer-Smith model limitations
Comparing the broad range of stretch-dependent mechanisms is difficult as the standard
definition of stretch varies across groups and protocols, which may present a limitation
given the simplified assumption that strain was a percentage of reference length used in
the model. In addition, simple background fluxes to maintain pH, [H+]i and [Cl-]i concen-
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trations incorporated in the model did not necessarily have a physiological basis. Such
processes may not necessarily exist, or could be more complex than the simple formu-
lations presented – experimental characterisation would be necessary, as there is little
experimental data to date. As a deterministic model, the model is unable to account for
stochastic Ca2+ dynamics which could play a significant role in the SFR, as it is possible
Ca2+ sparks play a role in modulating tension generation and relaxation as well as the
normal, coordinated Ca2+ transient.
3.3.4 The Gattoni model
The Gattoni model [146] (Figure 3.8) is a species and temperature-specific data-driven
model of the rat ventricular myocyte. The model combined the Pandit electrophysiology
model, the Hinch Ca2+ framework and the Na+-K+ model of Lewalle et al. [214]. These
choices were made as the authors identified that the Ca2+ handling and Na+-K+ descrip-
tions used in the Pandit model were derived from non-rodent data, whereas the Hinch and
Lewalle models were fitted using rat data. New and existing rat data, collected at 37oC,
were then used to parameterise the model, giving temperature and species-specificity.
Four variants of the Gattoni model were developed: the base model (stable at either 1.0
or 6.0 Hz, depending on the parameter set used), the CaMK model (which included a
description of CaMKII-mediated ICaL and Ito facilitation), the NO CaMK model (which
inhibited CaMKII activation of SERCA), and the RNaK model (in which the affinity of
INaK to Na+ was reduced). The latter three variants were used to investigate how CaMKII-
mediated modulation and inhibition of ICaL, Ito and SERCA, and altered Na+-K+ ATPase
activity affect the force-frequency response in rat ventricular myocytes.
3.3.4.1 Gattoni model components and formulations
Membrane currents included in the Gattoni model and their respective peak values at a
pacing frequency of 6 Hz (cycle length 167 ms) are provided in Table 3.2. The authors
analysed different components of the Pandit electrophysiology model and their depen-
dence on experimental data, to highlight where derivations from non-rat data existed –
they identified the Ca2+ handling system, and the Na+-K+ ATPase model as being derived
from canine and guinea pig data. As a result, they replaced the Ca2+ handling system with
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Figure 3.8. Structure of the Gattoni model of rat ventricular electrophysiology. The
Gattoni model was a combination of the Pandit, Hinch and Lewalle models. Grey circles
indicate components inherited from the Hinch model and black circles represent those
from the Pandit model. Adapted from [146].
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that of Hinch et al. [166], and replaced the Na+/K+ model with the Lewalle et al. model,
which was fitted to rat data at 37oC. They also introduced equations for the CaMKII-
mediated increase in SERCA activity from Li et al. [219].
Table 3.2. Membrane currents and fluxes in the base Gattoni model.
Current Description Steady-state peak at 6 Hz
INa Na+ current -130.9 pA/pF
Ito Ca2+-independent transient outward K+ current 17.83 pA/pF
ICaL L-type Ca2+ current -7.07 pA/pF
IIss Steady-state K+ current 0.48 pA/pF
If Hyperpolarisation-activated (funny) current 0
IK1 Inward rectifier current 1.85 pA/pF
INab Background Na+ current -0.03 pA/pF
IKb Background K+ current 0.16 pA/pF
ICab Background Ca2+ current -0.22 pA/pF
INaK Na+-K+ exchanger current 1.36 pA/pF
INCX Na+-Ca2+ exchanger current Max 0.7 pA/pF
Min -0.9 pA/pF
ICaP Sarcolemmal Ca2+ pump current 0.2 pA/pF
JRyR RyR Ca2+ release flux 2.837 mM.s-1
JSERCA SERCA2a Ca2+ flux 0.619 mM.s-1
Jleak SR Ca2+ leak flux 0.012 mM.s-1
Jtrpn Troponin buffering Max 0.24 mM.s-1
Min -0.00129 mM.ms-1
The authors evaluated fluxes through NCX and ICaP using caffeine-evoked Ca2+ transients
at 1 and 6 Hz, then fitted the NCX parameters so that it extruded 90% of the measured
Ca2+ from a transient, with the remaining 10% used to fit the parameters for ICaP. Ca2+
influx through ICaL was fitted using the peak current for ICaL from the I−V curve, and
RyR flux was modulated to match the time to peak of stimulated Ca2+ transients. SR Ca2+
leak was fitted to constrain SR Ca2+ concentration to fall within maximum and minimum
values, defined by the integral of NCX during a caffeine-evoked transient (maximum) and
the integral of SERCA during a stimulated Ca2+ transient. ICab was modified to match the
peak of the Ca2+ transients at frequencies of 1 and 6 Hz, and the remaining Na+ and K+
membrane currents were modified using rat data taken at physiological temperatures. A
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summary of the fitted Ca2+ parameters is given in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3. Fitted Ca2+ parameters in the Gattoni model.
Parameter Description Value
gNCX NCX pump rate 0.0515x10-3 µM-3.ms-1
gCaP Max rate of sarcolemmal Ca2+ pump 0.005x10-3 µM-3.ms-1
KCaP Half-saturation of sarcolemmal Ca2+ pump 0.35x10-3 mM
gSERCA,1 Max pump rate of SERCA (1 Hz) 0.47x10-3 µM-3.ms-1
gSERCA,6 Max pump rate of SERCA (6 Hz) 0.68x10-3 µM-3.ms-1
KSERCA Half-saturation of SERCA 0.45x10-3 mM
JL Permeability of a single LTCC 7x10-4 µM-3.ms-1
KL Concentration at LTCC inactivation 0.6 nM
VL Potential when half LTCCs open -9 mV
δVL Width of LTCC opening potentials 7 mV
φL Proportion of time LTCC closed in open mode 11.5
τL Inactivation time constant for LTCC 1450 ms
KRyR Half-concentration of activation 0.065 mM
gD Permeability of leak current to dyadic space 0.099 µM-3.ms-1
gSRL Rate of leak from SR to cytosol 7.11x10-6 ms-1
gCab Background Ca2+ current rate 5.10875x10-8 mM.mV-1.ms-1
As mentioned previously, three further variants of the Gattoni model were developed
from this baseline model, which itself had 2 parameter sets stable at pacing frequencies
of either 1 or 6 Hz. As previous studies have reported facilitation of Ito and ICaL by
CaMKII [96, 439], the CaMK variant was developed which included such modulation
and was fitted using murine data from the literature. For the NO CaMK variant, CaMKII
SERCA activation was inhibited by fixing the SERCA conductivity parameter to the 6
Hz value (gSERCA = 0.00068 mM.ms-1) for all pacing frequencies (fixing to the 1 Hz
parameter value gSERCA = 0.00047 mM.ms-1, resulted in alternans at pacing frequencies
above 4 Hz). Finally, the RNaK variant was developed in which the affinity of the Na+-K+
ATPase to Na+ was reduced and the maximum INaK parameter was reduced to 0.2 nA to
sustain [Na+]i of around 10 mM.
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3.3.4.2 Gattoni model results
The baseline model closely reproduced experimental data for APs and Ca2+ transients at
37oC, with similar values for peak [Ca2+]i, diastolic [Ca2+]i, time to 50% relaxation and
time to peak Ca2+ at frequencies of 1 and 6 Hz. Ca2+ extrusion via SERCA, INaCa and
ICaP also fell within experimental ranges.
In the baseline and RNaK models, the peak Ca2+ frequency response (PCFR) showed
biphasic behaviour with pacing frequency, decreasing in the range of 1 to 2 or 3 Hz but
increasing in the range 2 or 3 Hz to 6 Hz (depending on [Ca2+]o). In the CaMK model, the
PCFR is positive at [Ca2+]o = 1.8 mM but the same response as for the baseline model is
observed at lower extracellular Ca2+ concentrations, while in the NO CaMK model there
is a shift in the biphasic PCFR response depending on [Ca2+]o.
The magnitude of the peak Ca2+ frequency response (MCFR) was biphasic in the baseline
model, negative from 1 to 4 Hz and positive from 4 to 6 Hz at [Ca2+]o = 1.8 mM, shifting
to lower frequencies as [Ca2+]o was reduced. The CaMK and RNaK models also showed
a biphasic MCFR at most tested levels of [Ca2+]o, but shifted towards lower frequencies
than the baseline model. For the NO CaMK model, the MCFR was negative at all tested
extracellular Ca2+ concentrations. The diastolic Ca2+ frequency response (DCFR) was
positive in all model variants.
The [Ca2+]SR frequency response in the baseline model is biphasic and decreases with
frequency at higher extracellular Ca2+ concentrations. The RNaK model also shows a
biphasic [Ca2+]SR frequency response. For the CaMK and NO CaMK models, [Ca2+]SR
decreases with frequency. In general, the model produces increases in peak [Ca2+]i and
Ca2+ transient magnitude for all variants.
3.3.4.3 Gattoni model limitations
One of the primary limitations of the Gattoni model is that there are 4 variants of the
model: a baseline variant, a variant incorporating CaMKII regulation of ICaL and Ito, a
variant in which CaMKII-regulation of SERCA is inhibited, and a variant in which the
affinity of the Na+-K+ exchanger to Na+ is altered. The baseline model has 2 subvariants,
one stable at 1.0 Hz (but unable to simulate APs at cycle lengths shorter than 640 ms) and
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one at 6.0 Hz (but unable to simulate APs at cycle lengths longer than 980 ms). In vivo,
cardiac myocytes are capable of adapting to rate, and this trait is a fundamental for their
function. The inclusion of 2 subvariants, therefore, limits the utility of the model for the
consistent studying of rate-dependent changes.
Though the model addresses many limitations by being validated against rat-specific ex-
perimental data, often recorded at body temperature (37oC), there are some inherent ex-
perimental limitations associated with collecting data at this temperature. Given that phys-
iological processes typically increase in speed at higher temperatures, the step from room
to body temperature results in faster reactions, meaning it is more difficult to control the
clamped voltage during experiments, which may result in artefacts. In addition, many of
the parameters controlling Ca2+ handling remain to be derivatives of measurements taken
from ferret or canine myocytes, notably parameters relating to Ca2+ buffering and the ge-
ometry of the SR (although the rat-specificty of these parameters is yet to be determined,
so this is understandable). Though the Hinch Ca2+ framework offers greater rat-specificity
and produces more physiological Ca2+ homeostasis, the model lacks explicit descriptions
of the junctional and network SR.
To reduce the model complexity, the authors elected not to include descriptions of the
interplay between Ca2+, troponin C and tension generation. Though inclusion of these
would significantly increase computation time for the model, they are potentially impor-
tant aspects that can regulate Ca2+ handling and their omission must always be balanced
against the need for computational efficiency.
Finally, the deterministic nature of the model represents a notable limitation. Ca2+ han-
dling is largely stochastic in nature, particularly in disease where summation of Ca2+
sparks and spontaneous Ca2+ release events (which are increased in frequency) can result
in triggered activity and potentially be pro-arrhythmic [189].
3.3.5 The Devenyi-Sobie model
Emergent behaviours from cardiomyocytes result from the complex interplay between
many ion channels, exchangers, pumps and transporters, resulting in a dynamic system
that can be difficult to study experimentally. However, mathematical models, as described,
provide an important tool to gain quantitative insight into the various underlying mecha-
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nisms. However, as models increase in complexity, there is an increasing need to under-
stand how model behaviours arise from inputs [116]. Parameter sensitivity analysis is one
such strategy, which can be used to quantify how changes in model parameters influence
key model behaviours. Accordingly, Devenyi and Sobie [117] performed a sensitivity
analysis of the Pandit model, generating a population of model variants by randomly
scaling various ion channels, pumps and transporters, and quantitatively related these ad-
justed parameters to measureable outputs such as Ca2+ transient amplitude. The result
was a targeted, adjusted Pandit model variant that better matched experimental findings.
3.3.5.1 Devenyi-Sobie model adjustments and results
As the Devenyi-Sobie model is a re-parameterised version of the Pandit model, the model
components and formulations are largely the same as the original model. However, fol-
lowing sensitivity analysis, the authors identified that the balance of Ca2+ fluxes in the
Pandit model is inconsistent with experimental data, with SERCA accounting for only
a small proportion of Ca2+ extrused from the cytosol, compared to the 92% extrusion
via SERCA observed in experiments [27]. In addition, the SR Ca2+ concentration in the
model is much lower than has been recorded experimentally [29, 72, 393, 406], and so
the Pandit model greatly underestimates the contribution of SR Ca2+ release to the Ca2+
transient magnitude. Accordingly, the model was adjusted to better reproduce the balance
of Ca2+ fluxes as observed experimentally (see Figure 3.9).
To begin, the authors increased the contribution of SERCA to Ca2+ efflux by increasing
SERCA levels and decreasing those for NCX and ICaP. Following this, the SERCA for-
mulation was unable to maintain diastolic Ca2+ concentrations lower than 300 nM, so it
was replaced with the formulation developed by Tran et al. [398], which better reproduces
the physiological dependence of SERCA on SR load. Further adjustments were then made
to produce the appropriate balance of Ca2+ fluxes. However, this then led to unphysiolog-
ically large Ca2+ transients, and so Ca2+ influx into the cell via ICaL and the background
Ca2+ current was reduced and the buffering capacity was increased. To better maintain
APD, which was abbreviated by the reduced ICaL, repolarising K+ currents were therefore
decreased as well. Finally, to better reproduce the experimentally-observed Ca2+ transient
duration, the gating parameters for RyR were adjusted to lead to more rapid closure. A
summary of the adjusted parameters is given in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.9. Adjustments made to the Pandit model to improve Ca2+ flux balance. A:
Adjustments to different transport mechanisms to improve Ca2+ flux balance over the
course of a steady-state Ca2+ transient. B: SR load and Ca2+ transients are larger in the
adjusted model, but Ca2+ transient decay is faster and the AP remains similar. From [117].
3.3.5.2 Devenyi-Sobie model limitations
The adjustments made for the Devenyi-Sobie model are somewhat limited in scope, made
largely to tune the model for new experimental data. This leaves some features of the
model in need of updating. Though phenomenological models can provide useful insight
into, in this example, the balance of Ca2+ fluxes across the SR and membrane, more
realistically stochastic triggering of Ca2+ release events is an essential requirement for
modelling Ca2+-induced Ca2+ release [75, 88]. The model could further be improved by
addition of subsarcolemmal space where there are known to be higher concentrations of
membrane proteins such as NCX [395, 429].
The parameter sensitivity analysis procedure used to adjust the model has its own limita-
tions. Firstly, for the simulation of disease states or changes to expression, a parameter’s
importance could change, which is not accounted for by its adjustment in the control
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Table 3.4. Parameter adjustments in the Devenyi-Sobie model.
Parameter Description Pandit Value Adjusted Value
KNaCa NCX scaling factor 9.984x10-6 2.29632x10-6 nA.mM-4
I¯CaP Max ICaP 0.004 0.002 nA
gCaL ICaL conductance 0.031 0.0124 µS
gCab ICab conductance 3.24x10-5 8.1x10-6 µS
HTRPNtot [High affinity troponin sites] 0.14 0.21 mM
LTRPNtot [Low affinit troponin sites] 0.07 0.105 mM
CMDNtot Calmodulin concentration 0.05 0.075 mM
gto Ito conductance 0.0162265 0.0081325 µS
gss Iss conductance 0.007 0.0049 µS
v1 RyR release velocity 1800 1530 s-1
k−b RyR transition rate O2 to O1 1930 5790 s
-1
k+c RyR transition rate O1 to C2 100 300 s
-1
k−c RyR transition rate C2 to O1 0.8 0.8/3 s-1
model. Additionally, there may be cross-interaction of multiple parameter-sensitivities,
for example the reduction of one parameter may enhance the contribution of another.
Varying parameters independently and to the same degree is also an assumption that may
not necessarily be valid – neuronal studies, for example, have shown that expression levels
of different ion channels are often correlated [352, 386, 390]. Finally, as with the original
Pandit model, the Devenyi-Sobie model is unsuitable for pacing at rapid rates, so its use
for the study of arrhythmia mechanisms, and as a tool for explaining experimental results,
is still limited.
3.4 Comparison of Pandit and Gattoni models
As shown in the previous section, there are a number of available computational models of
rat ventricular electrophysiology, each of which has been validated against experimental
data and provided useful insight into various mechanisms. The Pandit model was the first
such model, and new models since then have built on the foundations of the Pandit model
by adapting certain components in some way or by adding components from other models,
so as to provide better or further functionality lacking in the original model. For the
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Pasek model, structural changes were incorporated to account for the T-tubular system;
for the Niederer-Smith model, the Ca2+ handling system was replaced and combined with
a model of contraction and acid-base balance; for the Gattoni model, the Ca2+ handling
system was replaced, the Na+-K+ exchanger formulation was replaced, and the whole
model was re-parameterised against recent rat-specific data at physiological temperature;
and finally in the Devenyi-Sobie model, the parameter sensitivity of the Pandit model was
analysed and certain parameters were refitted, and the SERCA formulation was replaced
to give a better balance of Ca2+ fluxes. However, it is difficult to say whether one model is
more valid than another, as they are often constrained for specific investigations, are not
always validated against experimental data from a variety of sources, and may not have
much utility for investigating other processes beyond those they were designed for.
It is therefore of benefit to compare these models, incorporating them into a framework
to allow direct comparison in model outputs (with consistency in units, methods of inte-
gration, etc) after identical simulation protocols. However, comparison of all existing rat
models of electrophysiology to date would be laborious, and likely reveal only minor dif-
ferences between each model iteration except where new model components are incopo-
rated. Of the models published since the original Pandit model, only the Niederer-Smith
and Gattoni models add further functionality related to Ca2+ handling, the remodelling of
which is known to be pro-arrhythmic – though the Devenyi-Sobie model updates the Ca2+
handling system from the original Pandit model, the same functional limitations persist
in terms of the lack of graded Ca2+ release. Accordingly, in the following section, the
original Pandit model will be compared to the Gattoni model. This choice was made as
the Gattoni model replaces the Ca2+ handling system of the Pandit model with the same
framework as the Niederer-Smith model, but further adds an updated Na+-K+ ATPase for-
mulation and re-parameterises to more recent experimental data recorded at physiological
temperatures. The Pandit and Gattoni models form the basis of the novel computational
model of rat ventricular electrophysiology and Ca2+ handling presented in Chapter 4.
To do so, each model was incorporated in the framework introduced later in Chapter 4 [97]
– this provides a consistent framework where simulation data are outputted in a consistent
format and simulation protocols can be applied equally and consistently between models.
The following subsections detail differences in action potential characteristics, membrane
currents, Ca2+ handling, concentration changes, and restitution properties of the Pandit
and Gattoni models. In addition, the utility of each model for exploring changes in elec-
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trophysiology is compared, a property that is important if a model is to be used outside of
its original scope.
3.4.1 Action potential characteristics
Steady-state action potentials at various cycle lengths for each model are shown in Fig-
ure 3.10. Both models are capable of simulating action potentials at cycle lengths between
1000 and 350 ms, however the Pandit model is unable to simulate beyond that at shorter
cycle lengths. The Gattoni model can still simulate action potentials up to cycle lengths
of 167 ms (Figure 3.11). However, it should be noted that the Gattoni model has 2 vari-
ants, stable at pacing frequencies of either 1.0 or 6.0 Hz. The 1.0 Hz variant is unable to
simulate action potentials at cycle lengths faster than 640 ms, whereas the 6.0 Hz variant
is capable of simulating action potentials across a much broader range of cycle lengths,
from 167 to 980 ms. Unless otherwise mentioned, ‘Gattoni model’ hereby refers to the
6.0 Hz variant for this reason.
At BCL = 1000 ms, APDs (as APD90) in each model were 70.2 (Pandit) and 42.9 ms (Gat-
toni). In the Pandit model, APD prolonged with increases in pacing frequency to 89.4 ms
at BCL = 500 ms, and 119.0 ms at BCL = 350 ms – the latter being unphysiological
in rat ventricular myocytes as APD has not been shown to exceed 100 ms experimen-
tally [121, 159, 290, 299, 407, 431]. In the Gattoni model, APD initially shortens with
increases in pacing frequency to 33.4 ms at BCL = 500 ms, and 32.5 ms at BCL = 350
ms. At faster pacing frequencies, however, APD then increased to 38.8 ms at BCL =
167 ms. Other measures of APD at different stages of repolarisation increased in line
with APD90 for the Pandit model. However, in the Gattoni model, APD30 increased with
pacing frequency, but APD50 and APD70 followed the same pattern as APD90. These
changes are shown in Table 3.5. APD restitution characteristics for each model are given
in greater detail in Section 3.4.4.
In general, APD in the Pandit model is longer than in the Gattoni model. At cycle lengths
of 1000 ms, there is little difference in APD between models (∼ 2 ms), however at BCL
= 500 ms, APD in the Pandit model is longer by 36 ms, and by 69 ms at BCL = 350 ms
(though whether the Pandit model APD at BCL = 350 ms is physiological is debateable,
as described previously). The Pandit model shows considerable APD30 prolongation from
cycle lengths of 1000 to 350 ms, with APD30 nearly doubling with pacing frequency from
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Figure 3.10. Comparison of action potentials in the Pandit and Gattoni models at various
cycle lengths. Each model can simulate action potentials at cycle lengths between 1000
and 350 ms, but the 6.0 Hz variant of the Gattoni model can additionally reproduce action
potentials up to cycle lengths of 167 ms.
Figure 3.11. Comparison of adaptation to pacing frequency of action potentials in the
Pandit and Gattoni models. APD in the Pandit model prolongates with increases in pac-
ing frequency, whereas in the Gattoni model APD initially shortens before lengthening.
Dashed lines show experimental AP traces from [121, 290, 299].
1.0 Hz to 2.0 Hz. The Gattoni model, conversely, does not exhibit much change in APD30
across the pacing frequencies, being only 1.6 ms longer at BCL = 167 ms compared to
BCL = 1000 ms. A similar pattern is observed for APD50 and APD70 in the Pandit model,
each value increasing with pacing frequency. However, in the Gattoni model, APD50 and
APD70 initially decrease with increased pacing frequency, before prolonging at BCL =
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Table 3.5. Changes to APD with pacing frequency in the Pandit and Gattoni models.
Parameter BCL 1000 BCL 500 BCL 350 BCL 167 Experimental ranges
APD30
P 17.1 P 30.2 P 45.6
G 5.8 No data
G 4.1 G 4.3 G 4.37
APD50
P 36.5 P 50.5 P 68.3
G 23.5
13.0 to 29.0
G 19.8 G 16.4 G 16.7 [31, 299, 408]
APD70
P 51.4 P 70.0 P 98.2
G 38.8 No data
G 42.9 G 33.4 G 32.5
APD90
P 70.2 P 89.4 P 119.0
G 54.4
26 to 72
G 68.2 G 53.3 G 49.6 [35, 121, 159, 277, 290, 299, 408]
167 ms.
In both models, the maximum AP upstroke rate (dV/dtmax) decreases as pacing frequency
increases from BCL = 1000 ms to BCL = 350 ms, from 190.3 to 158.3 V.s-1 in the Pandit
model and from 180.6 to 173.0 V.s-1 in the Gattoni model (with a further decrease to 136.7
V.s-1 at BCL = 167 ms). This is paralleled by a reduction in AP amplitude (Vamp) in both
models from 130.1 to 126.2 mV in the Pandit model and from 121.1 to 118.9 mV in the
Gattoni model across the same cycle length range (Vamp decreases further to 111.7 mV at
BCL = 167 ms in the Gattoni model). This reduction in Vamp arises from both a decrease
in AP overshoot (Vmax) in both models, and is contributed to further in the Pandit model
by a concomitant increase in resting membrane potential (RMBP, or Vmin) from -80.4
to -79.7 mV. Resting membrane potential in the Gattoni model actually becomes more
negative with increases in cycle length from 1000 to 350 ms, before increasing slightly at
BCL = 167 ms, but this value is still lower than for BCL = 1000 ms. These changes are
summarised in Table 3.6.
3.4.1.1 Pandit APD prolongation at faster cycle lengths
As described earlier, the Pandit model is capable of simulating APs at BCL = 350 ms,
however the APD at this pacing frequency is 119.0 ms, which is unphysiologically large
for rat ventricular myocytes. Experimental APD values from the literature typically range
from ∼ 31 to 72 ms in healthy cells [121, 159, 290, 299, 407]. Even in failing ventricular
myocytes, in which APD is known to be prolonged, APD typically does not exceed 110
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Table 3.6. Changes to Vmin, Vmax and Vamp in the Pandit and Gattoni models in response
to alterations in pacing frequency.
Parameter BCL 1000 BCL 500 BCL 350 BCL 167 Experimental ranges
Vmin (mV)
P -80.4 P -80.1 P -79.7
G -83.6
-87.5 to -74
G -83.2 G -83.9 G -84.0 [3, 22, 50, 299, 397, 431]
Vmax (mV)
P 49.7 P 48.2 P 46.5
G 28.1 No data
G 37.9 G 35.6 G 35.0
Vamp (mV)
P 130.1 P 128.3 P 126.2
G 111.7
90.5 to 114
G 121.1 G 119.5 G 118.9 [8, 31, 121, 299, 458]
dV/dtmax (V.s-1)
P 190.3 P 177.9 P 158.3
G 136.7
140.6 to 194.1
G 180.6 G 175.9 G 173.0 [8, 31]
Figure 3.12. Comparison of APs and membrane currents in the Pandit model at cycle
lengths of 1000 and 350 ms. At BCL = 350 ms, the Pandit model produces an abnormally
prolonged APD (A), resulting from a reduced Ito current (B), a longer-lasting ICaL wave-
form (C), and a slower-activating IK1 current. In addition, elevation of [Ca2+]i (E) favours
further depolarisation via INaCa (F).
ms [159].
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Analysis of the underlying membrane currents in the Pandit model at BCL = 350 ms
appears to reveal the cause of this abnormal prolongation (Figure 3.12). INa remains
relatively unchanged compared to at BCL = 1000 ms, however Ito (responsible for ini-
tial repolarisation) is greatly reduced at BCL = 350 ms, from 12.6 pA/pF to 5.5 pA/pF
(Figure 3.12B). In addition, although ICaL is reduced by ∼ 4 pA/pF (Figure 3.12C), ICaL
remains activated for a longer duration, and appears to partially reactive at approximately
80 ms. These factors combine to extend the duration of phase 2 and 3 repolarisation,
which results in a longer lasting but slowly-activating IK1 waveform (Figure 3.12D) that
prolongs terminal repolarisation further. In addition, the elevation of intracellular Ca2+
concentration at BCL = 350 ms favours inward, depolarising INaCa (Figure 3.12E, F).
As the Pandit model AP at BCL = 350 ms is unphysiological (i.e. abnormally prolonged
over experimental ranges [121,159,290,299,407]), from here on comparison will only be
made between each model at cycle lengths of 1000 and 500 ms. In addition, the Gattoni
model results at BCL = 167 ms will be shown.
3.4.2 Membrane currents
3.4.2.1 Depolarising currents: INa and ICaL
Changes in the main depolarising (INa, ICaL) and repolarising (Ito, IK1) membrane currents
with pacing frequency are shown in Figure 3.13. INa in the Pandit model changes little
when pacing frequency is doubled from BCL = 1000 to 500 ms, with peak values of -
182.2 and -175.1 pA/pF, respectively. In the Gattoni model, however, INa is much more
rate-sensitive. At BCL = 1000 ms, peak INa is -57.5 pA/pF, considerably lower than in
the Pandit model, and this peak increases nearly 2.5-fold to -141.5 pA/pF at BCL = 500
ms. Peak INa is then reduced at BCL = 167 ms to -81.9 pA/pF in the Gattoni model.
Peak ICaL is similar in both models, though appears relatively rate-insensitive in the Gat-
toni model, with peak values of -7.5, -7.4 and -7.0 pA/pF at cycle lengths of 1000, 500
and 167 ms, respectively. Conversely, there is a 2.3 pA/pF reduction in peak ICaL in the
Pandit model when halving the cycle length to 500 ms (-7.6 vs -9.7 pA/pF).
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Figure 3.13. Membrane current changes with pacing frequency in the Pandit and Gattoni
models. Changes to INa, ICaL, Ito and IK1 in the Pandit (top) and Gattoni (bottom) models.
Currents are shown for cycle lengths of 1000 and 500 ms (both models), and 167 ms
(Gattoni model). Currents are in pA/pF.
3.4.2.2 Repolarising currents: Ito, Iss and IK1
Ito is higher in the Gattoni model than the Pandit model, and, similar to INa, is more
sensitive to rate in the Pandit model than the Gattoni model. Peak Ito was 12.6 pA/pF
at BCL = 1000 ms in the Pandit model, compared to 8.4 pA/pF at BCL = 500 ms. In
the Gattoni model, Ito gradually decreases with increased pacing frequency, from 21.0 to
20.9 to 17.9 pA/pF for BCLs of 1000, 500 and 167 ms. Iss (not shown in Figure 3.13) is
relatively insensitive to rate in both models. For the Pandit model, peak Iss is 1.2 pA/pF
at BCL 1000 ms compared to 1.3 pA/pF at BCL 500 ms. Peak Iss is lower in the Gattoni
model in general, with peak values of 0.8, 0.7 and 0.5 pA/pF at cycle lengths of 1000,
500 and 167 ms. IK1 is larger in the Gattoni model, with peak values of 1.9 pA/pF at all
pacing frequencies, compared to 1.1 pA/pF in the Pandit model.
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Figure 3.14. Background currents and the hyperpolarisation-activated current in the Pan-
dit and Gattoni models. If, IbNa, IbK and IbCa in the Pandit (top) and Gattoni (bottom)
models. Currents are in pA/pF. Note that If in both models is scaled 1000x for clarity, and
IbCa in the Pandit model is scaled 10x for comparison to the Gattoni model.
3.4.2.3 Other membrane currents: If and Ib
Though small in magnitude, other membrane currents such as If and the background
currents IbNa,K,Ca, can play an important role in dictating the membrane potential of ven-
tricular myocytes. It has been posited that the background Na+ current, for example,
may explain the deviation of resting membrane potential from the K+ reversal potential,
EK [199]. The hyperpolarisation-activated current, If, though more highly expressed in
pacemaking cells of the heart, can also be an important modulator of the rat ventricular
AP [344]. In particular, If is thought to be upregulated in heart failure and could play an
arrhythmogenic role in both rats and human [81, 82, 374]. Changes to these currents in
response to changes in cycle length are shown in Figure 3.14.
For both models, If is 1000-times smaller in magnitude than the background currents. In
the Pandit model, If decreases in magnitude by 2.6 fA/pF when cycle length drops from
1000 ms to 500 ms, however its duration is prolonged by approximately 40 ms. For the
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Gattoni model, If changes little over the same change in cycle length (in fact, it increases
very slightly), but there is then a modest decrease in peak current from 7.9 to 4.8 fA/pF.
The background and funny currents show greater rate-dependence in the Pandit model
than in the Gattoni model. All 3 background currents in the Pandit model reduce in peak
magnitude as cycle length decreases to BCL = 500 ms, though only by small amounts,
however the duration is prolonged by approximately 20-30 ms for each current. Con-
versely, for the Gattoni model, the background currents change very little in both mag-
nitude and duration as cycle length decreases to BCL = 500 ms from 1000 ms, however
their peak magnitudes then reduce slightly at BCL = 167 ms. The resting and peak current
magnitudes for If and IbNa,K,Ca are given in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7. Changes to If and IbNa,K,Ca in response to changes in pacing frequency.
Parameter BCL 1000 BCL 500 BCL 167
If (fA/pF)
P 5.5 P 7.7
G 4.8
G 7.7 G 7.9
IbNa (pA/pF)
P 0.10 P 0.096
G 0.090
G 0.093 G 0.094
IbK (pA/pF)
P 0.17 P 0.16
G 0.15
G 0.16 G 0.16
IbCa (pA/pF)
P 0.040 P 0.040
G 0.29
G 0.31 G 0.32
3.4.3 Calcium handling and concentration changes
The intracellular Ca2+ concentration in the Gattoni model is higher overall than that in
the Pandit model. After steady-state pacing at BCL = 1000 ms, the diastolic Ca2+ con-
centration in the Pandit model is 0.045 µM, compared to 0.11 µM in the Gattoni model.
Peak systolic Ca2+ reaches 0.075 µM in the Pandit model, so the magnitude of the Ca2+
transient is just 0.03 µM (representing a 66% increase from diastolic levels). Such a small
magnitude of the Ca2+ transient is inconsistent with experimental data, in which [Ca2+]i
is repeatedly reported to rise by at least 0.5 µM [89, 121, 240, 340, 394, 397, 418, 418]
In contrast, peak systolic Ca2+ in the Gattoni model rises to 1.38 µM, with a Ca2+ tran-
sient magnitude of 1.27 µM. This represents a 1154% increase from diastolic levels in
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the Gattoni model, a considerably larger magnitude transient than the Pandit model. At
BCL = 500 ms, the Pandit model Ca2+ transient represents just a 42% increase in [Ca2+]i,
whereas the magnitude of the Ca2+ transient increases for the same cycle length in the
Gattoni model, representing a 1300% increase from diastolic levels. At BCL = 167 ms,
the increase from diastolic Ca2+ levels in the Gattoni model then decreases to 472%,
though this is still significantly higher than at any pacing frequency for the Pandit model.
[Ca2+]SR levels are similarly higher in the Gattoni model than the Pandit model, with
peak SR Ca2+ concentrations of 1.9 and 0.03 mM, respectively. A summary of changes
to intracellular and SR Ca2+ concentrations is given in Table 3.8.
Table 3.8. Changes to Ca2+ handling parameters in response to alterations in cycle
length.
Parameter BCL 1000 BCL 500 BCL 167
[Ca2+]i,min (µM)
P 0.045 P 0.12
G 0.25
G 0.11 G 0.11
[Ca2+]i,max (µM)
P 0.075 P 0.16
G 1.43
G 1.38 G 1.54
Transient magnitude (µM)
P 0.03 P 0.03
G 1.2
G 1.4 G 1.3
[Ca2+]SR,min (mM)
P 0.032 P 0.11
G 1.33
G 1.33 G 1.83
[Ca2+]SR,max (mM)
P 0.035 P 0.065
G 1.75
G 1.90 G 2.40
For both models, increasing pacing frequency from BCL = 1000 to 500 ms results in
increases in peak systolic Ca2+, as well as diastolic and peak SR Ca2+ concentrations. For
the Gattoni model, diastolic Ca2+ remains the same at BCL = 500 ms as for BCL = 1000
ms, whereas this is increased in the Pandit model. Further increasing pacing frequency to
a cycle length of 167 ms results in an increased diastolic Ca2+ concentration in the Gattoni
model, whereas the other Ca2+ handling parameters all decrease. This means that, for the
Pandit model, the Ca2+ transient magnitude remains constant (a 1 nM increase at BCL =
500 ms is negligible), whereas this increases at BCL = 500 ms in the Gattoni model but
then falls again at BCL = 167 ms.
Peak normal-mode (inward, exporting Ca2+) INaCa is higher (i.e. more negative) at all
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Figure 3.15. Rate-dependent changes to INaCa in the Pandit and Gattoni models. Peak
inward and outward INaCa is higher in the Gattoni model than the Pandit model. Note the
change in y-axis scale for the Gattoni model and the larger current peaks.
pacing frequencies in the Gattoni model. At BCL = 1000 ms, peak inward INaCa is -0.05
vs -1.2 pA.pF in the Pandit vs Gattoni models. In the Pandit model, the current magnitude
increases (becomes further negative) at BCL = 500 ms to -0.08 pA/pF, whereas the value
becomes more positive in the Gattoni model at this cycle length (to -1.1 pA/pF). Inward
INaCa magnitude becomes even smaller at BCL = 167 ms in the Gattoni model, reaching
-0.9 pA.pF. Peak reverse-mode (outward, exporting Na+) INaCa is also higher at all pacing
frequencies in the Gattoni model, and increases with pacing frequency from 0.32 pA/pF
at BCL = 1000 ms to 0.60 pA/pF at BCL = 500 ms and to 0.70 pA/pF at BCL = 167 ms.
For the Pandit model, peak outward INaCa rises from 0.20 pA/pF at BCL = 1000 ms to
0.27 pA/pF at BCL = 500 ms. These changes to INaCa are illustrated in Figure 3.15. It
can be seen that INaCa takes longer to reach the peak outward magnitude at different cycle
lengths and the pattern of this change in time courses mirrors that of changes to APD in
each model at the different cycle lengths (i.e. APD is longer in the Pandit model at BCL
500 ms so the peak is reached later, whereas APD is longest at BCL = 1000 ms in the
Gattoni model and so the peak is reached slowest at this cycle length).
In the Pandit model, the intracellular concentrations of Na+ and K+ drift over long pacing
periods, decreasing gradually over the course of the simulation. This can be an issue
when simulating for long durations, for example during a dynamic restitution protocol, in
which it may take several hundred beats to reach a steady-state before pacing continues
for several hundred more beats at a new pacing frequency, and so on. Over time, [Na+]i
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Figure 3.16. Changes to Na+ and K+ concentrations over extended pacing periods for the
Pandit and Gattoni models. In the Pandit model, [Na+]i and [K+]i levels deplete over time,
resulting in model failure. Conversely, in the Gattoni model, steady-states are achieved
at each cycle length and the model continues to reproduce APs even after 5000 simulated
beats.
and [K+]i drop well below physiological levels, resulting in model failure as APs fail to
initiate, ion currents fail to active and membrane potential fails to repolarise. Figure 3.16
illustrates the gradual decline in these intracellular ions over time in each model. When
pacing for a long duration at BCL = 1000 ms in the Pandit model, the model begins to
fail after 2079 beats, or after 979 beats at BCL = 500 ms. At these points, [Na+]i falls to
4.8 mM (BCL = 1000 ms) and 7.7 mM (BCL = 500 ms) from the initial condition of 10.7
mM, and [K+]i falls to 95.0 mM (BCL = 1000 ms) and 117.5 mM (BCL = 500 ms) from
the initial condition of 139.3 mM.
Conversely, in the Gattoni model, Na+ and K+ concentrations drift only very slightly, and
the model is able to reach a steady-state which persists for at least 5000 beats at cycle
lengths of 1000, 500 and 167 ms. This stability can be clearly observed in contrast to the
Pandit model in Figure 3.16.
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3.4.4 APD restitution
As described in Chapter 2, APD restitution describes the relationship between action po-
tential duration and cycle length (as either the diastolic interval, DI, or the cycle length/pacing
frequency). Steep APD restitution is thought to be a pro-arrhythmic phenomenon that oc-
curs in several conditions, such as heart failure [197, 354]. Multiple mechanisms are
thought to influence APD restitution properties, including region or species-specific vari-
ations in K+ channels [328, 362], the L-type Ca2+ channel [133, 217], the Na+-Ca2+ ex-
changer [188, 265] and the late Na+ current [257]. Experimental dynamic and S1-S2
restitution protocols can be used to characterise various aspects of the adaptation of APD
to pacing frequency, however it can be difficult to gain mechanistic insight into the under-
lying multi-scale mechanisms from these types of experiments. Computational models,
though, can be used to generate APD restitution curves and provide insight into the pro-
cesses that may regulate APD rate-adaptation [336]. In this section, the Pandit and Gat-
toni (1 and 6 Hz variants) were used to generate restitution curves for direct comparison
to those from the literature by replicating the experimental protocol as close as possible.
In Figure 3.17, a comparison of the experimental restitution curve from [34] to that gen-
erated from the Gattoni model (6 Hz variant) is shown. For this paper, the authors imple-
mented an S1-S2 restitution protocol in which Langendorff-perfused hearts were paced to
steady-state at a pacing frequency of 5 Hz, after which a single S2 stimulus was applied
at decreasing intervals of 200 to 40 ms, and the resulting APD90 was plotted against the
corresponding S2 interval. For comparison, the Gattoni model was paced to steady-state
at the same pacing frequency before perturbation at matching S2 intervals to those used
experimentally. Again, the 1 Hz variant and the Pandit model were not used as they are
unable to reproduce APs at pacing frequencies of 5 Hz.
Experimentally, APD decreased across the range of S2 intervals used, from 42.0 ms at S2
= 200 ms to 30.3 ms at S2 = 40 ms. For the simulated restitution curve, APD increased
from 50.1 ms at S2 = 200 ms to 59.27 ms at S2 = 160 ms. The model was unable to
simulate APs beyond this S2 interval, after which APD prolonged drastically to over 1000
ms resulting from extended ICaL reactivation and a Ca2+ transient magnitude over 30 times
larger than normal. These results further suggest that Gattoni model is unable to reproduce
experimentally-determined APD restitution characteristics. However, it should be noted
that this comparison is made between a single cell model and a whole-heart preparation.
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Figure 3.17. Comparison of Gattoni model restitution to data from [34]. Experimentally
(unfilled circles, dashed trendline), APD decreases as the S2 interval shortens. In the
model (solid line), however, APD increases as the S2 interval decreases from 200 to 160
ms. However, the model is unable to simulate shorter S2 intervals than 160 ms.
In tissue preparations, APD is recorded as a monophasic APD (MAPD) which is recorded
extracellularly and so may be inaccurate due to electrode placement or motion artefacts.
In addition, the effects of neighbouring cells in tissue, and the implications of cell-cell
coupling, constitute an electrical sink which means direct comparison between single cell
and tissue APDs may not be viable in isolation. Nevertheless, in combination with further
comparisons it can provide a supplemental aspect of model validation.
In [159], a simple restitution protocol was implemented where APD90 was determined
after steady-state pacing at frequencies from 1 to 9 Hz. Figure 3.18 shows a comparison
between the resulting experimental restitution curve and that simulated by the Gattoni
(6 Hz) model, which was paced to steady state at cycle lengths from 980 to 100 ms in
10 ms steps, as described earlier. The 1 Hz variant and Pandit models are unable to
simulate pacing frequencies greater than 3 Hz and so were unsuitable for comparison.
Experimentally, APD did not change from frequencies of 1 to 5 Hz, for which mean
APD90 was 43.0 ms. Between frequencies of 5 to 9 Hz, APD then appears to decrease, to
38.5 ms at 9 Hz. For the Gattoni model, APD decreased from 69.7 ms at a cycle length
of 980 ms, to 48.6 ms at BCL = 260 ms. APD was then seen to increase with pacing
frequency, to 54.4 ms at BCL = 167 ms (6 Hz). The Gattoni model was unable to simulate
cycle lengths above 980 and below 167 ms, as described previously. These results suggest
that the Gattoni model is unsuitable for reproducing experimental restitution curves, as
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Figure 3.18. Comparison of Gattoni model restitution to data from [159]. Experimentally,
(unfilled circles, dashed trendline), APD remains constant until BCL = 200 ms at which
point APD appears to decrease at shorter cycle lengths. In the Gattoni (6 Hz variant)
model (solid line), APD decreased from BCL = 980 to BCL = 260 ms, then increased
until the limit of the model at BCL = 167 ms.
it appeared to produce the opposite response to that observed experimentally, as APD
prolonged in the model at faster pacing frequencies.
In [24], an S1-S2 restitution protocol was employed where myocytes were paced to
steady-state at a cycle length of 1000 ms, before perturbation by a single extra stimu-
lus at intervals between 50 and 5000 ms, and APD50 was plotted against the S2 interval.
For comparison, the Pandit and Gattoni (1 Hz variant) models were paced at 1 Hz be-
fore the application of an extra S2 stimulus at the same intervals as those experimentally
(Figure 3.19).
Experimentally, APD50 increased gradually as the S2 interval decreased from 9.8 to 13.8
ms. For both models, the same trend in APD prolongation was observed as the S2 interval
decreased, albeit at higher overall durations. In the Pandit model, S2 intervals of 5000 to
125 ms were simulated, as below this minimum S2 interval APs did not initiate as they
fell during the ERP. At S2 = 5000 ms, APD50 in the Pandit model was 28.4 ms, compared
to 60.91 ms at S2 = 125 ms. In the Gattoni model, S2 intervals of 4425 to 550 ms.
Above S2 = 4425 ms and below S2 = 550 ms, unphysiological APD prolongation beyond
100 ms was observed as described earlier. Nevertheless, at S2 = 4425 ms, APD50 in the
Gattoni model was 17.2 ms, compared to 22.3 ms at S2 = 550 ms. Though both models
captured the shape of the restitution curve determined experimentally in [24], the Gattoni
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Figure 3.19. Comparison of Pandit and Gattoni model restitution curves to data from [24].
APD50 increased as S2 interval decreased experimentally (unfilled circles), and this was
replicated in both the Pandit (solid line) and Gattoni (1 Hz variant, dashed line) models,
though APD was higher in both models.
(1 Hz variant) model produced quantitatively more similar APDs, though these simulated
values were nearly double those observed experimentally.
Finally, a comparison between the restitution curve from [265] is compared to that gen-
erated by the Pandit and Gattoni (1 Hz variant) models in Figure 3.20. Similar to that
just described, here the restitution protocol was to pace to steady-state at a cycle length
of 1000 ms prior to perturbation with S2 stimuli at intervals ranging from 4000 to 0 ms.
Experimentally, APD50 increased from S2 = 4000 to 50 ms (from 5.0 to 6.7 ms), before
decreasing until S2 = 0 ms (to 5.9 ms). Both models reproduced the increase in APD50
from S2 = 4000 ms, but were unable to simulate APs at shorter S2 intervals where de-
creases in APD50 were observed. For the Pandit model, the limit was S2 = 125 ms, shorter
than which APs failed to initiate as they fell in the ERP. For the Gattoni (1 Hz variant)
model, the limit was S2 = 550 ms, shorter than which unphysiological APD prolongation
beyond 100 ms was observed as described previously. Both models were, therefore, able
to capture the shape of the restitution curve seen experimentally in [265], albeit at longer
APDs in general. However, the models were unable to reproduce APDs at shorter S2
intervals, at which APD was seen to decrease experimentally.
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Figure 3.20. Comparison of Pandit and Gattoni model restitution curves to data from
[265]. APD50 increased as S2 interval decreased experimentally (unfilled circles) until
S2 = 50 ms, at which point APD prolonged. For both models, the same trend in APD
increase was observed however neither model was able to simulate APs at S2 intervals
shorter than 125 (Pandit) and 550 (Gattoni 1 Hz variant) ms.
3.4.5 Response to electrophysiological alterations
Computational models can be useful explorative tools for studying the effects of electrical
remodelling in ventricular myocytes, without the need to develop knockout/knockdown
animal models or use pharmacological agents, which can be expensive. Electrical re-
modelling, for example in the form of increased electrical heterogeneity, can increase
susceptibility to arrhythmias [15, 197, 354], by increasing the dispersion of refractoriness
and altering restitution curve steepness [35], which decreases stability of APD. This re-
modelling is often complex, multi-faceted and multi-scale, and so is difficult to explore
experimentally, but computational models provide an avenue for exploration. Experimen-
tal data from our laboratory, for example, has previously shown that ICaL, ICaT, IKs, IKr,
IKur, IK1, Ito and IKACh expression is altered in failing ventricular myocytes [34] – it would
be experimentally intractable to dissect how each of these altered currents contributes to
the heart failure phenotype.
Accordingly, an important aspect of a model’s utility is its ability to explore how elec-
trophysiological alterations such as those described can impact on AP characteristics and
Ca2+ handling. For this section, various membrane currents in the Pandit and Gattoni
models were scaled between 0 and 200% of their normal values at cycle lengths of 500
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ms, to assess the utility of each model for exploring electrophysiological alterations. Cur-
rents scaled in this way were INa, ICaL, Ito, Iss, IK1, INaK and INaCa, and the time course of
the current, AP and Ca2+ transient is shown at control, and the minimum and maximum
scales before the model is unable to produce a normal AP.
3.4.5.1 Scaling INa
Both models can still simulate APs when INa is scaled between 40 and 200% of its normal
value (Figure 3.21), and these scales do not drastically affect either the AP or the Ca2+
transient in the Gattoni model despite their effects on peak INa. Below 40% INa, APs fail
to initiate in both models as the threshold for generation is not reached. However, both
models can handle a doubling in INa from its control value.
For the Pandit model, 40% INa results in a much slower increase in inward current, thus
the AP upstroke phase is slowed. dV/dtmax decreases from 177.9 to 81 V.s-1, and APD
increases slightly from 89.4 to 89.56 ms. In addition, Vmax falls from 48.2 to 32.0 mV. In
comparison, 200% INa results in a smaller peak INa magnitude, but this peak is reached
approximately 1 ms earlier than control. dV/dtmax rises to 297 V.s-1, and Vmax increases
to 59.32 mV. APD is mostly unchanged at 87.22 ms. 40% INa results in a slight lowering
of diastolic Ca2+ concentration compared to control (0.074 vs 0.079 µM), whereas it is
slightly raised at 200% INa (0.079 µM). Both 40% and 200% INa result in higher peak
systolic Ca2+ concentrations compared to control (0.118 and 0.129 µM, respectively, vs
0.109 µM for control). The Ca2+ transient duration is slightly shortened at 40% INa, and
prolonged at 200%.
In the Gattoni model, peak INa follows the same pattern as for the Pandit model, being
smaller but slightly faster at 200% INa and slower and smaller at 40%. dV/dtmax falls to 79
V.s-1 at 40% but increases to 288 V.s-1 at 200%, compared to 175.9 V.s/super-1 for control.
Similarly, Vmax at 40% falls to 14.24 mV but increases to 49.9 mV at 200% INa, compared
to the control value of 35.6 mV. Despite the smaller Vmax, APD increases at 40% INa to
59.72 ms, compared to 53.3 ms and 200% INa at 45.51 ms. Neither change to INa impacts
on the Ca2+ transient in the Gattoni model, in which it takes only slightly longer to reach
peak systolic Ca2+, but this value and the Ca2+ transient duration is otherwise unchanged.
Both models produce considerably larger peak INa than is observed experimentally (e.g.
-7.5 to -41 pA/pF in [4, 50, 84, 213, 332]).
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Figure 3.21. Effect of scaling INa in the Pandit and Gattoni models. Top: Pandit model,
Bottom: Gattoni model. Both models handle scaling of INa from 40 to 200% of its control
value, with only slight changes to APD and Ca2+ handling occurring as a result.
3.4.5.2 Scaling ICaL
In the Pandit model, ICaL can be scaled between 0 and 130% of its control value and
physiological APs are still reproduced (Figure 3.22). Above 130% of control, APs in
the Pandit model fail to repolarise and the membrane potential ‘hangs’ at around -10
mV. For the Gattoni model, ICaL can only be reduced (to 0%, while still maintaining a
physiological AP) as scaling it above 100% results in significant re-activation of ICaL and
an unphysiologically-prolonged APD (beyond the cycle length).
Eliminating ICaL in the Pandit and Gattoni models results in drastically shortened APDs
vs control, of 30.4 v 89.4 ms and 28.3 v 53.3 ms, respectively. Increasing ICaL to 1.3x
control in the Pandit model prolongs APD considerably to 118.9 ms, as there is an in-
creased peak and duration of ICaL. This also results in increased diastolic and systolic
Ca2+ concentrations, though the magnitude of the Ca2+ transient remains the same – this
illustrates the lack of graded release in the Pandit model as the Ca2+ transient magnitude
remains unchanged despite changes in Ca2+ influx via ICaL. Abolishing ICaL in the Pandit
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Figure 3.22. Effect of scaling ICaL in the Pandit and Gattoni models. Top: Pandit model,
Bottom: Gattoni model. Abolishing ICaL in both models still allows for simulation of
APs. Additonally, in the Pandit model, ICaL can be increased to 130% of its control value.
model results in vastly reduced diastolic Ca2+ concentration, which changes little during
the course of the AP. Vmax, Vmin and dV/dtmax are unchanged in both models.
3.4.5.3 Scaling Ito
In the Pandit model, Ito can be scaled between 50% and 200% of its control value and still
produce physiological APDs (Figure 3.23). Below 50% Ito, APD prolongs to unphysio-
logical levels (over 120 ms in duration). At 50% Ito, however, APD prolongs to 119.9 ms
(at the likely limit for a physiological AP in rat ventricular myocytes [121, 159, 290, 299,
407]), compared to 89.4 ms at control. Doubling Ito results in a much shorter APD of
49.2 ms. Peak current is altered in line with the percentage increase, unlike with INa and
ICaL are described earlier, but the current duration is largely unaltered (inactivating more
quickly at 200% Ito). Increasing Ito to 200% results in lower diastolic and systolic Ca2+
concentrations, whereas decreasing to 50% does not alter peak systolic Ca2+ concentra-
tion but does raise the diastolic concentration and slightly increases the time to peak Ca2+.
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Figure 3.23. Effect of scaling Ito in the Pandit and Gattoni models. Top: Pandit model,
Bottom: Gattoni model. The Pandit model still produces physiological APs with 50%
to 200% Ito, however the Gattoni model is unable to simulate APs below 100% of the
control value for Ito.
Ca2+ transient duration, however, remains relatively unaltered in the Pandit model. Vmax
is increased to 50.7 mV at 50% and decreased to 44.9 mV at 200% Ito, compared to the
control value of 48.2 mV.
For the Gattoni model, reducing Ito below its control value results in significant APD
prolongation resulting from reactivation of ICaL, with APD exceeding the cycle length.
However, the model can handle scaling Ito to at least 200% of its value. Doubling Ito
results in shortening of APD, from 53.3 to 26.9 ms, and a near doubling of peak cur-
rent. This increase does not affect diastolic Ca2+ concentration in the Gattoni model, but
systolic Ca2+ is reduced by approximately 0.5 µM and the Ca2+ transient duration is sig-
nificantly shortened. Increasing Ito to 200% results in a decrease in Vmax from 35.6 to
29.8 mV compared to control in the Gattoni model.
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Figure 3.24. Effect of scaling Iss in the Pandit and Gattoni models. Top: Pandit model,
Bottom: Gattoni model. Similar effects are observed for Iss, AP and Ca2+ transient char-
acteristics in each model. Both models allow doubling of Iss, and reduction of Iss to 60%
(Pandit) and 40% (Gattoni).
3.4.5.4 Scaling Iss
Both models still produce physiological APs when Iss is increased to 200% of control
(Figure 3.24). For the Pandit model, a reduction to 60% also still produces APs, however
APD is prolonged to 116.5 ms compared to 89.4 ms for control. At 60% Iss, peak Iss is
reduced but the current duration is increased. This reduction results in increased diastolic
Ca2+ levels but a reduced peak systolic Ca2+ concentration compared to control, thus an
overall decreased magnitude of the Ca2+ transient. Doubling Iss, meanwhile, increases
peak current and decreases the current duration slightly, resulting in a shorter APD of
64.5 ms. Both diastolic and systolic Ca2+ concentrations are reduced. Reducing Iss lower
than 60% in the Pandit model results in failure to repolarise and a ‘hanging’ membrane
potential of approximately -10 mV.
For the Gattoni model, Iss can be reduced to 40% of its normal value, resulting in an
increase in APD to 75.9 ms compared to 53.3 ms at control. Doubling Iss, though, results
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in APD shortening to 39.5 ms. Iss itself follows a similar pattern as for the Pandit model at
these scales, reducing in peak but increasing in duration at 40% and increasing in peak but
shortening in duration at 200% Iss. Increasing Iss in the Gattoni model does not drastically
affect the Ca2+ transient, slightly shortening its duration but not changing diastolic or peak
systolic Ca2+ concentrations. Reducing Iss to 40%, however, increases peak systolic Ca2+
concentration by approximately 50 nM, and increases Ca2+ transient duration. Decreasing
Iss in the Gattoni model to below 40% prolongs APD to beyond the cycle length, resulting
in model failure.
3.4.5.5 Scaling IK1
For both models, physiological APs are still produced when IK1 is reduced and increased
by 50% (Figure 3.25). Reducing IK1 to 50% significantly increases the duration of IK1
to beyond 200 ms, compared to 100 ms at control values. Increasing IK1 also increases
the duration of the current, but to a lesser extent. Reducing IK1 by 50% results in APD
prolongation in both models, to 121.2 ms (v control 89.4 ms) in the Pandit model and to
122.78 ms (v control 53.3 ms) in the Gattoni model. Increasing IK1 by 50%, meanwhile,
shortens APD to 76.4 ms in the Pandit model and 36.7 ms in the Gattoni model.
In the Pandit model, reducing IK1 results in increased diastolic and peak systolic Ca2+
concentrations, and a longer Ca2+ transient duration. Increasing IK1 has the opposite
effect, although the extent is lesser, with small decreases to diastolic and peak systolic
Ca2+ concentrations, and a marginally shorter Ca2+ transient duration. In the Gattoni
model, peak systolic Ca2+ concentration is unchanged for decreases or increases in IK1
by 50%. In addition, increasing IK1 by 50% does not noticeably alter the Ca2+ transient,
resulting in only a small reduction in Ca2+ transient duration. However, decreasing IK1 by
50% results in an increased time to peak Ca2+ and an increased Ca2+ transient duration.
As with Iss, reduction in IK1 beyond 50% results in membrane potential ‘hanging’ in the
Pandit model at around -10 mV, and significant APD prolongation beyond cycle length
in the Gattoni model. At 150% IK1, there is insufficient inward current via INa to initiate
APs. For both models, Vmax remains unchanged (within 0.1 mV) despite changes in IK1.
Similarly, Vmin remains within 0.5 mV of the control value in both models (Pandit -80.1
mV, Gattoni -83.9 mV), and Vmax remains within 1 mV of control values (Pandit 48.2 mV,
Gattoni 35.6 mV).
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Figure 3.25. Effect of scaling IK1 in the Pandit and Gattoni models. Top: Pandit model,
Bottom: Gattoni model. Both models still produce physiological APs when IK1 is in-
creased or decreased by 50%.
3.4.5.6 Scaling INaK
In the Pandit model, INaK can be reduced to 10% and doubled from control and still pro-
duce physiological APs (Figure 3.26). Decreasing INaK to 10% its control value results
in a smaller current peak and a reduced basal current of 0.019 pA/pF compared to 0.16
pA/pF at control. This results in a longer APD of 114.9 compared to 89.4 ms at control.
In addition, both diastolic and systolic Ca2+ concentrations rise compared to control, and
the magnitude of the Ca2+ transient is increased, as is its duration. Increasing INaK gen-
erally has opposite effects, with peak and resting INaK increased, a shorter APD of 76.9
ms and smaller diastolic and systolic Ca2+ concentrations. However, the magnitude and
duration of the Ca2+ transient remains relatively unchanged. Below 10% INaK, the APD
is prolonged to over 150 ms in the Pandit model, which is unphysiological.
These observations are largely similar in the Gattoni model, although the extent to which
INaK can be scaled is less – only reductions to 70% and increases to 160% still result in AP
production. At 70% INaK, peak and resting current is reduced and the APD is prolonged
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Figure 3.26. Effect of scaling INaK in the Pandit and Gattoni models. Top: Pandit model,
Bottom: Gattoni model. INaK can be scaled to 10 and 200% of control in the Pandit
model, but to only 70 and 160% in the Gattoni model. The effects of such scaling are
similar in both models.
to 63.1 ms compared to 53.3 ms for control. The time to peak Ca2+ and Ca2+ transient
durations are also slightly increased compared to control. Increasing INaK to 160% of
control results in increased peak and resting current, and a shorter APD of 40.9 ms. Time
to peak Ca2+ remains the same as for control, however the duration of the Ca2+ transient
is slightly decreased.
3.4.5.7 Scaling INaCa
The responses of each model to changes in INaCa are shown in Figure 3.27. For the Pandit
model, INaCa can be reduced to 10% and doubled to 200% and still produce physiological
APs. Reducing to 10% results in a significantly smaller peak INaCa but a higher basal
current of -0.03 pA/pF compared to -0.05 pA/pF at control. APD remains unchanged de-
spite this reduction, but diastolic and peak systolic Ca2+ concentrations increase, though
the magnitude of the Ca2+ transient stays the same as control. Increasing INaCa two-fold
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Figure 3.27. Effect of scaling INaCa in the Pandit and Gattoni models. Top: Pandit
model, Bottom: Gattoni model. Both models still produce physiological APs when INaCa
is increased to 200% of control. The Pandit model can further simulate APs at 10% of
control INaCa, but the Gattoni model cannot simulate APs below 60% INaCa.
results in an increased peak current but a similar basal current of -0.05 pA/pF. Diastolic
and peak systolic Ca2+ concentrations are smaller, but the magnitude of the Ca2+ tran-
sient remains the same, albeit with a slightly longer time to peak Ca2+. APD remains
unchanged. Reductions in INaCa below 10% result in progressive Ca2+ loading of the cell
before significant unphysiological APD prolongation.
For the Gattoni model, decreases in INaCa to 60% and increases to 200% still result in
physiological APs. For 60% INaCa, peak current is decreased and basal current is reduced
(i.e. is less negative) compared to control, whereas peak current is increased for 200%
INaCa despite a reduced basal current. Reducing INaCa to 60% slightly reduces APD in
the Gattoni model to 44.8 ms vs 53.3 ms at control, but APD remains unchanged at 200%
INaCa. 60% INaCa results in an increase in systolic Ca2+ concentration and Ca2+ transient
magnitude and duration, though diastolic Ca2+ remains the same, whereas 200% INaCa
leads to decreases in systolic Ca2+, Ca2+ transient magnitude and duration but diastolic
Ca2+ remains constant. Reducing INaCa below 60% leads to unphysiological APD pro-
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longation beyond the cycle length.
3.5 Discussion and conclusions
As has been described, there are notable differences in electrophysiology between differ-
ent species, particularly in the expression and contribution of K+ currents to AP morphol-
ogy and the relative contributions of various Ca2+ handling proteins to the shape, mag-
nitude and duration of the Ca2+ transient, which can vary considerably between species
and within species under different conditions (such as changes to pacing frequency). The
rat AP is much shorter than many other mammals and has a more triangular shape, ow-
ing to a reduction in ICaL expression (reducing the amount of phase 2 depolarisation) but
an increase in Ito (approximately 4-fold that in human) and IK1 expression (resulting in
stronger repolarising currents). In addition, the contribution of SERCA to Ca2+ extrusion
in rat myocytes is approximately 4-fold higher than other species, and as a result the SR
of rat cardiomyocytes is more prone to Ca2+ loading, which may favour the generation
of DADs via spontaneous Ca2+ release events. However, existing computational mod-
els of rat ventricular electrophysiology do not incorporate the necessary stochastic Ca2+
dynamics in order to explore how these pro-arrhythmic mechanisms may arise.
Nevertheless, the computational models developed to date have provided quantitative
electrophysiological insight into the mechanisms for which they were developed to inves-
tigate. The original Pandit model was developed to gain insight into the ionic mechanisms
responsible for transmural heterogeneity in APD which had been observed experimen-
tally, and revealed that the smaller density and slower kinetics of Ito in endocardial my-
ocytes account for longer endocardial APDs and more prominent rate-dependence. Later,
the Pasek model was developed to explore how modulation of electrical activity could
be influenced by the T-tubular system, so the Pandit model was adapted to account for
geometrical and electrophysiological characteristics of the T-system. Simulation results
supported the concepts that transient K+ accumulation and Ca2+ depletion occur in the
T-tubules, and are frequency-dependent. The Niederer-Smith model was then developed
which sought to explore how the slow-force response to stretch arises in rat ventricular
myocytes, so the Pandit model was modified to include a previously-developed contrac-
tion and acid-base model and a new Ca2+ handling framework. The model results sug-
gested that stretch-activated currents predominantly modulate the SFR in rats, and that the
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effects of nitrous oxide on the SFR must act through a different mechanism of RyR open
probability potentiation. Lastly, the Devenyi-Sobie and Gattoni models were developed.
The former sought to address the imbalance of Ca2+ fluxes in the Pandit model, and in-
cluded a new SERCA formulation to better represent experimental data, whereas the latter
replaced the Ca2+ framework with that of Hinch et al. and the Na+-K+ ATPase formula-
tion with that of Lewalle et al.. The Gattoni model revealed that the peak Ca2+-frequency
response is biphasic in rat ventricular myocytes, and that CaMKII-mediated L-type Ca2+
channel and Ito activity enhances the positive Ca2+ transient magnitude response, which
is otherwise negative when CaMKII is inhibited.
As the Pandit model is the foundation of the other models developed to date, and only
the Gattoni model includes significant changes and re-parameterisation, these two models
were chosen for direct comparison, which revealed advantages and disadvantages to both.
The Pandit model is unsuitable for pacing at cycle lengths of 350 ms or faster, which
makes it largely incompatible for simulating rat cardiac APs as the resting heart rate of rat
comfortably exceeds 3 Hz [34, 35, 331, 415, 451, 453]. However, the Pandit model does
capture the prolongation of APD with increases in pacing frequency, which is observed
experimentally, although only between cycle lengths of 350 and 1000 ms. Conversely, the
Gattoni model is capable of simulating cycle lengths from 167 to 1000 ms, though this is
partly dependent on the parameter set used as there are two model variants stable at either
1 or 6 Hz. APD in the Gattoni model appears to shorten with increases in pacing frequency
up to 4 Hz, where it then prolongs up to frequencies of 6 Hz. However, experimentally-
reported restitution mechanisms and characteristics do vary between research groups, and
the exact nature of the restitution curve shape remains debated. Neither model is able
to recreate simple experimental restitution curves from some groups [34, 35, 159], yet
produces similarly-shaped S1-S1 restitution curves to those in [24, 265], albeit at higher
overall values for APD. As evidenced in Figures 3.17 to 3.20, there is a wide range of
experimentally-reported restitution curves, largely a result of differences in the protocols
used to generate them. Such wide variation makes experimental validation of restitution
difficult, and thus is further complicated by the variation in measurement of key AP or
Ca2+ handling characteristics, which are not always explicitly reported. APD90, for ex-
ample, can be measured as the time to 90% of repolarisation from the peak AP overshoot,
or as the time taken to 90% repolarisation back to Vmin, which may result in small yet
significant differences in reported APD values. Typically, APs are stimulated experimen-
tally by application of a supra-threshold stimulus [159] (in order to sufficiently cause INa
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channels to open), however the magnitude of such a stimulus can vary and may result in
abnormally large values for peak AP overshoot or greater [Na+]i.
For exploring electrophysiological alterations, each model responds differently at cycle
lengths of 500 ms. APs failed to initiate in both models when INa was reduced to 40%,
but still produced physiological APs at 200% INa. The range for altered IK1 was also the
same for both models, but for between 50 and 150% of normal IK1 – below 50%, APD
unphysiologically prolonged in the Gattoni model and did not repolarise in the Pandit
model, and over 150% the repolarising current was so strong that APs did not initiate at
all. For ICaL, the scale range was between 0 and 130% in the Pandit model and 0 and
100% in the Gattoni model. Other membrane currents allowed varying degrees of scal-
ing, but in general outside of these ranges the Gattoni model produced unphysiologically-
prolonged APDs (sometimes, over 1000 ms), and the Pandit model failed to repolarise at
all (resulting in membrane potential ‘hanging’, whereby it stays around -10 mV except
for perturbations by the stimulus current). However, in experiments and in vivo physi-
ology, it is not uncommon for complete block, or considerable downregulation (as low
as 15% has been reported for some K+ channels experimentally [34, 139]), of individual
channel proteins (e.g. data from our laboratory in [34]), and so gaining quantitative in-
sight at these levels of remodelling would be beneficial, but appear not to be possible with
currently available models. In addition, any impacts of electrophysiological remodelling
on Ca2+ handling are not able to be dissected given the deterministic nature of the models
to date, as they do not account for stochastic release of Ca2+ from individual CRUs. One
notable limitation of this sort of computational investigation is that a 50% reduction in a
channel’s expression observed experimentally, for example, does not necessarily mean a
50% reduction in observed current, particularly given the wide variation in channels and
their subunits (e.g. Ito may be encoded for by the KCNA4, KCND2 and KCND3 genes),
and so reducing current by the same proportion as observed channel expression may be
an oversimplification.
In the Pandit model, the adapted canine and guinea pig Ca2+ handling system shows sev-
eral limitations. As mentioned previously, it is not capable of simulating graded Ca2+
release which is a known phenomenon in ventricular myocytes from all species. In ad-
dition, the contribution of Ca2+ efflux pathways in the Pandit model is inconsistent with
experimental data, as are various measures of the Ca2+ transient – this explains why these
components were replaced in the more recent Niederer-Smith and Gattoni models, and
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updated in the Devenyi-Sobie model. The Gattoni model reproduces more closely exper-
imental data relating to Ca2+ handling, and so is more suited for simulation of excitation-
contraction coupling in rat. However, it is clear that to investigate pro-arrhythmic mech-
anisms resulting from aberrant Ca2+ handling, it is necessary to further replace the Ca2+
handling system in these models with one that can simulate the stochastic dynamics reg-
ulating Ca2+ release at the sub-cellular level, so that the interacting effects of remodelled
electrophysiology and Ca2+ handling can be dissected in detail. Despite the described dif-
ferences in electrophysiology between rat myocytes and those of larger mammals, rodent
myocytes exhibit a greater dependence on intracellular Ca2+ cycling and so rat-specific
computational models are ideally suited for the investigation of spontaneous Ca2+ release
mechanisms at the cellular level [127].
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4.1 Introduction
Failure in any of the underlying processes governing excitation-contraction coupling in
the heart can result in a myriad of pathologies, including heart failure, hypertrophy, ar-
rhythmias and sudden cardiac death. As described previously, these processes can be
difficult to explore and quantify using traditional experimental methodologies as they
occur across multiple spatial and temporal scales, however computational models pro-
vide powerful research tools that can provide quantitative and mechanistic insight into
the underlying multi-scale mechanisms as they can be dissected in time, space, and by
parameter.
EC coupling is inherently a two-part process. In response to an electrical stimulus,
changes to membrane currents and ion concentrations result in the action potential, re-
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sulting in a concomitant release of intracellular Ca2+ from the SR and subsequent con-
traction of the cell. However, as described in Chapter 3, existing computational models
of rat ventricular electrophysiology are limited in their capacity to explore changes in
the contraction aspect of EC coupling, as they utilise deterministic implementations for
Ca2+ cycling dynamics which are typically inherited from previously-developed, non-
rodent computational models (the Pandit model Ca2+ handling system, for example, is
derived from canine, guinea pig and ferret data), and so are unable to recreate the com-
plex, stochastic dynamics of subcellular Ca2+ handling, the remodelling of which is pro-
arrhythmic [74, 202, 365, 427]. Thus, despite the common use of rats as animal mod-
els in cardiovascular research, computational models of rat ventricular electrophysiology
poorly recapitulate experimental Ca2+ handling characteristics, which is necessary as the
rate-dependent electrophysiological properties of rat rely more on subcellular Ca2+ han-
dling than other species [146]. Accordingly, the extrapolation of results to human disease
is further complicated, which represents a significant limitation to their use. Rodents,
however, do remain an important reseach tool, and as rodent myocytes exhibit a greater
dependence on intracellular Ca2+ cycling, rat-specific computational models are ideally
suited for investigating pro-arrhythmic spontaneous Ca2+ release mechanisms [127].
There remains a need, therefore, for the development of a comprehensive computational
model of rat ventricular myocytes, to provide mechanistic and quantitative insight into
the link between electrophysiological and calcium handling remodelling, which existing
models are unable to provide. In this chapter, the development of a novel computational
model of rat ventricular electrophysiology and calcium handling will be described. The
new model takes membrane currents from the Gattoni model, parameterised against re-
cent experimental data from rat ventricular myocytes at 37oC, and couples them with the
Colman [97] stochastic spatio-temporal Ca2+ cycling model which is suitable for the in-
corporation of an array of electrophysiology models and can provide important insight
into the microscopic, spontaneous Ca2+ dynamics that may underlie pro-arrhythmic be-
haviour. The parameterisation and validation of the newly-developed model against ex-
perimental data will then be described.
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4.2 Model development
As shown in Chapter 3, the Gattoni model of rat ventricular electrophysiology is the
most recent rat-specific computational model of the ventricular myocyte, and has been
thoroughly parameterised against recent experimental data recorded at physiological tem-
peratures. The Gattoni model more closely reproduces experimental data, particularly
relating to Ca2+ handling, but its deterministic implementation limits its ability to explore
remodelled Ca2+ handling and for investigating Ca2+-mediated pro-arrhythmic behaviour.
The Colman model [97] is a recent spatio-temporal Ca2+ cycling framework comprising
a hierarchy of models. The microsopic, 3D spatio-temporal cell model is the baseline
model which incorporates spatially distributed dyads, Ca2+ diffusion throughout the cell,
and stochastic state transitions for the L-type Ca2+ channels and ryanodine receptors. The
framework and model have been shown as useful to explore structure-function relation-
ships at the whole cell level, for normal and pathophysiological states, and so can provide
mechanistic insight into pro-arrhythmic behaviour arising from Ca2+-handling remod-
elling [97, 101]. Over the following sections, the Ca2+ cycling model will be described
alongside the incorporated membrane current components from the Gattoni model. The
developed model will hereby be referred to as the SC model.
4.2.1 Spatio-temporal Ca2+ cycling model
The microscopic, 3D spatio-temporal Ca2+ handling model, a simplified version of a pre-
vious model [101], consists of an idealised 3D intracellular Ca2+ system coupled to an
ion current and point-source Vm model (Figure 4.1). The model incorporates a 3D CRU
grid, each containing five compartments: the bulk cytoplasm, subspace (ss) and restricted
dyadic cleft space (ds) comprise the intracellular components, and the network (NSR)
and junctional (JSR) SR compartments comprise the SR spaces. The NSR, subspace and
bulk cytosolic compartments are coupled to neighbouring CRUs, and each dyad contains
≈ 10 LTCCs and ≈ 100 RyRs (though this can vary and be heterogeneous within a cell),
described by stochastic differential equations [101].
Fundamentally, Ca2+ concentrations are described by the following equations:
d[Ca2+]i
dt
= βi(D∇2[Ca2+]i+φi+(vss/vi)Jss) (4.1)
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of the single cell Ca2+ handling model. 3D microscopic Ca2+
handling model showing the 3D grid of CRUs (top) and the compartments and associated
Ca2+ fluxes within a single CRU (bottom). Dyadic space (DS), subspace (SS), bulk cy-
toplasm (CYTO), network (NSR) and junctional SR (JSR) spaces are shown, alongside
a T-tubule (TT). Fluxes through LTCCs, RyRs, NCX and SERCA are illustrated by the
key. Double-headed black arrows show transfer between compartments; red arrows show
diffusion between neighbouring CRUs. Adapted from [97].
d[Ca2+]ss
dt
= βss(D∇2[Ca2+]ss+φss− Jss+(vds/vss)Jds) (4.2)
d[Ca2+]NSR
dt
= D∇2[Ca2+]NSR+φNSR− (vJSR/vNSR)JJSR (4.3)
i
d[Ca2+]ds
dt
= φds− Jds (4.4)
d[Ca2+]JSR
dt
= βJSR(φJSR+ JJSR) (4.5)
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where D is the diffusion coefficient, ∇2 is the spatial Laplacian operator in 3D, φ is a
general reaction term (defined below), v is the volume of a single voxel of each of the 5
compartments, J represents transfer between compartments, and βi is the instantaneous
buffering term [414], described later.
Transfer between compartments is given by:
Jss =
(
[Ca2+]ss− [Ca2+]i
)
τ−1ss (4.6)
Jds =
(
[Ca2+]ds− [Ca2+]ss
)
τ−1ds (4.7)
JJSR =
(
[Ca2+]NSR− [Ca2+]JSR
)
τ−1ds , (4.8)
with the reaction terms given by:
φi = JNaCa+ JCaP+ JCab− (Jup− Jleak)− Jtrpn (4.9)
φNSR = (Jup− Jleak)(vi/vNSR) (4.10)
φss = JNaCa ss (4.11)
φds = Jrel+ JCaL (4.12)
φJSR =−Jrel(vds/vJSR). (4.13)
At each voxel (n = 1,2..Ncyto), the Laplacian (spatial diffusion) is described by a 6-node
nearest neighbours finite difference approximation:
D∇2[Ca2+]x ≈ JCa diff x =
i=3
∑
i=1
(ei+1[Ca2+]x+ei−1 [Ca2+]x−2ei[Ca2+]x
τx,ei
)
(4.14)
where ei refers to the three dimensions (x,y,z) and τx,ei is the spatial discretisation step.
Note that Equation 4.14 describes inter-compartment diffusion, so τx,ei is approximately
equal to D/∆x2 for a discretised full diffusion model.
As the dyadic cleft volume is small, the dyadic cleft Ca2+ concentration is described using
an analytical description under the approximation that the volume reaches its steady-state
concentration within the time step, δ t. Thus, an approximation for Equation 4.4 can be
obtained as:
[Ca2+]ds = [Ca2+]ss+
τds.
(
krel.[Ca2+]JSR+ JCaL
)
(1+ τds.krel)
(4.15)
where krel is the RyR dissociation constant [165]. A full list of model parameters relating
to cell structure and diffusion is given in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Colman model cell structure and diffusion parameters.
Parameter Description Value
vi Cytoplasm volume per CRU 1.0 µm3
vNSR Network SR volume per CRU 0.05 µm3
vss Subspace volume per CRU 0.0175 µm3
< vds > Average individual dyad volume 1.712x10-3 µm3
vJSR Individual JSR volume 0.015 µm3
τds Time constant of dyad→ ss diffusion 0.022 ms
τss Time constant of ss→ cyto diffusion 0.1 ms
τJSR Time constant of NSR→ JSR diffusion 5 ms
τi,transverse Time constant of transverse cyto diffusion 2.3 ms
τi,longitudinal Time constant of longitudinal cyto diffusion 2.9 ms
τss,transverse Time constant of transverse ss diffusion 1.35 ms*
τss,longitudinal Time constant of longitudinal ss diffusion 2.20 ms*
τNSR,transverse Time constant of transverse NSR diffusion 7 ms
τNSR,longitudinal Time constant of longitudinal NSR diffusion 14 ms
* control values
4.2.1.1 Intracellular Ca2+ release; Jrel
Intracellular Ca2+ release, Jrel is described by:
mJrel =m krel(m[Ca2+]JSR−m [Ca2+]ds), (4.16)
mkrel =m no RyR.gRyR.mv−1ds , (4.17)
where mno RyR is the number of open RyR channels in dyad m, and gRyR is the maxi-
mal flux rate through the RyRs. Dynamics of RyRs are described by a 4-state Markov
chain model (Figure 4.2), similar to previously implementations [319, 371], with a func-
tional monomer-induced inactivation based on the calsequestrin dynamics of [147]. The
governing equations for Jrel are given by:
dmCA
dt
= mOA.βC−O+ mCI.βA−I− mCA.(αC−O+αA−I) (4.18)
dmOA
dt
= mCA.αC−O+ mOI.βA−I− mOA.(βC−O+αA−I) (4.19)
dmCI
dt
= mOI.βC−O+ mC.αA−I− mCI.(αC−O+βA−I) (4.20)
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dmOI
dt
= mCI.αC−O+ mOA.αA−I− mOI.(βC−O+βA−I) (4.21)
where
αC−O = ka(m[Ca2+]ds)H (4.22)
βC−O = kb (4.23)
αA−I = (1−m Miss)/τMi,1 (4.24)
βA−I = mMiss/τMi,2 (4.25)
mMiss = 1/(1+ e(
mM−0.5)/0.04167) (4.26)
dM
dt
= αM(1−M)+βMM (4.27)
αM = Mss/τM,1 (4.28)
βM = (1−Mss)/τM,2 (4.29)
Mss = 1/(1+ e(−6.5(csqn−6.37))) (4.30)
csqn = βcsqn.Kmcsqn/(m[Ca2+]JSR+Kmcsqn) (4.31)
where H is the RyR open rate Ca2+ power, ka is the RyR activation rate constant, kb is the
RyR deactivation rate constant, τM,1 is the time constant of monomer binding, τMi,1 is the
time constant of monomer inactivation, τMi,2 is the time constant of monomer unbinding
and τMi,2 is the time constant of de-inactivation. OA is the only state in which flux occurs,
thus mnoRyR is equal to the number of channels in state OA for dyad m.
4.2.1.2 L-type Ca2+ channel flux; JLTCC
Flux through the L-type Ca2+ channel, JCaL, is described by:
mJCaL =−mno LTCC mJ¯CaL (4.32)
where mno LTCC is the number of open L-type Ca2+ channels for dyad m, and J¯CaL is the
maximal flux rate per channel [235]:
mJ¯CaL = 4PCazF
1
2γCa
m[Ca2+]dse2z− γCa[Ca2+]o
e2z−1 (4.33)
z =
VmF
RT
(4.34)
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Figure 4.2. Four-state Markov model for the RyR. Ca2+ flux only occurs in state OA.
where PCa is the maximum permeability for an individual LTCC, [Ca2+]o is the extracellu-
lar Ca2+ concentration, γCa is the LTCC activity coefficient and F is the Faraday constant.
LTCCs are described by a Markov chain implementation of a Hodgkin-Huxley model as
in [235, 369], shown in Figure 4.3 and is equivalent to the three gate Hodgkin-Huxley
model:
d1
αd1−−−−⇀↽ −
αd1−
d2
αd1−α−−−−⇀↽ −
αd2−α
d3
f1
α f 1− f 2−−−−⇀↽ −
α f 1− f 2
f2
fca1
αα f 1− f 2−−−−−−⇀↽ −
β f ca1− f ca2
fca2
and thus described by:
d(d1)
dt
= d2βd1−d2−d1αd1−d2 (4.35)
d(d2)
dt
= d1αd1−d2 +d3βd2−d3−d2(βd1−d2 +αd2−d3) (4.36)
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d(d3)
dt
= d2αd2−d3−d3βd2−d3 (4.37)
d( f1)
dt
= f2β f1− f2− f1α f1− f2 (4.38)
d( f ca1)
dt
= f ca2β f ca1− f ca2− f ca1α f ca1− f ca2 (4.39)
where the transition rates for each couplet of variables (x = d1−d2, f1− f2, f ca1− f ca2)
are defined from the steady-state and time constant:
αx = xss/τx (4.40)
βx = (1− xss)/τx (4.41)
and:
αd2−d3 = kd2d3 (4.42)
βd2−d3 = kd3d2 (4.43)
dss = 1/(1+ e(−(Vm−5)/6.24)) (4.44)
fss = 1−1/(1+ e((Vm+32.06)/8.6)) (4.45)
τd = dss.(1− e(−(Vm−5)/6.24))/(0.035(Vm−5)) (4.46)
τ f = 2/(0.0197e−([0.0337(Vm+7)]
2+0.02)) (4.47)
f cass = 1−1/(1+(m[Ca2+]ds/C¯a)2) (4.48)
where kd2d3 is the rate constant for transition d2−d3, kd3d2 is the rate constant for transi-
tion d3−d2 and C¯a is the Ca2+ constant for Ca2+-induced inactivation. Note that the inac-
tivation gate steady states ( fss, f cass) are inverse to those in the standard Hodgkin-Huxley
model as f2 is the inactivated state in this Markov description, equivalent to (1− f ) in
the original description (and f1 is equivalent to f ). RyR and LTCC parameters are sum-
marised in Table 4.2.
4.2.1.3 SR uptake and leak; Jup and Jleak
The equations for SR uptake, Jup, and SR leak, Jleak, based on previous studies [319,356,
360], are:
mJup = gup
(m[Ca2+]i/Kcyto)2− (m[Ca2+]NSR/KNSR)2
1+(m[Ca2+]i/Kcyto)2+(m[Ca2+]NSR/KNSR)2
(4.49)
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Figure 4.3. Markov scheme of the Hodgkin-Huxley ICaL model.
mJleak = gleak
m[Ca2+]2NSR
m[Ca2+]2NSR+Kleak
2 (
m[Ca2+]NSR−m [Ca2+]i) (4.50)
where gup is the maximal flux rate of Jup, Kcyto is the cytoplasm constant for Jup, KNSR is
the network SR constant for Jup, gleak is the maximal flux rate of Jleak and Kleak is the Jleak
constant. Values for these parameters are given in Table 4.3.
4.2.1.4 Membrane fluxes; JNaCa, JCaP and JCab
The equations for the membrane fluxes JNaCa, JCaP and JCab, based on previous stud-
ies [319, 356, 360], are:
mJNaCa =
KagNaCav−1vox(eηz[Na+]i[Ca2+]o− e(η−1)z[Na+]o m[Ca2+]cyto)
(t1, t2, t3)(1+Ksate(η−1)z)
(4.51)
mJCaP = (v−1i gCaP
m[Ca2+]i)/(KmCaP+m [Ca2+]i) (4.52)
mJCab = v−1voxgCab(Vm−ECa) (4.53)
where gNaCa is the maximal flux rate of the Na+-Ca2+ exchanger, η is the NCX voltage
sensitivity coefficient, Ksat is the NCX saturation constant, gCaP is the maximal flux rate
of the sarcolemmal Ca2+ pump, KmCaP is the Ca2+ saturation constant for the sarcolemmal
Ca2+ pump, gCab is the maximal flux rate of the background Ca2+ current, and where
t1 = KmCai[Na+]3o(1+([Na
+]i/KmNai)3) (4.54)
t2 = K3mNao
m[Ca2+]i(1+(m[Ca2+]i/KmCai)) (4.55)
t3 = KmCao[Na+]3i +[Na
+]3i [Ca
2+]o+[Na+]3o
m[Ca2+]i (4.56)
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Table 4.2. Colman model RyR and LTCC flux parameters.
Parameter Description Value
gryr Max RyR flux rate 2.05x10-4 µm3ms-1
PCa Max LTCC permeability 11.9 µmolC-1ms-1
γCa LTCC activity coefficient 0.341
NRyR Number of RyRs per dyad 100
H RyR open rate Ca2+ power 2.5
ka RyR activation rate constant 1.58x10-4 µM-2.5ms-1
kb RyR deactivation rate constant 1.0 ms-1
τM,1 Time constant of monomer binding 25 ms
τMi,1 Time constant of monomer inactivation 30 ms
τM,2 Time constant of monomer unbinding 156 ms
τMi,2 Time constant of monomer de-inactivation 75 ms
NLTCC Number of L-type Ca2+ channels per dyad 15
kd2d3 Rate constant for d2−d3 transition 0.3 ms-1
kd3d3 Rate constant for d3−d2 transition 6.0 ms-1
τfca Time constant for Ca2+-induced inactivation 15 ms
C¯a Ca2+ constant for Ca2+-induced inactivation 6.0 µM
[Ca2+]o Extracellular Ca2+ concentration 1.8 mM
Ka = [1+(Kda/m[Ca2+]i)] (4.57)
z =
VmF
RT
(4.58)
in which KmCai,mNai are the intracellular and KmCao,mNao the extracellular constants for
Ca2+ and Na+, respectively, and Kda is a Ca2+ scaling constant for NCX. Membrane flux
parameter values are provided in Table 4.4.
4.2.1.5 Instantaneous buffering
Cytoplasmic instantaneous buffering follows that of previous models [278, 319, 414]. At
each voxel, m, the buffering term is given by:
mβcyto,SS =
[
1+Ccyto,SS∑
x
BxKx
m[Ca2+]cyto,SS+Kx)2
]
(4.59)
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Table 4.3. Colman model SR Ca2+ uptake and leak parameters.
Parameter Description Value
gup Max Jup flux rate 0.339 µM.ms-1
Kcyto Cytoplasm constant for Jup 0.15 µM
KNSR NSR constant for Jup 1700 µM
gleak Max flux rate of Jleak 1.412x10-5 ms-1
Kleak Jleak constant 450 µM
Table 4.4. Colman model membrane flux parameters.
Parameter Description Value
gNaCa Max NCX flux rate 0.3726 µm3.µM.ms-1
Kda NCX Ca2+ scaling constant 0.11 µM
η NCX voltage-sensitivity coefficient 0.35
Ksat NCX saturation constant 0.27
KmCai NCX intracellular Ca2+ constant 3.59 µM
KmCao NCX extracellular Ca2+ constant 1.3 mM
KmNai NCX intracellular Na+ constant 12.3 mM
KmNao NCX extracellular Na+ constant 87.5 mM
gCaP Max flux rate of sarcolemmal Ca2+ pump 1.37x10-3µm3.µM.ms-1
gCab Max flux rate of background Ca2+ current 1.82x10-5µm3.µM.ms-1.mV-1
[Na+]i Intracellular Na+ concentration 7.95 mM
[Na+]o Extracellular Na+ concentration 136 mM
where x refers to four buffering processes (calmodulin, SR sites, myosin Ca, and myosin
Mg), Kx is the dissociation constant at these buffering sites, Bx is the total concentration
of these buffering sites, and Ccyto,ss is the buffering strength coefficient for the cytoplasm
(1) and subspace (0.1).
Buffering in the JSR takes the form of [147]:
mβJSR =
[
1+
BcsqnKcsqn(
m[Ca2+]JSR+Kmcsqn
)2
]−1
(4.60)
where Bcsqn is the total concentration of csqn buffering sites and Kmcsqn is the respective
dissociation constant.
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Table 4.5. Colman model Ca2+ buffering parameters.
Parameter Description Value
KCAM Calmodulin dissociation constant 7.0 µM
BCAM Total concentration calmodulin buffering sites 24.0 µM
KSR SR buffering sites dissociation constant 0.6/0.9 µM (cyto/SS)
BSR Total concentration SR buffering sites 47.0 µM
KM,Ca Myosin (Ca) dissociation constant 0.033/0.0615 µM (cyto/SS)
BM,Ca Total concentration myosin (Ca) buffering sites 140.0µM
KM,Mg Myosin (Mg) dissociation constant 3.64/5.46 µM (cyto/SS)
BM,Mg Total concentration myosin (Mg) buffering sites 140.0 µM
Ccyto,SS Buffering strength coefficient 1/0.1 (cyto/SS)
Kmcsqn Csqn dissociation constant 0.8 mM
Bcsqn Total concentration csqn buffering sites 10 mM
k+H,trpn On rate for high affinity troponin sites 100 mM
-1 ms-1
k−H,trpn Off rate for high affinity troponin sites 1.0x10
-3 ms-1
k+L,trpn On rate for low affinity troponin sites 100 mM
-1 ms-1
k−L,trpn Off rate for low affinity troponin sites 4.0x10
-2 ms-1
BH,trpn Total troponin high affinity sites 0.14 mM
BL,trpn Total troponin low affinity sites 0.7 mM
fXB Weak→ strong crossbridge transition rate 0.05 ms-1
gXB,min Max strong→ weak transition rate 0.1 ms-1
SL Sarcomere length 2.15 µm
Kpn,TRPN Permissive→ non-permissive transition rate 0.04 ms-1
Force generation and buffering by troponin takes the form from [148, 321]:
mJtrpn =
dHtrpn,Ca
dt
+
dLtrpn,Ca
dt
(4.61)
dmHtrpn,Ca
dt
= k+H,trpn
m[Ca2+]cyto(BH,trpn−Htrpn,Ca)− k−H,trpnHtrpn,Ca (4.62)
dmLtrpn,Ca
dt
= k+L,trpn
m[Ca2+]cyto(BL,trpn−Ltrpn,Ca)− k−L,trpn
(
1− 2
3
Fnorm
)
Ltrpn,Ca (4.63)
where k+,−Htrpn,Ltrpn is the troponin high (H) or low (L) affinity site on (+) or off (−) rates,
BH,Ltrpn is the total high or low affinity sites on troponin, and Fnorm is the normalised
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force:
Fnorm =
(
P1+N1+2P2+3P3
Pmax1 +2P
max
2 +3P
max
3
)
(4.64)
and:
φ = 1+
2.3−SL
(2.3−1.7)1.6 (4.65)
f01 = 3 fXB (4.66)
f12 = 10 fXB (4.67)
f23 = 7 fXB (4.68)
g01 = gXB (4.69)
g12 = 2gXB (4.70)
g23 = 3gXB (4.71)
g01,SL = 1φgXB,min (4.72)
g12,SL = 2φgXB,min (4.73)
g23,SL = 3φgXB,min (4.74)
KCaTRPN =
k−L,TRPN
k+L,TRPN
(4.75)
NTRPN = 3.5SL−2.0 (4.76)
KTRPN1/2 =
[
1+
KCaTRPN
1.4×10−3−8×10−4((SL−1.7)/0.6)
]−1
(4.77)
knp,TRPN = kpn,TRPN
(
[T RPNLCa]
K1/2T RPNLtot
)NTRPN
(4.78)
∑Paths = g01g12g23+ f01g12g23+ f01 f12g23+ f01 f12 f23 (4.79)
Pmax1 =
f01g12g23
∑Paths
(4.80)
Pmax2 =
f01 f12g23
∑Paths
(4.81)
Pmax3 =
f01 f12 f23
∑Paths
(4.82)
dP0
dt
=−(kpn,TRPN+ f01)P0+ knp,TRPNN0+g01,SLP1 (4.83)
dP1
dt
=−(kpn,TRPN+ f12+g01,SL)P1+ knp,TRPNN1+ f01P0+g12,SLP1 (4.84)
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dP2
dt
=−( f23+g12,SL)P2+ f12P1+g23,SLP3 (4.85)
dP3
dt
=−g23,SLP3+ f23,SLP2 (4.86)
dN1
dt
= kpn,TRPNP1− (knp,TRPN+g01,SL)N1 (4.87)
dN0
dt
=
dP0
dt
− dP1
dt
− dP2
dt
− dP3
dt
− dN1
dt
(4.88)
where fXB is the weak-to-strong cross bridge transition rate, gXB is the maximum strong-
to-weak rate, SL is the sarcomere length, and kpn,TRPN is the permissive to non-permissive
transition rate. Buffering parameters are summarised in Table 4.5.
4.2.2 Electrophysiology model
Membrane currents from the Gattoni model of rat ventricular electrophysiology were cou-
pled to the Colman Ca2+ cycling model, in order to reproduce the rat ventricular AP. These
membrane currents and their maximal conductances are shown in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6. Gattoni model membrane currents and their maximal conductances.
Current Description Maximal conductance
INa Sodium current gNa = 7 s/mF
Ito Ca2+-independent transient outward K+ current gto = 0.196 s/mF
Iss Steady-state outward K+ current gss = 0.12 s/mF
IK1 Inward rectifier K+ current gK1 = 0.4 s/mF
If Hyperpolarisation-activated current gf = 0.0145 s/mF
INaK Na+-K+ ATPase ¯INaK = 0.08 s/mF
INab Background Na+ current gNab = 8.015x10-4 s/mF
IKb Background K+ current gKb = 1.38x10-3 s/mF
4.2.2.1 Sodium current; INa
The sodium current, INa, takes the form:
INa = gNa.m3.h. j(Vm−ENa) (4.89)
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where
m¯ = 1.0/(1.0+ e((Vm+45.0)/−6.5))
h¯ = j¯ = 1.0/(1.0+ e((Vm+76.1)/6.07))
dm
dt
=
m¯−m
τm
dh
dt
=
h¯−h
τh
d j
dt
=
j¯− j
τ j
τm =
1.36
0.32(Vm+47.13)
1.0−e−0.1(Vm+47.13) +0.08e
Vm/11
If Vm ≥ -40 mV
τh = 0.4537(1.0+ e(Vm+10.66)/11.1)
τ j =
11.63(1.0+ e−0.1(Vm+32.0))
e−2.535×10−7Vm
Else if Vm < -40 mV
τh =
3.49
0.135e(Vm+80.0)/6.8+3.56e0.079Vm +3.1×105e0.35Vm
τ j =
3.49[
Vm+37.78
1.0+e0.311(Vm+79.23)
(−127140e0.2444Vm−3.474×10−5e−0.04391Vm)+ 0.1212e−0.01052Vm
1.0+e−0.1378(Vm+40.14)
]
with m being the activation and h and j the INa inactivation gates.
4.2.2.2 Ca2+-independent transient outward K+ current; Ito
The Ca2+-independent transient outward K+ current, Ito, takes the form:
Ito = gto.r(as+bsslow)(Vm−EK) (4.90)
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where
r¯ =
1
1+ e(Vm+10.6)/−11.42
s¯ = s¯slow =
1
1+ e(Vm+45.3)/6.8841
dr
dt
=
r¯− r
τr
ds
dt
=
s¯− s
τs
dsslow
dt
=
s¯slow− sslow
τsslow
τr =
100.0
45.16e0.03577(Vm+50.0)+98.9e−0.1(Vm+38.0)
τs = 20e(−(Vm+75.0)/25.0)
2
+35.0
τsslow = 1300e
(−(Vm+70.0)/30.0)2 +35.0
a = 0.883
b = 0.117
with r being the activation and s and sslow the Ito inactivation gates, and a and b being
fractional contributions of the normal and slow gates to inactivation, respectively.
4.2.2.3 Steady-state outward K+ current; Iss
The steady-state outward K+ current, Iss, takes the form:
Iss = gss.rss.sss(Vm−EK) (4.91)
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where
r¯ss =
1
1+ e(Vm+11.5)/−11.82
s¯ss =
1
1+ e(Vm+87.5)/10.3
drss
dt
=
r¯ss− rss
τrss
dsss
dt
=
s¯ss− sss
τsss
τrss =
10000.0
45.16e0.03577(Vm+50.0)+98.9e−0.1(Vm+38.0)
τsss = 2100
with rss being the activation and sss being the inactivation gate for Iss.
4.2.2.4 Inward rectifier K+ current; IK1
The inward rectifier K+ current, IK1, takes the form:
IK1 =
[
0.048
(e(Vm+37.0)/25.0+ e(Vm+37.0)/25.0)
+0.01
]
.
[
0.001
1+ e(Vm−EK−76.77)/−17.0
]
+
gK1(Vm−EK−1.73)
(1+ e1.613F((Vm−EK−1.73)/RT )).(1+ e[K+]o−0.9988/−0.124)
4.2.2.5 Hyperpolarisation-activated current; If
The hyperpolarisation-activated current, If, carries K+ and Na+ ions, and takes the form:
If = gfy[ fNa(Vm−ENa)+ fK(Vm−EK)] (4.92)
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where
y∞ =
1
1+ e(Vm+138.6)/10.48
dy
dt
=
f∞− y
τy
τy =
1000
(0.11885e(Vm+80.0)/28.37+0.5623e(Vm+80.0)/−14.19)
fNa = 0.2
fK = 1− fNa
with y being the If activation gate and fNa,K being the fractional contributions of the Na+
and K+ components of If, respectively.
4.2.2.6 Na+-K+ pump current, INaK
The Na+-K+ pump current, INaK, takes the form of Lewalle et al. [214], directly parame-
terised from rat data at 37oC:
INaK = INaKmax.
γ+1
v1
(4.93)
where γ = 3.6 is a constant, and
v1 =
(
1+
KdNaio
[Na+]i
)2(
1+
KdNais
[Na+]i
e(
−δFV T
1000R )+
(
1+
α
[K+]o
)2(
1+
[Na+]o
KdNaes
e(−
(1−δ )FV T
1000R )
))
in which α = 1.8 mM is a constant, KdNaio = 19 mM and KdNais = 22 mM are intracellu-
lar and KdNaes = 880 mM extracellular dissociation constants, and δ = 0.3 is a constant
specifying the strength of INaK voltage-dependence.
4.2.2.7 Background currents; INab and IKb
The background currents for Na+ and K+, INa and IK, take the form:
INab = gNab(Vm−ENa) (4.94)
IKb = gKb(Vm−EK). (4.95)
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4.2.3 Parameterisation
The SC model is a combination of components from two existing models, which have
already undergone parameterisation and validation against experimental data. However,
to ensure close reproduction of action potential and Ca2+ handling characteristics of those
observed experimentally, small adjustments were made to certain parameters. These ad-
justments are summarised in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7. Updated parameters in the SC model.
Parameter Description New value
vNSR NSR volume per CRU 0.1 µm3
τM,1 Time constant of monomer binding 5 ms
τMi,1 Time constant of monomer inactivation 5 ms
τM,2 Time constant of monomer unbinding 1 ms
τMi,2 Time constant of monomer de-inactivation 1 ms
gup Max flux rate of Jup 0.29481 µM.ms-1
gleak Max flux rate of Jleak 1.284228x10-5 ms-1
kd2d3 Rate constant for d2−d3 transition 0.15 ms-1
Time constants for RyR monomer binding, unbinding, inactivation and de-inactivation
were all reduced to allow quicker recovery of the RyR at faster pacing frequencies asso-
ciated with rat ventricular myocytes, up to 10 Hz. The rate constant for d2−d3 transition
was similarly decreased to 0.15 ms-1. The conductance of the SR Ca2+ leak current was
reduced, so as prevent excessive leak of SR Ca2+ and maintain a steady SR concentration.
The maximal flux rate of Jup was reduced to 0.29481 µM.ms-1 to account for the smaller
Ca2+ transient magnitudes observed in rat ventricular myocytes compared to larger mam-
malian myocytes. The NSR volume per CRU was increased to 0.1 µm3 to better reproduce
spatial Ca2+ dynamics. Full initial conditions are given in Table 4.8.
4.3 Results
For the following sections, the SC model was paced to steady-state at stated cycle lengths
or pacing frequencies, and comparisons are made to the Pandit and Gattoni (6 Hz variant)
models where appropriate, as well as to experimental data where possible.
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Table 4.8. Initial conditions in the SC model.
Variable Description Initial value
Vm Membrane potential -83.61 mV
m INa activation gate 0.0026
h INa inactivation gate 0.77
j INa inactivation gate 0.6
r Ito activation gate 0.017
s Ito inactivation gate 0.94
sslow Ito inactivation gate 0.29
d ICaL activation gate 2.17×10-6
f11 ICaL inactivation gate (voltage-dependent) 0.99
f12 ICaL inactivation gate (voltage-dependent) 0.99
fCa ICaL inactivation gate (Ca2+-dependent) 0.99
rss Iss activation gate 0.0022
sss Iss inactivation gate 0.26
y If inactivation gate 0.0029
[Ca2+]ds Dyadic Ca2+ concentration 0.08 µM
[Ca2+]SS Subspace Ca2+ concentration 0.08 µM
[Ca2+]cyto Cytosolic Ca2+ concentration 0.08 µM
[Ca2+]NSR Network Ca2+ concentration 0.8 mM
[Ca2+]JSR Junctional Ca2+ concentration 0.8 mM
csqn Free calmodulin concentration 0.74 mM
CA Proportion of RyRs in closed activated state 1
[T RPNLCa] Ca
2+ bound to low affinity troponin sites 0.018 mM
[T RPNHCa] Ca
2+ bound to high affinity troponin sites 0.054 mM
4.3.1 Action potential characteristics
Steady-state action potentials in the SC model are compared to those from previous mod-
els at pacing frequencies of 1, 2 (Pandit and Gattoni models) and 6 Hz (Gattoni 6 Hz
variant only) in Figure 4.4. For these 3 pacing frequencies, APD in the SC model is
shorter than in previous models. At 1 Hz, APD in the SC model is 37.5 ms (compared to
70.2 and 68.2 ms in the Pandit and Gattoni models, respectively) and remains at 37.5 ms
at 2 Hz (vs 89.4 and 53.3 ms), then increasing an to 40.89 ms at 6 Hz (vs 54.4 ms in the
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of action potentials in the Pandit, Gattoni and SC models at 1, 2
and 6 Hz. The SC model produces shorter APDs than the Pandit and Gattoni models at
all tested pacing frequencies.
Gattoni 6 Hz variant model).
The SC model is able to simulate physiological APs after steady-state pacing at frequen-
cies of up to 10 Hz. APD in the SC model does not change much between pacing fre-
quencies of 1 Hz (37.5 ms) and 4 Hz (38.7 ms, Figure 4.5A), but then begins to prolong at
faster pacing frequencies, to 43.9 ms at 8 Hz and 48.5 ms at 10 Hz (Figure 4.5B), observed
similarly in experimental data from [35,159]. Such prolongation in APD with increases in
pacing frequency is well-reported in the literature [24,133,265,361–363,428] for rat ven-
tricular myocytes. These values and changes to other measures of APD are summarised in
Table 4.9. Other measures of APD at different stages of repolarisation increase in similar
fashion, staying relatively constant between frequencies of 1 and 4 Hz before increasing
more substantially at frequencies above 6 Hz (Table 4.9). The SC model is also able
to simulate APs at pacing frequencies from 10 to 12 Hz, although at these frequencies
alternans is observed (discussed in Section 4.3.4).
Simulated APD90 values at different pacing frequencies fall within expected values based
on experimental data from the literature: 37.5 ms at 1 Hz (vs 31±5 ms [290] and 46.3±8
ms [299]), 38.7 ms at 4 Hz (vs 44.7±7 ms [159]), 40.9 ms at 6 Hz (vs 39.1±8 ms [121]
and 41.9±3 ms [159]), and 43.9 ms at 8 Hz (vs 40±3 [159], 46.3±14 [299]). There
are negligible experimental data at faster pacing frequencies due to the difficulties pacing
single myocytes at these faster rates, though generally APD is seen to prolong further [24,
133, 361].
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Figure 4.5. Action potentials in the SC model. A: APs at 1-4 Hz, for which APD stays
relatively constant. B: APs at 4-10 Hz, for which APD prolongs as pacing frequency
increases. The SC model continues to simulate physiological APs at frequencies up to
10 Hz, compared to the previously possible maximum of 6 Hz. Dashed lines show nor-
malised experimental AP traces from [121, 290, 299].
Table 4.9. Changes to APD with pacing frequency in the SC model.
Frequency (Hz)
APD (ms) 1 2 3 4 6 8 10
APD30 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.6 5.9 9.2
APD50 14.9 15.1 15.2 15.4 16.2 17.9 22.4
APD70 25.1 25.4 25.9 26.3 28.3 31.0 35.8
APD90 37.5 37.5 38.1 38.7 40.9 43.9 46.5
The maximum AP upstroke rate (dV/dtmax) decreases as pacing frequency increases for
the SC model, from 213.1 V.s-1 at 1 Hz to 128.8 V.s-1 at 10 Hz. This is matched by
reductions in AP amplitude (Vamp) in the same manner, from 138.2 mV at 1 Hz to 119.9
mV at 10 Hz. This reduction in amplitude arises from an increasingly depolarised resting
membrane potential (Vmin) from -85.9 to -84.0 mV and a concomitant reduction in AP
overshoot (Vmax) from 52.3 to 35.9 mV as pacing frequencies increases from 1 to 10 Hz.
Changes to these AP characteristics are summarised for all tested pacing frequencies in
Table 4.10 and fall within expected experimental ranges [50, 92, 121, 146, 310].
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Table 4.10. Changes to other AP characteristics with pacing frequency in the SC model.
Frequency (Hz)
Parameter 1 2 3 4 6 8 10
Vmin (mV) -85.9 -85.8 -85.7 -85.6 -85.2 -84.7 -84.0
Vmax (mV) 52.3 52.4 52.4 52.0 49.8 45.2 35.9
Vamp (mV) 138.2 138.2 138.1 137.6 135.0 129.8 119.9
dV/dtmax (V.s-1) 213.1 212.6 211.2 207.5 192.1 166.2 128.8
4.3.2 Membrane currents
In the following sections, membrane current changes in the SC model at pacing frequen-
cies of 1, 2 and 6 Hz will be described, for direct comparison between the new and pre-
vious models (Pandit and Gattoni). Further membrane current changes at frequencies
greater than 6 Hz are described in Chapter 6 as these underlie the prolongation of APD at
faster pacing frequencies for rat ventricular myocytes.
4.3.2.1 Depolarising currents: INa and ICaL
Changes to the main depolarising currents, INa and ICaL, at different pacing frequencies
are illustrated in Figure 4.6. In the Pandit and Gattoni models, peak INa remains similar
at 1 and 2 Hz. However, there is a subsequent decrease in peak INa in the Gattoni model
at 6 Hz, to -133.7 pA/pF. In the SC model, peak INa rises from -16.2 to -17.7 pA/pF
from 1 to 2 Hz, then falls to -15.1 pA/pF at 6 Hz. These values are in line with those
observed experimentally (-7.5 to -41.0 pA/pF in [4,50,84,213,306,332,334]), whereas the
Pandit and Gattoni models are larger by an order of magnitude. In the Pandit model, ICaL
decreases from 1 to 2 Hz, however it remains relatively constant in the Gattoni models
between frequencies of 1 to 6 Hz. In the SC model, ICaL remains relatively constant at all
tested frequencies (-11.0, -11.5 and -10.4 pA/pF at 1, 2 and 6 Hz, respectively), and these
values fall within experimental ranges (-2.36 to -16.1 pA/pF in [12, 121, 223, 416, 451]).
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Figure 4.6. Depolarising membrane current changes with pacing frequency in the Pandit,
Gattoni and SC models. Changes to INa and ICaL are shown at pacing frequencies of 1, 2
and 6 Hz. Currents are in pA/pF.
4.3.2.2 Repolarising currents: Ito, Iss and IK1
In the Pandit and Gattoni models, peak Ito decreases as pacing frequency increases, and
this pattern is followed in the SC model. Peak Ito decreases slightly from 25.72 to 25.21
pA/pF from 1 to 2 Hz, then further to 22.77 pA/pF at 6 Hz. Ito is larger in general in the
SC model than previous models. Peak Iss exhibits the same behaviour, decreasing slightly
from 1.47 to 1.43 pA/pF from 1 to 2 Hz, then further to 1.1 pA/pF at 6 Hz, whereas Iss
is relatively rate-insensitive in the Pandit and Gattoni models. Peak IK1 in the SC model,
unlike previous models, is also rate-insensitive, remaining at 1.85 pA/pF for all tested
pacing frequencies and with little change to duration or activation/inactivation kinetics.
4.3.2.3 Other membrane currents: If and Ib
There is some debate surrounding the presence of the hyperpolarisation-activated current,
If, in ventricular myocytes. If is abundantly expressed in foetal and neonatal ventricular
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Figure 4.7. Repolarising membrane current changes with pacing frequency in the Pandit,
Gattoni and SC models. Changes to Ito, Iss and IK1 are shown at pacing frequencies of 1,
2 and 6 Hz. Currents are in pA/pF.
myocytes, but during electrophysiological maturation towards adulthood there is a pro-
gressive decrease in If expression [83, 327, 445]. Though primarily found in pacemaking
cells of the heart, If has been identified in ventricular myocytes from animal models and
humans [326,374]. Nevertheless, in pathophysiological conditions such as cardiac hyper-
trophy and heart failure, If is commonly found to be upregulated in ventricular myocytes
and may contribute towards arrhythmia development [80,81,373]. Accordingly, a formu-
lation for If was included in the SC model, so as to allow for future investigation of its
role in arrhythmogenesis.
Peak If in the Pandit and Gattoni models increases slightly as pacing frequency is in-
creased from 1 to 2 Hz, though decreases slightly in the Gattoni model at 6 Hz. In the SC
model, If decreases as pacing frequency is increased, from 9.7 to 8.9 to 6.0 fA/pF from
1 to 2 to 6 Hz. In the Pandit and Gattoni models, the background currents decrease in
magnitude slightly as pacing frequency increase. However, peak INab remains constant at
-0.01 pA/pF for all tested pacing frequencies in the SC model, as does IKb at 0.19 pA/pF.
Peak ICab remains constant at -0.06 pA/pF at 1 and 2 Hz, but decreases slightly to -0.05
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Figure 4.8. Changes to background currents and If with pacing frequency in the Pan-
dit, Gattoni and SC models. Changes to the Na+, INab, K+, IKb, and Ca2+, ICab, and
hyperpolarisation-activated, If, currents are shown for pacing frequencies of 1, 2 and 6
Hz. Currents are in pA/pF apart from If which is in fA/pF.
pA/pF at 6 Hz. These changes are shown in Figure 4.8.
4.3.3 Calcium handling and concentration changes
The diastolic Ca2+ concentration increases with pacing frequency in the SC model (Fig-
ure 4.9), a phenomenon observed experimentally (e.g. in [121, 340]). At 1 Hz, diastolic
[Ca2+]i is 69.7 nM (vs 68-120 nM [66, 121, 205, 340]), rising to 72.8 nM at 2 Hz (vs
76-157 nM [340, 397]), 86.9 nM at 3 Hz (vs 183-353 nM [144, 193, 240, 340]), 105.9
nM at 4 Hz (vs 133-190 nM [121]), 158.4 nM at 6 Hz (vs 156-245 nM [121]), 239.2
nM at 8 Hz (vs 179-295 nM [121]) and 357.7 nM at 10 Hz (no experimental data avail-
able). Systolic Ca2+ concentration, meanwhile, shows a biphasic response to increases
in pacing frequency. From 1 to 2 Hz, systolic [Ca2+]i falls from 683.3 (vs 268 nM to
3 µM [121, 146, 205]) to 644.5 nM (vs 257-774 nM [340, 397]), then further to 619.4
nM at 3 Hz (vs 389-467 nM [144, 193]). At faster pacing frequencies, however, systolic
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Figure 4.9. Ca2+ handling in the SC model. A: Representative simulated steady-state
Ca2+ transients from 1 to 10 Hz. Elevation of diastolic Ca2+ concentration can clearly be
seen at faster frequencies (shared y-axis). Frequency-dependence of diastolic (B) and sys-
tolic (C) Ca2+ concentrations also shown in the model (black) compared to experimental
data ranges (shaded grey areas).
Ca2+ concentration then rises, to 626.3 nM at 4 Hz (vs 530 nM [121]), 684.2 nM at 6
Hz (vs 670 nM to 2.75 µM [121, 146]), 778.3 nM at 8 Hz (vs 700 nM [121]), and 908.8
nM at 10 Hz (no experimental data available). Thus, the model shows close agreement
with experimental data across a range of pacing frequencies, though there are limited data
available at the fastest frequencies (8-10 Hz). The Ca2+ transient magnitude-frequency
response is biphasic, decreasing from 614 to 520 nM from 1 to 4 Hz, but then increasing
to 551 nM at 10 Hz, which is in agreement with previously published data [146]. SR Ca2+
concentrations at tested pacing frequencies also fall within experimental ranges (0.147 to
170 µM [54, 89, 121, 144, 153, 251, 392, 396, 397, 418]). A comparison of simulated Ca2+
transients to those seen experimentally in [121] at frequencies of 4, 6 and 8 Hz is shown
in Figure 4.10, and there is close agreement between simulated and experimental Ca2+
transients at physiological pacing frequencies (i.e. over 6 Hz).
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Figure 4.10. Comparison of simulated and experimental Ca2+ transients. Normalised
Ca2+ transients are shown at frequencies of 4, 6 and 8 Hz for the SC model and from [121].
4.3.4 Alternans
Alternans refers to the condition in which cardiac electrical activity and/or contractile
strength undergo beat-to-beat oscillations [314]. It is now well established that cardiac al-
ternans is associated with increased risk for arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death, across
many pathophysiological conditions [17, 51, 123, 128, 366]. Ca2+ alternans can occur
when SR reuptake is impaired, meaning the SR has insufficient time to completely refill
following an AP. The subsequent release of SR Ca2+ will therefore be smaller, resulting
in a smaller Ca2+ transient and a shorter APD. This, however, results in a longer time
for recovery (i.e. a longer DI) and the next release will again be larger. Calcium alter-
nans are therefore more likely to occur at shorter cycle lengths where SR filling time is
compromised.
In the SC model, AP and Ca2+ alternans manifest spontaneously at fast pacing frequencies
above 10 Hz, resulting in oscillating long-short APDs and Ca2+ transient magnitudes.
Figure 4.11 shows Vm, [Ca2+]i and 6 principal membrane currents for the SC model after
steady-state pacing at a frequency of 12 Hz. INa, ICaL, Ito and Iss exhibit more pronounced
alternation between the long and short beats, although INaCa is also affected as a result
of the alternating Ca2+ transient magnitude. IK1 is largely unaffected during alternans.
Changes to APD, Ca2+ transient magnitude and the aforementioned membrane currents
are summarised in Table 4.11.
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Figure 4.11. Currents during alternans in the SC model. Data are shown for the penulti-
mate and final beat after steady-state pacing at a frequency of 12 Hz.
Table 4.11. AP, Ca2+ transient and membrane current changes during alternans in the SC
model.
Parameter Penultimate beat Final beat
APD90 (ms) 63.3 61.4
Peak systolic Ca2+ (nM) 0.585 0.560
Peak ICaL (pA/pF) -8.65 -7.41
Peak INaCa (pA/pF) -1.03 (min), -0.21 (max) -1.07 (min), -0.22 (max)
Peak INa (pA/pF) -10.2 -8.6
Peak Ito (pA/pF) 8.21 7.21
Peak Iss (pA/pF) 0.34 0.28
Peak IK1 (pA/pF) 1.85 1.85
4.3.5 APD restitution
For this section, the deterministic 0D variant of the Colman model was used, to drasti-
cally reduce computation time over the long pacing periods required to generate an APD
restitution curve. The 0D model is identical to a single CRU of the spatial 3D model, and
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of the same form as the majority of cell electrophysiology models that use the Hodgkin-
Huxley formalism. The 0D model comprises the same components as for the spatial
3D model for one CRU, with the LTCC dynamics solved by the forward-Euler method.
However, deterministic solutions for the RyR model do not properly capture dynamics
of CICR. Accordingly, the dyadic Ca2+ concentration (seen by RyRs) was solved to be
dependent only on ICaL, to provide more continuous RyR opening behaviour, and ka (the
RyR activation rate constant) was increased to 2.37x10-3 µM-2.5ms-1. Accordingly, the
open transition rate in the 0D model is:
αC−O = ka
(m[Ca2+]ss+ τds.mJCaL)H . (4.96)
Simulated restitution curves from the Gattoni (6 Hz) variant and SC models are compared
to that determined experimentally from [34] in Figure 4.12. For this S1-S2 restitution
protocol, APD was determined following perturbation of steady-state pacing with S2 in-
tervals from 200 to 40 ms. Experimentally, APD decreased as the S2 interval shortened
from 42.0 (S2 = 200 ms) to 30.3 ms (S2 = 400 ms). In the Gattoni model, which was un-
able to simulate APs at S2 intervals shorter than 160 ms, APD instead increased from 50.1
to 59.3 ms, in contrast to the experimental data. In the SC model, APD remains slowly
increases as the S2 interval is decreased from 200 (37.2 ms) to 80 ms (37.9 ms), however
APD then increases more steeply towards S2 = 50 ms (41.2 ms) before decreasing slightly
at S2 = 40 ms (40.2 ms). Unlike the Gattoni model, in which APD is much longer than
the experimental data, the SC model more closely reproduces experimentally-observed
APD values.
In Figure 4.13, restitution curves from the Gattoni and SC models are compared to that de-
termined experimentally in [159], in which APD was determined after steady-state pacing
at frequencies from 1 to 9 Hz. Experimentally, APD remained constant between frequn-
cies of 1 and 5 Hz (43.0 ms), then decreased from 5 to 9 Hz (at which APD = 38.5 ms).
For the Gattoni model, APD decreases from 69.7 to 48.6 ms from 1 to 4 Hz, then prolongs
to 54.4 ms at 6 Hz. In the SC model, similarly to the experimental data, APD remains
relatively constant between pacing frequencies of 1 and 5 Hz (though is shorter than in
the experiments at 37.6 ms), however it then prolongs to 9 Hz at which APD = 41.4 ms.
Figure 4.14 shows a comparison of restitution curves produced by the SC, Gattoni (1 Hz
variant) and Pandit models alongside experimental data from [24]. For this protocol, mod-
els were paced to steady-state at 1 Hz, following which a solitary S2 stimulus was applied
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Figure 4.12. Comparison of Gattoni and SC model restitution curves to data from [34].
APD decreases with S2 interval experimentally (unfilled circles, dashed trendline). In the
Gattoni model (solid line), APD increases between S2 intervals of 200 and 160 ms, but
the model is unable to simulate APs at shorter intervals. In the SC model (unfilled red
squares, dashed line shows shorter S2 decrements), the restitution curve appears triphasic
as APD increases slowly with shorter S2 intervals, then more steeply until S2 = 50 ms,
when APD then decreases.
Figure 4.13. Comparison of model restitution curves to data from [159]. APD remains
relatively constant experimentally (unfilled circles, dashed trendline) between pacing fre-
quencies of 1 and 5 Hz, but then shortens as pacing frequency increases to 9 Hz. APD
decreases towards 4 Hz then increases to 6 Hz in the Gattoni model (solid black line). In
the SC model (red line), APD stays relatively constant between pacing frequencies of 1
and 5 Hz, then prolongs as pacing frequency increases to 9 Hz.
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Figure 4.14. Comparison of SC, Gattoni (1 Hz) and Pandit model restitution curves
to experimental data from [24]. APD50 gradually increases as the S2 interval shortens
experimentally (unfilled cirlces), and in all models, but is more closely reproduced by the
SC model (red line).
decreasing intervals from 5000 to 50 ms. As described in Chapter 3, the Pandit and Gat-
toni (1 Hz variant) models produced similarly-shaped restitution curves to that observed
experimentally, but for longer APDs (as APD50) in general (particularly the Pandit model,
where APD was at least 3-fold longer). However, the SC model reproduces the shape of
the experimental restitution curve in this protocol for APDs closer to experimental data
than in other models. The SC model, in addition, is capable of simulating APs for all S2
intervals used, which was not possible in previous models.
In Figure 4.15, restitution curves from the Pandit, Gattoni (1 Hz) and SC models are
compared to that determined experimentally in [265]. As per the experimental proto-
col, models were paced to steady-state at a frequency of 1 Hz prior to perturbation with
an extra S2 stimulus at progressively decreasing intervals from 4000 to 0 ms. Experi-
mentally, APD50 slowly increased between S2 intervals of 4000 and 500 ms, however
shorter intervals resulted in a steeper increase in APD50 until S2 = 50 ms, at which point
APD decreased (the shortest and longest APD50 values experimentally, however, only
differed by 1.7 ms). As shown previously, the Pandit and Gattoni (1 Hz) models produce
a similar-shape restitution curve, albeit at longer APDs overall, and the steeper increase
at shorter S2 intervals is also reproduced. However, these models were unable to simulate
APs at shorter APs, during which there appears to be a subsequent shortening of APD50
experimentally. The SC model reproduces this abbreviation of APD50 at the shorter S2
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Figure 4.15. Comparison of SC, Gattoni (1 Hz) and Pandit model restitution curves to
experimental data from [265]. APD50 shows a biphasic response with changes in S2
interval, prolonging between S2 intervals of 4000 and 50 ms before shortening from 50 to
0 ms. Previous models reproduce the shape of the restitution curve at longer S2 intervals
but with longer APDs overall, and are unable to simulate APs at S2 intervals below 50
ms. The SC model reproduces the experimental restitution curve shape more closely, and
captures the reduction in APD50 at the shortest S2 intervals.
intervals, and more closely reproduces the experimental restitution curve shape and APD
values than previous models.
4.4 Conclusions
A novel model of rat ventricular electrophysiology and Ca2+ handling has been developed,
which reproduces an array of action potential and Ca2+ handling characteristics based on
isolated myocyte experimental data obtained from numerous sources in the literature.
The model couples a biophysically-detailed electrophysiology model with a stochastic,
spatio-temporal Ca2+ cycling model and reproduces action potential morphology, APD
restitution curves and Ca2+ transients observed experimentally, at pacing frequencies up
to 10 Hz. In addition, the model is capable of simulating Ca2+ transient and APD alternans
at faster frequencies up to 12 Hz, which are pro-arrhythmic phenomena.
Previous computational models of the rat ventricular myocyte have implemented simpli-
fied, deterministic descriptions of the L-type Ca2+ channel and RyR, which do not capture
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many of the inherently spontaneous characteristics of Ca2+ handling observed experi-
mentally. The poor recapitulation of experimental restitution curves by previous models
(Chapter 3) is particularly noticeable at pacing frequencies corresponding to physiolog-
ical heart rates for rat (greater than 400 bpm, i.e. above 6.5 Hz [34, 35, 331, 415]), at
which these models are unable to simulate APs. Through inclusion of stochastic descrip-
tions of the L-type Ca2+ channel and RyR, the SC model is capable of simulating APs
and Ca2+ transients at these faster rates, which implies a role for the processes regulating
Ca2+ homeostasis in the inverse rate-dependence of APD. By reproducing APs at up to
10 Hz (or 12 Hz, with the onset of alternans, as in Figure 4.11), the SC model is also
suitable for studying processes that may underlie ventricular tachycardia, which has been
reported at rates from 10 to 14 Hz for rats in the literature [207, 423, 430]. As such, the
SC model more closely reproduces experimental restitution curves (Figures 4.12 to 4.15),
and is suitable for investigating the mechanisms underlying the inverse rate-dependence
of APD. Furthermore, the underlying stochastic dynamics for Ca2+ cycling in the model
provide a platform for the investigation of arrhythmogenic mechanisms, as many pro-
arrhythmic phenomena arise from abnormal spontaneous Ca2+ release events, such as
EADs and DADs.
The development of a new computational model incorporating rat-specific electrophysi-
ology and stochastic Ca2+ handling dynamics permits the investigation of pro-arrhythmic
phenomena (Chapter 5), and the exploration of mechanisms underlying the inverse rate-
dependence of the rat ventricular APD, which prolongs at short cycle lengths in contrast
to other mammalian species (Chapter 6).
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5.1 Introduction
Over 500,000 people in the UK are currently living with heart failure, and of these
patients up to 50% are likely to die from sudden cardiac death, likely as a result of
lethal ventricular arrhythimias such as ventricular fibrillation [349, 391]. These arrhyth-
mias are largely driven by rapid, chaotic electrical activation of the ventricles, lead-
ing to fatally-compromised filling and pumping of blood [424]. Such abnormal exci-
tation patterns arise from electrophysiological remodelling, where changes to the char-
acteristics, kinetics and expression of the many ion channels involved in the cardiac ac-
tion potential occur which result in deviations from the normal, coordinated process of
excitation-contraction coupling. Multiple studies have identified remodelling, in the form
of changes to peak current density or expression (which may be increased, or decreased)
in INa [179, 183, 241, 404], Ito [45, 192], IKur,Kr,Ks [44, 401, 402], IK1 [186, 216, 226],
ICaL [194,200,292,303], INaCa [118,318,376], and many others (including ATP-sensitive
K+ channels [403] and stretch-activated channels [325, 425]).
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Of these ion channels known to be remodelled in heart failure, the inward rectifier cur-
rent, IK1, has a significant role in stabilising the resting membrane potential in ventricular
myocytes, close to the equilibrium potential for K+ [230]. During the late phase of the
cardiac action potential, IK1 also transiently carries outward current, and plays a ma-
jor role in membrane potential repolarisation [230, 249]. During hyperpolarisation IK1
conductance increases, and decreases during depolarisation. IK1 passes less outward cur-
rent than inward, a property referred to as ‘inward rectification’. Inward rectification is
attributed to depolarisation-induced blockade of the channels by polyamines and intracel-
lular cations, such as Mg2+ and Ca2+ [119]. Decreases in IK1 and alterations to resting
membrane potential have been reported in a number of animal models and in human cells
from heart failure patients [34, 44, 139, 192, 216, 227, 267]. However, heart failure is also
characterised by significant remodelling of the intracellular Ca2+ handling system, and
abnormal Ca2+ cycling contributes to both mechanical and electrical dysfunction, the lat-
ter of which promotes arrhythmogenesis [305]. Further complicating matters, there are
bi-directional interactions between IK1 and Ca2+ handling remodelling in heart failure,
as Ca2+-dependent reductions in IK1 have been reported [134], and various features of
heart failure can potentially be attributed to IK1 downregulation (e.g. prolonged APD and
increased propensity for DADs) [225, 379].
Computational models provide a powerful tool for investigating such observations, as they
negate the need for expensive knockdown/knockout models and experimental reagents.
The aim of this chapter was to investigate the role of IK1 remodelling in pro-arrhythmic
behaviour in single rat myocytes. As shown in Chapter 3, previous computational models
of rat ventricular electrophysiology are unable to simulate reductions in various mem-
brane currents in the ranges observed in the literature, as expression as low as 15% has
been observed for some K+ channels experimentally [34, 139]. Nevertheless, the deter-
ministic implementations of Ca2+ handling components in these models does not per-
mit the study of spontaneous Ca2+ release events, which underlie pro-arrhythmic activ-
ity [129, 130, 268, 412]. In this chapter, the SC model described in Chapter 4 is used
to elucidate the link between IK1 channel remodelling and increased propensity for the
emergence of spontaneous Ca2+ release events.
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5.2 Methods
For this chapter, the SC model is used to explore the effects of IK1 downregulation. To do
so, the parameter controlling maximum IK1 conductance, gK1, was decreased by 50% in
simulations. Such a reduction was chosen to; (a) reflect that observed experimentally in
our laboratory for KCNJ2 (Kir2.1, IK1) mRNA expression (56-63% in [34, 139]), whilst
(b) still allowing sufficient generation of repolarising IK1 to ensure resting membrane
potential is still achieved, particularly at faster pacing frequencies where simulated IK1
shifts towards sustained outward current (as shown in Chapter 6).
Then, to illustrate the impacts of IK1 remodelling on the genesis of DADs and triggered
activity (TA), rapid pacing protocols were applied to load the sarcoplasmic reticulum
Ca2+ content, promoting spontaneous Ca2+ release events. In some simulations, a repre-
sentative (but non-specific) model for isoprelaine-induced sympathetic modulation (ISO)
was included, to enhance Ca2+-induced Ca2+ release (CICR), the adjusted parameters
for which are given in Table 5.1. Though the isoprenaline model is not biophysically-
detailed nor representative of a specific regulated process, the parameter modifications
outlined in Table 5.1 are informed from the experimentally-observed effects of isopre-
naline in cardiac myocytes. These effects, principally, are increases in systolic and di-
astolic [Ca2+]i/[Ca2+]SR (hence increased Ca2+ influx through ICaL and SR Ca2+ uptake
via Jup), as well as shorter action potential durations (hence increased repolarising K+ cur-
rents Ito and Iss). Thus, the isoprenaline model facilitiates the induction of pro-arrhythmic
behaviour not observed under control conditions.
Table 5.1. Scaling factors for the isoprenaline model.
Parameter Description Scaling factor Reference
gCaL Maximum ICaL conductance 1.5 [12, 121, 340, 341, 409, 451, 452]
gto Maximum Ito conductance 1.5 [121, 311]
gss Maximum Iss conductance 2 [121, 311, 351]
gup Maximum Jup flux rate 2 [121, 298]
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5.2.1 Simulation protocols
Rapid pacing protocol. To study the genesis of triggered activity in single cell sim-
ulations, a rapid pacing protocol was applied to promote Ca2+ loading of the SR and
the emergence of spontaneous Ca2+ release events (SCRE). The 3D model was paced to
steady-state at various basic cycle lengths (BCL = 150-200 ms, chosen to encompass the
range of rat heart rates reported in the literature, i.e. 300-450 bpm [34,35,331,415,451]);
state variables were then saved at these steady-state values and used as initial conditions
for the efficient running of multiple simulations of a short pacing period followed by a qui-
escent period (i.e. pacing was ceased). In this way, stochastic Ca2+ release events could
be analysed for a range of simulations. Simulations were performed either for wild-type
(WT, to distinguish from control pacing, i.e. without ISO) or heart failure (HF, including a
50% reduction in IK1 conductance, gK1) conditions, with or without isoprenaline-induced
(ISO) remodelling. The influence of Ca2+ diffusion rate from the subspace was also in-
vestigated.
Spontaneous release functions. The spontaneous release functions (SRF) describe whole-
cell RyR dynamics associated with stochastic Ca2+ release events observed in the 3D cell
model [97, 98, 100]. These functions are waveforms that approximate the range of mor-
phologies for the time series of the whole-cell ratio of open to total RyRs (NRyR O/NRyR)
as observed during stochastic Ca2+ release events, so that 0D model behaviour is in line
with the 3D cell model.
The analytical formulations of the SRF, describing the variability in spontaneous release
NRyR O waveforms, were derived from a Ca2+ clamp ladder protocol across a range of SR
Ca2+ values. For this protocol, at each step (2 s total duration), the intracellular and SR
Ca2+ concentrations were initially clamped to specified values, with SR Ca2+ concentra-
tion gradually increasing over successive steps. Following the emergence of spontaneous
Ca2+ release, the clamp constraint was removed to allow the Ca2+ concentrations to evolve
dynamically; and the conductances of INa and ICaL were set to zero to prevent excitation
and CICR. This protocol illustrates the range of SCRE observed and their underlying
spatio-temporal dynamics (Figure 5.1).
There are two NRyR O waveform types observable in Figure 5.1; plateau-like, for long,
small-amplitude release, and spike-like, for short, large-amplitude release. The spike-like
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Figure 5.1. Ca2+ clamp protocol used to derive and validate SRF for the 0D model.
Top: Proportion of open RyR in the 3D cell model. Bottom: Intracellular (purple) and
SR (blue) Ca2+ concentrations. Results are shown for 9 steps of SR Ca2+ concentration
(bottom, blue lines). Each clamp step duration was 1000 ms. Adapted from [97].
waveform can be well-approximated (Figure 5.2) with the function:
NRyR O = N
peak
RyR O
[(
1+ e−(t−t1)/k1
)(
1+ e−(t−t2)/k2
)]−1
(5.1)
t1 = ti+0.5(tp− ti) (5.2)
t2 = tp+0.5(t f − tp) (5.3)
k1 = 0.1689(tp− ti)+0.00255 (5.4)
k2 = 0.1689(t f − tp)+0.00255 (5.5)
where ti is the SCRE initiation time, t f is the end time (duration, λ = t f − ti), tp is the time
of the waveform peak, and NpeakRyR O is the open proportion RyR peak (Figure 5.2). Con-
stants for Equations 5.4 and 5.5 were obtained from best fits to the observed waveforms.
For plateau-like waveforms (durations over 300 ms), the function is derived from the same
parameters:
NRyR O =
NplateauRyR O
[(
1+ e−(t−(ti+17.5))/5.946
)(
1+ et−(t f−17.5))/5.946
)]−1
+ (5.6)(
NpeakRyR O−NplateauRyR O
)[(
1+ e−(t−(tp−25))/5.946
)(
1+ e(t−(tp+17.5))/5.946
)]−1
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Figure 5.2. 0D approximation of the 3D NRyR O waveform. Examples of two NRyR O
waveforms (top), and the SRF that approximate them (bottom). Parameters describing
the waveforms are labelled: ti (initiation time), tp (peak time), t f (final time), t
spike
i (spike
initiation time during plateau), NpeakRyR O (peak open RyR), and N
plateau
RyR (plateau open RyR).
where NplateauRyR O is the plateau amplitude. Equation 5.6 assumes the same form for the
spike occurring within the plateau, with an upstroke time of 50 ms and decay time of 35
ms. tspikei therefore corresponds to tp−50 (and its half maximal activation time, tp−25).
Constants were similarly obtained from best fits to the observed waveforms.
The NRyR O waveform can therefore be completely described by four (for spike-like) or
five (for plateau-like) parameters; (1) initiation time, ti; (2) duration (λ = t f − ti); (3)
peak time, tp; and (4-5) amplitude (N
peak
RyR O; N
plateau
RyR O ). The nature of stochastic variation
of relevant parameters used for this section (ti, λ ) is described below (full SRF parameter
descriptions and derivations can be found in the original paper and its supplement [97]).
(1) ti: The probability density functions for inititation time associated with each SR Ca2+
value exhibit skewed distributions, however the cumulative frequency was well approxi-
mated by the use of two simple sigmoidal functions:
F(ti) =
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F1(ti) = (2CFti,Sep)(1+ e
−(ti−ti,Sep)/kF1 )−1
F2(ti) = (2(1−CFti,Sep))(1+ e−(ti−ti,Sep)/kF2 )−1−1+2CFti,Sep
}
t < ti,Sep
t ≥ ti,Sep
(5.7)
The ti distribution is therefore determined by four parameters: ti,Sep, the initiation time
corresponding to the point at which the functions are separated; CFti,Sep, the cumulative
frequency at this point (CFti,Sep = F(ti)|ti=ti,Sep)), and kF1,kF2, the gradient parameters
for each function (corresponding to the width of the distribution either side of ti,Sep).
(2) λ : The duration distributions are also non-normal, but well-approximated by two
sigmoidal functions describing CF for half of the data either side of the median duration,
MD:
F(MD) =
FD1(MD) = (1+ e−(λ−MD)/0.261DW1)−1
FD2(MD) = (1+ e−(λ−MD)/0.261DW2)−1
}
λ < MD
λ ≥MD (5.8)
where the widths (DW1,DW2, in ms) are functions of MD:
DW1 = ADW1(1+ e−(MD−aDW1)/kDW1)−1+DW min1 (5.9)
DW2 = ADW2(1+ e−(MD−aDW2)/kDW2)−1+DW min2 (5.10)
The duration distribution is therefore completely desribed by MD, the median duration,
and the above parameters.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Effects of isoprenaline on APD and Ca2+ handling
Figure 5.3 shows the effects of isoprenaline on action potential and Ca2+ handling charac-
teristics in the SC model. At BCL = 150 ms, APD decreases from 40.95 to 37.76 ms (WT
vs WT+ISO), and from 38.72 to 36.07 ms at BCL = 200 ms. APD is seen to similarly
shorten experimentally [121]. Diastolic Ca2+ concentrations are seen to increase experi-
mentally under ISO conditions (e.g. by 21±3% in [340]), and this is reproduced in the
model as diastolic [Ca2+]i increases by 19% at BCL = 150 ms (56 vs 47 nM) and 21% at
BCL = 200 ms (57 vs 47 nM).
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Figure 5.3. Simulated effects of ISO on AP and Ca2+ handling characteristics. Top: BCL
150 ms, Bottom: BCL 200 ms. ISO decreases APD at both cycle lengths (left), whilst
increasing Ca2+ transient magnitude (middle) and SR Ca2+ concentrations (right) as ob-
served experimentally. WT, wild-type (no remodelling); ISO, isoprenaline remodelling;
NSR, network SR. One representative simulation per condition (WT, WT+ISO) shown.
Systolic Ca2+ concentrations also increase under ISO conditions in the model, from 379 to
657 nM at BCL = 150 ms, and from 342 to 719 nM at BCL = 200 ms, representing a 113%
and 124% increase in Ca2+ transient magnitude, respectively. Increases in systolic Ca2+
concentration and the Ca2+ transient magnitude are also reported experimentally [121,
341]. At both cycle lengths, diastolic [Ca2+]SR increases to around 1100 µM, close to the
threshold for spontaneous Ca2+ release.
5.3.2 IK1 downregulation prolongs APD and promotes SR Ca2+ load-
ing
Implementing a 50% reduction in IK1 conductance (HF) results in APD prolongation at
both cycle lengths. For BCL = 150 ms, APD prolongs by 39% from 40.95 to 56.84 ms
(WT vs HF), and by 31% at BCL = 200 ms from 38.72 to 50.75 ms. Thus, APD pro-
longation at faster pacing frequencies is still observed despite HF remodelling. Diastolic
and systolic intracellular and SR Ca2+ concentrations are also slightly increased in HF
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Figure 5.4. Simulated effects of IK1 downregulation on AP and Ca2+ handling character-
istics under normal conditions. Top: BCL 150 ms. Bottom: BCL 200 ms. HF remodelling
increases APD at both cycle lengths (left). Diastolic and systolic Ca2+ concentrations are
also slightly increased (middle), as are SR Ca2+ concentrations (right). WT, wild-type
(no remodelling); HF; heart failure remodelling (0.5×gK1); NSR, network SR. One rep-
resentative simulation per condition (WT, HF) shown.
simulations at both cycle lengths. These effects are shown in Figure 5.4.
Under pro-loading conditions (ISO) the effects of IK1 remodelling (as observed in HF) are
sufficient to promote greater SR Ca2+ loading (Figure 5.5). Under these conditions, APD
decreases from 56.84 to 53.76 ms (HF vs HF+ISO) for BCL = 150 ms, and from 50.75
to 49.35 ms for BCL = 200 ms. Thus, under dual-remodelled conditions (HF+ISO), APD
is 31% longer than WT at BCL = 150 ms and 27% longer at BCL = 200 ms. Therefore,
the effect on the AP of IK1 remodelling (in terms of APD prolongation) are still observed,
even under ISO conditions (which result in shorter APDs). At BCL = 150 ms, systolic
Ca2+ concentration increases by a further 29 nM (vs WT+ISO), and diastolic SR Ca2+
concentration rises by 23 µM to 1121 µM. These effects are similar for BCL = 200 ms.
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Figure 5.5. Simulated effects of IK1 downregulation on AP and Ca2+ handling charac-
teristics under pro-loading conditions. Top: BCL 150 ms. Bottom: BCL 200 ms. HF
remodelling increases APD for both cycle lengths under ISO-remodelling (left). Dias-
tolic and systolic Ca2+ concentrations are also slightly increased (middle), as are SR Ca2+
concentrations which approach the threshold for spontaneous Ca2+ release (∼ 1100 µM,
right). WT+ISO, wild-type plus ISO remodelling; HF+ISO, heart failure plus ISO re-
modelling. NSR, network SR. One representative simulation per condition (WT+ISO,
HF+ISO), shown.
5.3.3 IK1 remodelling influences DAD timing and morphology
For the following sections, only simulations involving ISO remodelling are discussed, as
under control simulations (no ISO), spontaneous Ca2+ release events were not observed.
SCREs were determined if a threshold for NRyR O/NRyR of 0.035 was reached or sur-
passed, and the resulting ti, duration and N
peak
RyR were calculated.
In WT and HF simulations (+ISO), SR Ca2+ concentration was increased close to or be-
yond the threshold for spontaneous Ca2+ release events (∼ 1100 µM). Thus, SCRE were
observed in both simulations. However, HF remodelling (50% gK1) altered the timings
and morphology of Ca2+ release events and DADs at both tested cycle lengths. Figure 5.6
shows emergent SCRE dynamics at BCL = 150 ms for WT and HF conditions (100 simu-
lations each). The average NpeakRyR was higher at both cycle lengths in HF simulations (WT
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Figure 5.6. Spontaneous Ca2+ release events under isoprenaline-induced remodelling.
Membrane potential (left), [Ca2+]i (middle) and [Ca2+]SR (right) following steady-state
pacing at BCL = 150 and 200 ms under WT and HF conditions. Traces show 100 simula-
tions, with one trace highlighted for each condition and cycle length. WT+ISO, wild-type
plus ISO remodelling; HF+ISO, heart failure plus ISO remodelling.
vs HF 0.06 vs 0.08 at BCL = 150 ms, 0.07 vs 0.09 at BCL = 200 ms). At BCL = 150
ms, APD was prolonged from 37.7 (WT) to 53.7 ms (HF), and this was matched by an
increase in SCRE magnitude in HF simulations. APD prolongation in HF simulations
consistently resulted in greater magnitude SCRE (Figure 5.8).
At BCL = 150 ms, 90 out of 100 WT simulations resulted in SCRE, compared to 98 out of
100 for HF simulations, suggesting an increased probability for DAD generation in HF. At
BCL = 200 ms, however, the probability of SCRE generation was about equal (100/100
WT, 99/100 for HF). For both cycle lengths, the average initiation time for SCRE was
reduced in HF simulations, from 1287 to 1085 ms at BCL = 150 ms, and from 839 to 760
ms at BCL = 200 ms. Average SCRE duration was higher in HF than WT at BCL = 150
ms (200 vs 116 ms), but lower at BCL = 200 ms (252 vs 261 ms). These effects are shown
in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7. Histogram describing initiation time for SCRE. HF remodelling (blue) re-
duced the initiation time for SCRE compared to WT (purple) at both tested cycle lengths
(darker blue areas indicate overlap). Histograms show the ti distribution for simulations
where SCRE occurred; in 90/100 and 98/100 simulations at BCL = 150 ms, and 100/100
and 99/100 simulations at BCL = 200 ms for WT and HF conditions, respectively. Aver-
age ti indicated by dashed (HF) and dotted (WT) lines.
5.3.4 Rate of subspace Ca2+ diffusion influences SCRE frequency
and amplitude in heart failure
For the previous sections, the time constant for Ca2+ diffusion from the subspace (τss)
was set to the default parameter set slow (corresponding to a transverse time constant
of 1.35 ms and longitudinal time constant of 2.2 ms), giving a Ca2+ wave velocity of
∼ 90 µm.ms-1, similar to that observed experimentally for ventricular myocytes [132,
184, 381]. However, the velocity of Ca2+ waves may be altered in heart failure [229].
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Figure 5.8. Average SCRE magnitude for different τss speeds. SCRE magnitude in-
creased as τss became faster, and was consistently greater in heart failure (HF) simula-
tions, in which APD was prolonged, than for wild-type (WT).
Figure 5.9. Spontaneous Ca2+ release events for τss,medium. Membrane potential (left),
[Ca2+]i (middle) and [Ca2+]SR (right) following steady-state pacing at BCL = 150 ms, with
the medium τss parameter set. Traces show 100 simulations, with one highighted for each
condition. WT, wild-type plus ISO remodelling; HF, heart failure plus ISO remodelling.
In addition, detubulation and RyR orphaning in ventricular myocytes (hallmarks of heart
failure) have been shown to result in increased Ca2+ wave velocity, possibly through the
positive influence of [Ca2+]ds accumulation on RyR open probability [86, 368], which
may be further attenuated by increased RyR Ca2+ leak in HF [244]. In the SC model,
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Figure 5.10. Histogram showing initiation time for SCRE for the medium τss parameter
set. Setting τss to medium induces SCRE at shorter ti values for both conditions, though
HF simulations are shorter on average. SCRE occurred in 100/100 simulations for each
condition. Average ti indicated by dashed (HF) and dotted (WT) lines. Darker blue areas
indicate overlap.
Ca2+ concentrations were generally increased in HF compared to WT. Thus, the influence
of shorter τss values (i.e. faster diffusion) was investigated at a cycle length of 150 ms,
for medium (transverse = 1.25 ms, longitudinal = 1.95 ms) and fast (transverse = 1.0 ms,
longitudinal = 1.5 ms) τss parameter sets.
Results from 100 simulations with τss set to medium are shown in Figure 5.9. Increasing
τss to medium speed resulted in a further leftward-shift in initiation time for both WT
and HF simulations, with ti of SCRE in HF simulations being shorter (649 vs 768 ms,
Figure 5.10). In addition, the duration of Ca2+ waves was shorter in HF simulations by 10
ms (226 vs 236 ms). There was no difference between the probability of SCRE (100/100
simulations for both conditions), although the NpeakRyR was higher in HF simulations (0.11
vs 0.1). SCRE magnitude was larger in HF than WT simulations (107 vs 113 nM, Fig-
ure 5.8), and larger for τss,medium than τss,slow.
The same trends were observed when increasing τss to fast. SCRE occurred in 100/100
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Figure 5.11. Spontaneous Ca2+ release events for τss,fast. Membrane potential (left),
[Ca2+]i (middle) and [Ca2+]SR (right) following steady-state pacing at BCL = 150 ms,
with the fast τss parameter set. SCRE frequency and magnitude are increased at faster
τss values. Traces show 100 simulations, with one highlighted for each condition. WT,
wild-type plus ISO remodelling; HF, heart failure plus ISO remodelling.
Figure 5.12. Histogram showing initiation time for SCRE for the fast τss parameter set.
For the fast τss parameter set, SCRE were induced at shorter ti values for both conditions,
though HF simulations had a lower ti on average. SCRE occurred in 100/100 simulations
for each condition. Average ti indicated by dashed (HF) and dotted (WT) lines.
simulations for WT and HF conditions, but the average ti was shorter in HF than WT
simulations (356 vs 371 ms). The average duration was slightly shorter in HF simulations
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(140 vs 142 ms), and the average peak NpeakRyR O was higher (0.156 vs 0.154). SCRE magni-
tude was higher in HF than WT simulations (136 vs 131 nM, Figure 5.8) and higher than
for both τss,medium and τss,slow.
5.3.5 APD prolongation alone alters spontaneous Ca2+ release event
frequency and magnitude in HF
Results thus far have shown that, under pro-loading conditions, IK1 downregulation as
observed in HF results in greater SR Ca2+ concentrations, close to or above the threshold
for spontaneous Ca2+ release. The increased loading of the SR in HF simulations results
in greater magnitude of spontaneous Ca2+ release events, and a shortening of the ti for
these events. Thus, SCRE occur sooner after the AP and are of larger magnitude than
for WT conditions. Diastolic and systolic Ca2+ concentrations are similarly increased. In
addition, there is a concomitant increase in the APD in HF simulations, resulting from
reduced repolarising current via IK1.
Here, the role of this prolonged APD in SCRE dynamics is investigated, using the 0D
model SRF functions. After steady-state pacing at BCL 150 ms under control or pro-
loading (ISO) conditions, [Ca2+]SR was set to one of two values, 750 or 1100 µM. These
values were chosen as they correspond to the time of peak [Ca2+]SR following the ces-
sation of pacing for WT or ISO conditions in the SC model (Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5),
and were set at 975 ms after the AP initiated (ti = 975 ms, corresponding roughly to the
time of peak [Ca2+]SR following pacing cessation). For direct comparison of the effects of
APD on SCRE characteristics between conditions, the probability of SCRE was set to 1,
the cumulative frequency (CF) was set to 0.5, the duration widths DW1 and DW2 were set
to 0 ms, and the median duration (MD, effectively the absolute duration, λ , as DW1 DW2
= 0) was varied between 30 to 185 ms to reflect the range of SCRE durations observed.
The effects of the prolonged APD in HF are shown in Figure 5.14. At a lower [Ca2+]SR
concentration (750 µM), triggered activity can be seen in HF simulations, which is absent
under WT conditions. This activity manifests despite larger magnitude SCRE in WT sim-
ulations, which have have a lesser effect on membrane potential despite their larger size.
At a higher [Ca2+]SR concentration (1100 µM), triggered activity is still not observed un-
der WT conditions, but manifests with higher frequency in HF simulations (Figure 5.13),
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Figure 5.13. Relationship between median duration (MD) of SCRE and frequency of
DADs and TA. Left: Maximum membrane potential achieved by DADs at low and high
SR Ca2+ concentrations under control (WT) or fail (HF) conditions, as a function of MD.
Under WT conditions, DADs do not result in triggered activity, but under HF conditions
TA is observed, and is more common at higher SR Ca2+ concentrations. Right: Percentage
of simulations resulting in triggered activity for under HF conditions at low (blue) or high
(orange) SR Ca2+ loads. Dashed lines separate sub-threshold DADs from supra-threshold
triggered APs. WT, wild-type; HF, heart failure conditions.
Figure 5.14. Effects of APD on DADs and triggered activity using the SRF functions.
Following initiation of SCRE at 975 ms of varying durations (30 to 185 ms), higher mag-
nitude DADs (left) were observed in HF at low and high SR Ca2+ concentrations, with
some resulting in triggered activity, despite SCRE magnitude being higher in WT simu-
lations (right). WT, wild-type; HF, heart failure conditions.
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still in spite of the larger magnitude SCRE in WT simulations. Furthermore, resting
membrane is more hyperpolarised in HF simulations than WT (despite reduced repolar-
ising IK1). Triggered activity was observed in 49.7% of HF simulations at low [Ca2+]SR
and 73.8% at high [Ca2+]SR concentrations.
5.4 Discussion and conclusions
A myriad of pathophysiological changes are associated with heart failure, principally elec-
trical remodelling at the sub-cellular level. Multiple ion channels have been shown to be
remodelled, however the complex and dynamic nature of excitation-contraction coupling
makes it experimentally difficult to determine the contribution of each of these remodelled
currents or processes to the heart failure phenotype, and arrhythmogenesis. In this chap-
ter, the SC model was used to explore how one salient remodelling process in heart failure,
IK1 downregulation, can contribute towards arrhythmia development. A 50% reduction
in IK1 conductance, gK1, was implemented for steady-state pacing at fast cycle lengths to
determine its effect on the emergence of spontaneous Ca2+ release events (SCRE) under
conditions that favour spontaneous release for two cycle lengths (BCL = 150 and 200
ms). For this, a simple model of isoprenaline (ISO) was implemented, in which the con-
ductances for Ito, Iss and ICaL were increased, as was the SERCA uptake rate, Jup. The
ISO model resulted in raised levels of [Ca2+]i and [Ca2+]SR at shorter APDs, in line with
experimental observations [121, 340, 341]. The HF model (0.5× gK1) resulted in APD
prolongation, and increases to intracellular and SR Ca2+ concentrations.
ISO simulations resulted in emergent SCRE for WT (no remodelling) and HF (0.5×gK1)
conditions, however the time of SCRE initiation (ti) was shorter in HF simulations, as
was the duration of SCRE. In addition, SCRE in HF simulations resulted in a larger pro-
portion of open RyRs (NpeakRyR ) for both tested cycle lengths. HF remodelling also resulted
in an increased incidence of DAD generation (in 98/100 vs 90/100 simulations for WT
conditions at BCL = 150 ms).
The effect of changes to subspace Ca2+ diffusion rate (τss) were also investigated, as
this is also known to be altered in HF. Step-wise increases to τss resulted in progressive
shortening of ti, increases in N
peak
RyR and overall increased magnitude of SCRE and DADs.
However, HF simulations consistently had shorter SCRE initiation times and larger NpeakRyR
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proportions. There were no changes to SCRE probability (100% in both conditions for
τss,medium and τss,fast) and neither condition evoked triggered activity in the 3D model.
These results suggest that, alongside APD prolongation, IK1 remodelling observed in HF
results in greater Ca2+ loading of the SR, promoting SCRE of greater magnitude occurring
sooner after the cessation of pacing.
However, the effects of IK1 remodelling in HF are not just related to greater SR Ca2+
loading. Using the spontaneous release functions (SRF) for the 0D model, which well
approximate 3D cell behaviour [97], the influence of APD changes resulting from IK1
downregulation on SCRE was investigated for two SR Ca2+ concentrations correspond-
ing to low (750 µM) and high (1100 µM) loads. For the same ti, probability of SCRE and
cumulative frequency, the prolonged APD in HF resulted in larger magnitude DADs (de-
spite smaller SCRE magnitudes) at both SR Ca2+ concentrations. In addition, triggered
activity was observed for both SR Ca2+ loads under HF conditions, but not at all under WT
conditions. In addition, these effects are observed despite a paradoxically more hyperpo-
larised membrane potential in HF simulations (Figure 5.14), when it would be expected
a reduced repolarising IK1 current results in slight membrane depolarisation. These re-
sults suggest that changes to APD resulting from IK1 remodelling alone can promote the
emergence of SCRE, DADs and triggered activity in single cells, and that destabilisation
of the resting membrane potential favours larger magnitude DADs for given releases of
SR Ca2+.
In combination, these results have significant implications for arrhythmogenesis. The
shift towards shorter initiation times for SCRE in HF remodelling potentially means there
is a greater likelihood of a DAD or triggered activity occurring in the vulnerable win-
dow (VW). The VW represents the spatio-temporal location at which a supra-threshold
excitation can produce a unidirectional propagating wave [49, 370]. The VW typically
has a very narrow width (∼ 1% of the ventricular APD), but can be increased by hetero-
geneity or electrical remodelling, and occurs between the plateau phase of the AP and
diastole [358]. Thus, SCRE manifesting closer to the end of the action potential have
a greater likelihood of falling within the VW and inducing undirectional propagation
block. Extrapolating to 3D, this shift may increase the probability of the development
of re-entrant arrhythmias [36]. Furthermore, as the 0D simulations showed, even under
the same SR Ca2+ load and given the same dynamics of SCRE, the increased APD un-
der HF-associated IK1 remodelling promotes DADs and triggered activity, in combination
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with a destabilised resting membrane potential which is more easily perturbed by smaller
magnitude spontaneous Ca2+ releases. Though HF simulations showed a more hyperpo-
larised membrane under HF conditions, IK1 downregulation is commonly seen to result in
depolarised membrane potentials [175,315]. Nevertheless, DADs were of greater magni-
tude in HF simulations and triggered activity was increased, thus these effects are likely
to be further attenuated at depolarised membrane potentials. The results therefore sug-
gest that IK1 remodelling in HF can promote arrhythmogenesis via two mechanisms in
tandem: (i) greater SR Ca2+ loading and shorter initation times for SCRE, and (ii) elec-
trophysiological alterations that prolong the APD and sensitise the membrane potential to
DADs (and, by extension, triggered activity).
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Chapter 6
Mechanisms of Action Potential
Prolongation in Rat Ventricular
Myocytes
6.1 Introduction
Heart rate is an essential determinant of cardiac performance, and in many species an
increase in heart rates leads to positive inotropic effects. This phenomenon is known as
the force-frequency relationship (FFR), also referred to as the Bowditch staircase [60].
At the cell-level, the increase in contractile force results from modifications to Ca2+ and
Na+ homeostasis (see [131] for a review). Alongside changes to contraction, APD is
also modified by pacing rate and in most species, increases in pacing frequency yield
shorter APDs. However, in rat myocytes, the opposite is observed and APD is often seen
to prolong [133, 361–363, 428], yet both positive and negative FFRs have been reported
in rat [38, 58, 77, 112, 141, 248, 350, 383]. APD prolongation is also seen when regular
pacing is perturbed by an extra stimulus, as in an S1-S2 restitution protocol [24, 265]. As
the rat is the most commonly used animal model of cardiac physiology [6, 138, 336], it is
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important to understand the mechanisms underlying APD prolongation and the positive
and negative FFRs, which remain controversial, particularly as a switch from positive to
negative FFRs is seen in, for example, detubulated myocytes [140] which implies a role
of the FFR in cardiac diseases such as heart failure [231, 237]. Furthermore, increased
steepness of the restitution curve is a known indicator of arrhythmia development [142].
It was first proposed that frequency-dependent decreases in K+ currents may underlie
APD prolongation in rat ventricular myocytes [362, 363], and that this response was in-
dependent of the L-type Ca2+ current. Later, however, it was proposed that frequency-
dependent increases in ICaL may contribute to APD prolongation, with a limited role for
K+ currents. Frequency-dependent increases in ICaL, known as ICaL facilitation, has been
characterised experimentally for a variety of mammalian species [65, 323], but typically
using unphysiological test pulses (+ 100 mV) which does not predict a physiological role
for facilitation. However, a role for ICaL in APD prolongation during physiological action
potentials has been identified using the Pandit model [293] of rat ventricular electrophysi-
ology [336], suggesting that greater influx of Ca2+ at faster pacing frequencies contributes
to the positive FFR. However, the study utilised only a simplified implementation of ICaL
facilitation, in which its inactivation rate at 1 Hz was reduced by 25%. The results also
confirmed a role for reduced K+ currents in APD prolongation, though only through Ito.
In addition, it has been shown by Fauconnier et al. [133] that application of ryanodine
(which binds to open state RyRs, resulting in SR Ca2+ depletion) and thapsigargin (an
irreversible inhibitor of SERCA, thus preventing SR Ca2+ loading) prolong the AP in rat
ventricular myocytes but also prevent its adaptation to high pacing rates, which implies
a role for SR Ca2+ release in APD modulation, possibly by the effect of Ca2+-dependent
inactivation of ICaL. This effect is likely to be more prominent in rat ventricular myocytes
where high SERCA activity favours high SR Ca2+ loads [42].
As shown in Chapter 3, existing models of rat ventricular electrophysiology are unable
to recreate a range of experimental restitution curves. In particular, previous models have
been unable to simulate APs at shorter cycle lengths, corresponding to the faster pacing
rates at which APD is seen to prolong for rat ventricular myocytes in contrast to other
mammalian species. However, the SC model described in Chapter 4 is capable of simu-
lating APs and Ca2+ handling at faster pacing frequencies up to 12 Hz. Accordingly, the
model provides a useful tool to investigate the mechanisms underlying APD prolonga-
tion with increases in pacing frequency. In this chapter, the SC model is used to explore
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changes to membrane currents and their influences on APD prolongation at fast pacing
frequencies.
6.2 Methods
In Chapter 4, the 0D implementation of the SC model was used to generate a range of
restitution curves for direct comparison to those observed experimentally. The 0D model
has been validated to reproduce 3D cell model behaviour, at significantly reduced com-
putational cost [97], and so is suitable for the long pacing durations required to generate
steady-state restitution curves. Here, the 3D implementation (described in detail in Chap-
ter 4) of the SC model is used to investigate the influence of altered current densities and
gating kinetics for the currents postulated to play a role in the inverse rate-dependence
of APD observed in rat ventricular myocytes. For generation of restitution curves in the
latter part of this chapter, the 0D model was again used for computational efficiency.
The 3D SC model was paced to steady-state under control conditions, then for the final
beat various parameters were altered to investigate the subsequent effects on APD for a
range of cycle lengths. These parameters were: current magnitude scales for Ito, Iss, IK1,
ICaL and INaCa (gto,gss,gK1,gCaL,gNaCa); time constant scales for Ito and Iss inactivation
gates (τs/sslow ,τrss); and scaling factors controlling SERCA uptake rate (Jup) and RyR
open probability (RyRP O). Parameters were scaled to between ±50% of their control
values, to reflect ranges observed experimentally in diseased or remodelled states (e.g.
[34, 121, 409]).
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Insufficient inactivation recovery time contributes to reduced
K+ currents and prolonged APD
A decrease in repolarising currents has been proposed to contribute to APD prolongation
at faster pacing frequencies in rat ventricular myocytes. As shown in Chapter 4, between
pacing frequencies of 1 and 6 Hz, the amplitude of the repolarising currents Ito and Iss
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Figure 6.1. Repolarising currents at faster pacing frequencies in the SC model. The
densities of Ito and Iss both decrease as pacing frequency increases to 10 Hz in the SC
model. For IK1, the peak current magnitude stays relatively constant, however there is a
shift towards sustained outward current in place of transient outward current at 10 Hz.
Figure 6.2. Time course of Ito and Iss gates during steady-state pacing. The time course
of Ito inactivation gate s (left) and Iss activation gate rss (right) recovery after steady-state
pacing from initial conditions is shown for BCL = 1000 and 100 ms. At faster cycle
lengths, the gates have insufficient time to recover, resulting in reduced overall current.
decrease in the SC model, from 25.72 to 22.77 pA/pF for Ito and from 1.47 to 1.1 pA/pF
for Iss. In Figure 6.1, it is shown that these repolarising currents further decrease at faster
pacing frequencies. Ito falls to 20.28 and 16.08 pA/pF and Iss to 0.89 and 0.75 pA/pF at 8
and 10 Hz, respectively. At 10 Hz, these magnitudes are just 62.5 and 44.0% of the peak
densities at 1 Hz (for Ito and Iss, respectively). Such a decrease likely contributes signif-
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Figure 6.3. Effect of changing repolarising K+ current magnitude on APD. Increasing the
conductances of Ito (left), Iss (middle) and IK1 (right) results in shorter APDs but does not
abolish the inverse rate-dependency of APD. Effects of partial or full blockade of each
current also shown, which results in enhanced APD prolongation. Note full block of IK1
does not permit sufficient repolarisation for APs to generate.
icantly to APD prolongation at 10 Hz compared to 1 Hz (46.5 vs 37.5 ms). Figure 6.2
shows that these reductions arise as the recovery time from inactivation is compromised
at short cycle lengths, meaning a greater proportion of channel gates are inactivated dur-
ing steady-state pacing. These reductions in repolarising membrane currents seen in the
model simulations are consistent with experimental observations of reduced K+ currents
at faster pacing frequencies [61, 362, 363].
However, increasing the magnitude of repolarising currents (by increasing Ito, Iss and IK1
conductance), or shortening the time constants of inactivation (Ito τs) and activation (Iss
τrss) does not abolish the inverse rate-dependency of the rat ventricular APD in simu-
lations. Figure 6.3 shows the effects on APD of changing the conductances of Ito, Iss
and IK1. Though increasing the conductances of these currents results in shorter APDs
for each cycle length, APD is still seen to prolong at shorter cycle lengths. Similarly,
enhancing the rate of recovery from inactivation for Ito and towards activation for Iss re-
sults in shorter APDs but does not prevent APD prolongation at faster pacing frequencies.
These results suggest other mechanisms may contribute towards APD prolongation in rat
ventricular myocytes.
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Figure 6.4. Adaptation of IK1 to pacing frequency in the SC model. The peak magnitude
of IK1 remains constant at all tested frequencies, however the time to peak increases (left).
At faster pacing frequencies, the magnitude of diastolic inward current via IK1 gradually
reduces until 10 Hz, at which the diastolic current remains outward (right).
6.3.2 IK1 current magnitude maintained but shifted towards outward
current at fast pacing rates
For IK1, peak current magnitude remains constant at all tested frequencies at 1.85 pA/pF.
However, there are changes to the time to peak (Tpeak) diastolic current as pacing fre-
quency increases. At 1 Hz, the Tpeak,IK1 is 34 ms, and the diastolic current is slightly
inward at -0.27 pA/pF. At 6 Hz, Tpeak,IK1 rises to 38 ms, and the diastolic current remains
inward but at a reduced magnitude of -0.11 pA/pF. These trends continue at 8 Hz, where
Tpeak,IK1 is 40 ms and diastolic current is negligibly inward at -0.005 pA/pF. At 10 Hz,
Tpeak,IK1 is 44 ms, however interestingly the current remains outward during diastole, at
0.12 pA/pF. These changes are illustrated in Figure 6.4. These results are in agreement
with previous studies [336,361,362] showing that decreases in repolarising currents con-
tribute towards APD prolongation at faster pacing frequencies.
Together, these results suggest a role for all repolarising K+ currents in the prolongation
of APD with increased pacing frequency for rat ventricular myocytes, in contrast to the
previous study by Salle et al. [336] in which only Ito was implicated. Though peak IK1 re-
mains constant in the SC model at all tested frequencies, there is a shift towards favouring
outward current via IK1 as pacing frequency increases, particularly at 10 Hz stimulation
during which inward IK1 is abolished.
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6.3.3 ICaL magnitude decreases less than for K+ currents, favouring
maintained depolarising currents and APD prolongation
Though repolarising currents are decreased at faster pacing frequencies, favouring APD
prolongation, various Ca2+ handling processes have also been implicated in the rate-
dependence of APD in rat ventricular myocytes, and there is inherent interaction between
electrophysiology and Ca2+ handling. Changes to ICaL at different pacing frequencies
are shown in Figure 6.5 alongside the time course of the slow recovery gate, f12. Peak
ICaL magnitude decreases at shorter cycle lengths, from -11.63 pA/pF at 1 Hz to -8.77
pA/pF at 10 Hz (-10.27 and -9.84 pA/pF at 6 and 8 Hz, respectively). Despite the reduced
peak, the duration of the ICaL waveform increases with pacing frequency, thus Ca2+ influx
occurs over longer periods but at reduced magnitudes. Peak systolic Ca2+ concentration
is increased at 10 Hz (478 nM) compared to 10 Hz (351 nM), but the elevated diastolic
Ca2+ concentration at 10 Hz (257 nM vs 75 nM) means this represents a reduction in the
magnitude of the Ca2+ transient.
As shown previously in Chapter 4, diastolic Ca2+ concentration increases with pacing
frequency, from 75 nM at 1 Hz to 257 nM at 10 Hz, and systolic Ca2+ concentration rises
similarly. Overall, however, the amplitude of the Ca2+ transient decreases. Given these
changes, and those to ICaL, it would be expected that the Na+-Ca2+ exchanger current,
INaCa, will be affected at different pacing frequencies given its dependence on [Ca2+]i.
Indeed, there are changes to the peak current magnitude of INaCa (Figure 6.6). Peak
inward current magnitude decreases with increases in pacing frequency, from -1.39 to -
1.14 pA/pF at 1 and 10 Hz, respectively. Inward current via INaCa is generated through
Ca2+ ion extrusion in exchange for 3 Na+ ions, thus this reduction in inward current is
likely to contribute towards the elevated levels of [Ca2+]i despite reduced ICaL magnitudes.
6.3.4 Role of SR Ca2+ regulation and INaCa in APD prolongation
Beyond the K+ currents and ICaL changes already investigated, RyR open probability,
SERCA and INaCa have also been posited to contribute towards APD prolongation at
shorter cycle lengths. In Fauconnier et al. [133] the SERCA inhibitor thapsigargin and the
RyR sensitiser ryanodine were shown to result in longer APDs (compared to control), but
to prevent the further prolongation of APD at shorter cycle lengths. In addition, Janvier et
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Figure 6.5. Changes to ICaL, its slow inactivation gate f12, and intracellular Ca2+ at
faster pacing frequencies. ICaL magnitude (left) decreases as pacing frequency increases
(steady-state current shown), resulting from impaired inactivation recovery for the slow
inactivation gate (middle) at faster frequencies (response to pacing from initial conditions
shown). At 10 Hz, there is an elevated diastolic Ca2+ concentration and reduced Ca2+
transient magnitude compared to 1 Hz (right).
al. [188] showed that INaCa block by BAPTA resulted in longer APDs, although the effects
were lessened at shorter test intervals where control and BAPTA APDs were similar. To
examine these effects, here the 0D SC model was used to simulate electrical restitution
curves under conditions similar to those observed in these experiments: (i) increased
(150%) RyRP O, (ii) decreased (50%) Jup, and (iii) decreased (50%) INaCa.
Restitution curves implementing these effects are shown in Figure 6.7. Decreasing RyRP O
made little difference to APD across the range of cycle lengths tested, and did not abolish
prolongation at shorter cycle lengths. Decreasing INaCa resulted in consistently shorted
APDs across the range of cycle lengths tested, but also did not abolish the prolongation
at shorter BCLs. Reducing Jup shortened APD even further still, although led to the de-
velopment of Ca2+ and APD alternans at cycle lengths below 210 ms (Figure 6.7B) and
an accelerated rate of APD prolongation at these faster cycle lengths. At BCL = 1000
ms, where APDs were different (CON vs Jup), simulations suggested this resulted from
reductions to [Ca2+]SR (as SERCA uptake was reduced), leading to decreased Ca2+ tran-
sient magnitudes and a concomitant reduction in INaCa. At BCL = 250 ms, however,
corresponding to a cycle length at which APDs were more similar (and before the devel-
opment of alternans), [Ca2+]SR content in control and reduced Jup simulations was more
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Figure 6.6. Changes to INaCa with pacing frequency. At shorter cycle lengths, there is
a reduced inward INaCa amplitude, which likely contributes towards the elevated [Ca2+]i
concentrations at faster pacing frequencies.
similar, leading to similar Ca2+ transient and INaCa magnitudes. These results suggest the
effects of SERCA inhibition are more pronounced at longer cycle lengths.
Reducing INaCa magnitude resulted in shorter APDs compared to control at all cycle
lengths in the 0D model. As Janvier et al. observed a lesser effect of INaCa at shorter cycle
lengths (although APD increased experimentally, but simulations showed a decrease), the
3D model was used to investigate the role of INaCa at shorter cycle lengths (Figure 6.8).
Here, the final beat after steady-state pacing under control conditions was perturbed by
a 50% decrease in INaCa current amplitude. Reducing INaCa by 50% resulted in shorter
APDs at BCL = 100 ms, from 46.5 to 38.2 ms, and BCL = 500 ms, from 37.5 to 32.2 ms.
Such a reduction in INaCa was sufficient to restore APD at BCL = 100 ms to close to the
control APD at BCL = 500 ms. These results suggest that INaCa inhibition shortens APD,
and the degree of abbreviation to APD is itself rate-dependent, being larger at shorter
cycle lengths.
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Figure 6.7. Restitution curves and alternans under altered conditions. A: Restitution
curves in the 0D model under control, 50% RyRP O, 50% Jup, and 50% INaCa conditions.
B: Snapshots of alternans when SERCA uptake is halved, showing (i) final and penul-
timate action potentials (overlaid) and (ii) final and penultimate Ca2+ transients at BCL
210, 200 and 190 ms.
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Figure 6.8. Effects of INaCa downregulation on APD in the 3D cell model. INaCa down-
regulation results in shorter APDs at all tested pacing frequencies, though its effects on
APD were more pronounced at shorter cycle lengths. A 50% reduction in INaCa was suffi-
cient to reduce the APD at 10 Hz close to that of the control APD at 2 Hz. CON, control;
NCX; reduced INaCa.
6.4 Discussion and conclusions
APD prolongation with increased pacing frequency is an inherent characteristic of rat
ventricular myocytes commonly observed experimentally [133, 361], in contrast to other
mammalian species in which APD shortens. However, the mechanisms underlying this
inverse rate-dependence are poorly understood, partly due to conflicting observations de-
pending on the restitution protocol utilised. In control myocytes, action potential duration
remains relatively constant at different pacing frequencies. However, the slope of the
restitution curve is generally seen to be steeper in heart failure, and failing myocytes ap-
pear to be more sensitive to changes in pacing frequency [145, 159]. Thus, dissecting
the mechanisms dictating the rate prolongation in rat ventricular myocytes can potentially
highlight therapeutic targets for flatting cardiac restitution and preventing the develop-
ment of arrhythmias. In this chapter, the roles of implicated membrane currents and Ca2+
handling processes in determining restitution characteristics were investigated, informed
from previous observations in the literature.
Previous studies have suggested that APD prolongation at faster pacing frequencies in
rat ventricular myocytes is the result of reduced repolarising K+ currents, with a role for
increased ICaL also proposed [336, 362, 363]. Simulations using the SC model support
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the hypothesis that reducing repolarising K+ currents promote APD prolongation. Sim-
ulations showed that these reduced K+ currents at faster pacing frequencies result from
insufficient time to recover from inactivation, thus during steady-state pacing a greater
proportion of channels remain in the inactivated state. In addition, simulations suggest
a role for both Ito and Iss, in contrast to previous studies. Furthermore, a shift towards
outward IK1 was observed at faster pacing frequencies, potentially a compensatory mech-
anism to ensure sufficient repolarising current is maintained so as to restore resting mem-
brane potential in the absence of other repolarising membrane currents.
However, in contrast to previous research, the model results suggest that ICaL does not
contribute to APD prolongation, as it was seen to decrease at faster pacing frequencies.
These reductions are caused by insufficient time for recovery from inactivation, though to
a lesser extent than for K+ currents and so the reduction in magnitude is smaller. In the
previous study [336], ICaL was reported to be larger at a pacing frequency of 1 Hz, com-
pared to 0.1 Hz. However, the authors implemented a simplified mathematical description
of ICaL facilitation at 1 Hz to match their experimental data, but not at 0.1 Hz. Thus, the
increased ICaL is artificially-induced in the model, not solely as a result of changes to
pacing frequency. In addition, the frequencies tested in the previous study (0.1 to 1 Hz)
do not correspond to rates seen physiologically in rat (i.e./ over 6 Hz [34, 35, 331, 415]).
In fact, over a more physiological range (from 1 to 8 Hz), ICaL has been reported to de-
crease [121], which is in agreement with the presented modelling results. Other Ca2+
handling processes, however, may be implicated. As diastolic Ca2+ concentrations are
observed to increase at faster pacing frequencies, there are concomitant changes to INaCa
amplitude and morphology. Peak inward INaCa magnitude was seen to decrease in simula-
tions, which is likely to contribute towards the elevated levels of diastolic [Ca2+]i. These
increased diastolic Ca2+ concentrations may underlie the frequency-dependent shift in IK1
towards outward currents, as it has been shown that reductions in IK1 up to 50% can be
attributed to elevated diastolic intracellular Ca2+levels [134]. Though peak IK1 amplitude
in the model is unaffected, the increased diastolic [Ca2+]i may therefore underlie this shift
towards sustained early outward IK1 current at 10 Hz.
These results suggests a greater role for reduced K+ currents in APD prolongation than
other mechanisms, however these alone are not sufficient to fully explain the observed
restitution characteristics. Thus, the model was used to explore the roles of RyRP O, Jup
and INaCa which have been reported to alter the restitution profile of rat ventricular my-
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ocytes experimentally. In Fauconnier et al. [133], RyR blockade and SERCA inhibition
were shown to result in prolonged action potential durations and to prevent the prolon-
gation of APD at faster pacing frequencies. However, in our simulations, this was not
the case. Decreasing the RyR open probability resulted in minor shortening of APD, and
decreasing Jup resulted in more significant shortening of APD, and the development of
alternans at shorter cycle lengths (below BCL = 210 ms). Furthermore, the rate of APD
prolongation appeared to be accelerated at faster cycle lengths. The discrepancies be-
tween our simulation results and previous experimental data could have multiple causes.
Firstly, the reductions to RyRP O and Jup used in our simulations were simplified changes
to individual parameters that may not necessarily reflect the (a) magnitude and (b) com-
plexity of the changes observed experimentally. Primarily, ryanodine and thapsigargin are
posited to have additional effects on cardiac myocytes beyond reducing Ca2+ release from
the SR, including slowing ICaL inactivation [113,252,380]. Such mechanisms are not cap-
tured by our simplistic implementation of reduced RyRP O. However, these wide-ranging
effects could be incorporated in a similar manner to those from isoprenaline modulation
discussed in Chapter 5 for future studies.
The model has, however, identified a role for INaCa in the inverse rate-dependency of APD
for rat ventricular myocytes. Decreases in INaCa resulted in reductions in APD at faster
pacing frequencies, and the degree of reduction appeared to be larger at shorter cycle
lengths. This is in contrast to experimental findings in Janvier et al. [188], however, in
which reduced INaCa with BAPTA prolonged action potential duration, with a lesser effect
at shorter intervals. Implementing a 50% reduction in INaCa for the final beat after steady-
state pacing in the 3D model similarly reduced APD at cycle lengths of 100 and 500 ms.
Interestingly, at BCL = 100 ms, this reduction in INaCa was sufficient to restore APD to
close to that for control pacing at BCL = 500 ms.
In summary, there is a fine balance between repolarising and depolarising membrane cur-
rents at different pacing frequencies, however the simulation results suggests a greater
contribution of reduced repolarising currents in the prolongation of APD at faster pacing
frequencies. The larger reduction in repolarising K+ currents than depolarising ICaL to-
gether promotes AP prolongation. Elevated diastolic Ca2+ concentrations also promote
reductions in INaCa, which the model reveals can be sufficient to prevent AP prolongation,
and may explain a shift towards sustained outward IK1 at faster pacing frequencies. Thus,
modulation of INaCa activity when electrical restitution is steeper (as in heart failure) may
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prevent the development of pro-arrhythmic behaviours [145].
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Works
7.1 Aims
To date, a plethora of animal-specific computational models of cardiac electrophysiol-
ogy have been developed. Such models (a useful summary of which is given in Noble
et al. [282]), have provided mechanistic and quantitative insight into experimental obser-
vations and phenomena, allowing detailed investigation into the multi-scale mechansims
underlying the complex, dynamic behaviour seen in normal, and abnormal, cardiac phys-
iology. Models of human cardiac physiology are most desirable, so as to directly translate
and compare between experimental, theoretical and clinical observations. However, there
are scarce data available for human myocytes (especially control data), as well as signifi-
cant ethical challenges, and so the development of models for higher mammalian species
(such as canine) has been a particular focus in computational biology. As higher mam-
malian species share similar action potential and Ca2+ handling characteristics, they can
provide insight that can be more directly translated to human cardiac physiology.
Nevertheless, resulting from ethical, financial and technical implications, rats are the
most commonly used animal model in cardiovascular research, yet existing computational
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models of rat ventricular electrophysiology have lagged behind those of other mammalian
species in terms of their complexity, species-specificity and ability to capture inherently
stochastic dynamics. As a result, many experimental phenomena observed in rat ventricu-
lar myocytes, particularly relating to spontaneous Ca2+ release events and pro-arrhythmic
behaviour, are not able to be simulated by existing computational models. Thus, impor-
tant quantitative or mechanistic insight that is not possible to extract due to experimental
or technical limitations has also not been available for exploration using computational
models. Those models that have been developed to date, in addition, have largely been
adapted from non-rodent data sources, cannot be paced at frequencies corresponding to
the physiological heart rates observed in rats, and use deterministic implementations of
sub-cellular Ca2+ handling processes.
For these reasons, the first aim of the work presented in this thesis was the development
of a novel computational model of rat ventricular electrophysiology and Ca2+ handling,
validated against experimental data from rat ventricular myocytes from a range of sources
and capable of pacing at frequencies encompassing the physiological heart rate range of
rats. The second aim was to utilise the model to explore the effects of experimentally-
observed alterations to electrophysiology in the context of arrhythmias in heart failure on
spontaneous Ca2+ release events. The third aim was to explore the processes underlying
the inverse rate-dependence of the rat ventricular action potential, which prolongs at faster
frequencies in contrast to other mammalian species.
7.2 Summary of results
In Chapter 3, existing computational models of rat ventricular electrophysiology were in-
troduced and reviewed. Many of the later-developed rat models add certain functionality
or extensions to the original Pandit model, with the most recent Gattoni model incorpo-
rating several previous amendments (including the addition of a contraction model and
updated Ca2+ and Na+-K+ ATPase models) as well as re-parameterising and validating
against more recent experimental data. Accordingly, only the Pandit and Gattoni mod-
els were selected for comparison through their incorporation into the multi-scale cardiac
simulation framework developed by Colman [97], which allows for comphrensive, direct
comparison within a consistent framework and under identical simulation protocols. The
results showed that the Pandit model, as well as being incapable of simulating APs at fre-
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quencies above 3 Hz, does not simulate graded release of Ca2+ and exhibits various Ca2+
handling characteristics which are inconsistent with those observed experimentally in rat
ventricular myocytes. The Gattoni model, meanwhile, replaces the Ca2+ handling sys-
tem from the Pandit model, so more closely reproduces experimental data, however the
deterministic RyR and ICaL implementation does not permit the investigation into sponta-
neous Ca2+ release mechanisms, as is one of the aims of this work. Finally, both models
largely do not recapitulate experimental restitution curves, not least by being unable to
simulate fast pacing frequencies above 6 Hz, and so are unsuitable for investigating the
mechanisms underlying the restitution characteristics of rat.
A new model was developed in Chapter 4 that couples the biophysically-detailed rat-
specific electrophysiology model of Gattoni et al. [146] to the Colman stochastic spatio-
temporal Ca2+ cycling model [97], re-parameterised to capture Ca2+ handling character-
istics observed experimentally in rat ventricular myocytes from a variety of sources in the
literature. This model, the SC model, reproduces AP morphology, APD restitution curves
and Ca2+ handling observed experimentally across a range of pacing frequencies, from 1
to 10 Hz. In addition, at frequencies from 10 to 12 Hz, the model spontaneously produces
Ca2+ transient and APD alternans, pro-arrhythmic phenomena not captured by previous
computational models.
The effects of electrophysiological alterations to membrane currents were investigated
in Chapter 3 for the Pandit and Gattoni models, although their deterministic implemen-
tations do not permit investigation of pro-arrhythmic behaviour that may arise resulting
from, for example, spontaneous Ca2+ release events. As the SC model is capable of sim-
ulating such phenomena, the effects of alterations to IK1 as observed experimentally from
our laboratory [34, 139] were investigated in the context of pro-arrhythmic behaviour in
Chapter 5. Under pro-loading conditions, IK1 downregulation, associated with heart fail-
ure, was shown to promote greater loading of the SR with Ca2+ and prolonged action
potential durations. These conditions influenced the characteristics of spontaneous Ca2+
release events, which had shorter initiation times and durations as well as increased ra-
tio of open RyRs. Independent of SR Ca2+ load, the longer APD in HF-associated IK1
remodelling promotes greater frequency and magnitude of DADs, resulting in triggered
activity, observations which are amplified at higher SR loads.
The SC model was then used to explore the mechanisms underlying action potential pro-
longation with increases in pacing frequency observed experimentally in rat ventricular
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myocytes. In agreement with previous studies, the model showed a frequency-dependent
decrease in Ito, but also showed a role for Iss. The effects of remodelled K+ currents
outweigh reductions to depolarising ICaL to result in APD prolongation. In addition, an
important role for INaCa in the inverse rate-dependence of the rat ventricular APD was
identified, as reductions in INaCa shortened the APD across all tested frequencies, and
could restore the APD at 10 Hz to the value observed under control conditions at 2 Hz.
7.3 Limitations
Throughout this thesis, frequent references are made to experimental data from the litera-
ture which were used to validate the model and inform some of the computational investi-
gations. However, there is wide variation in experimental conditions, protocols employed
and reagents used, thus experimental data ranges are sometimes large. Such variations
may be a reflection of normal physiology, but may also represent a technical limitation.
Thus, ideally, model validation would be performed against experimental data from a sin-
gle, congruent, species-specific data source. This, however, is not always possible, and
is particularly evident when validating against published restitution curves, the experi-
mental protocols for which vary considerably between groups. Reasonable compromises
must often be made, but it remains essential to check model outputs are reflective of nor-
mal cardiac physiology, and there is a growing need for the publication of experimental
data so as to maxmise opportunities for model validation against a range of datasets.
In Chapters 5 and 6, experimental observations of ion channel or calcium handling re-
modeling were used to inform changes to model parameters in order to reflect either
pharmacological blockade or pathophysiological remodelling. Changing model parame-
ters in line with experimentally-observed mRNA or gene expression may not necessarily
be valid, as reductions in expression and resultant decreases to current density may not
occur to the same degree. Thus, for example, the 50% reduction to IK1 conductance used
to simulate one aspect of heart failure observed experimentally in Chapter 5 may not be
an accurate reflection of real changes to IK1 current density. However, correlations be-
tween mRNA expression and current density have been reported [191, 410]. Systemic
correlative analysis is required in order to validate these changes.
Further, the reduction in IK1 implemented in Chapter 5, though informed from experi-
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mental data from heart failure myocytes, does not fully represent the heart failure phe-
notype. Pathophysiological ion channel remodelling is vast and multi-faceted, not in-
volving changes to a solitary channel. Additionally, it is important to note that these
HF-associated remodelling processes reflect only the electrophysiological alterations ob-
served in diseases such as HF, which equally result in structural changes as well. Thus, the
development of a full heart failure model is required, encorporating the full range of (val-
idated) electrophysiological changes seen in the diseased state (and structural changes
at the tissue-level), and would provide a powerful research tool for further mechanistic
and in silico safety pharmacology investigations, as the emergence of spontaneous Ca2+
release events in heart failure is likely determined by a fine balance of the myriad of
electrophysiological changes. Similarly, the simplified isoprenaline model used in this
thesis represents a limitation, as it does not include validated dose-dependent effects of
isoprenaline on cardiac electrophysiology. In tandem, a fully validated heart failure and
isoprenaline model would provide a comprehensive framework for future investigations.
Works presented in this thesis are focused on single cell behaviours, however the heart
comprises billions of single cells, and the behaviour of individual single cells has little
impact on tissue or organ function. Thus, there is a requirement for the development
of validated tissue models of rat ventricular electrophysiology, so that the link between
sub-cellular pathophysiological remodelling and arrhythmogenesis at the tissue level can
be dissected. It follows that the development of regional-specific single cell and tissue
models would also be advantageous. Transmural heterogeneity throughout the ventricu-
lar wall influences the dynamics of excitation wave propagation, and further changes to
heterogeneity such as in electrical remodelling can increase the propensity for arrhyth-
mogenesis, for example by increasing the vulnerable window. This could have significant
implications for the genesis of pathological excitation at the tissue level resulting from
single cell spontaneous Ca2+ release events.
In addition, the works presented in this thesis are specific to rat ventricular myocytes,
necessitated by the frequent of use of rats as animal models in cardiac electrophysiology.
However, as detailed in Chapter 3, there are notable differences in the electrophysiologi-
cal phenotypes of rats and human cardiomyocytes, which may be further exacerbated by
other heterogeneities (e.g. transmural differences in channel expression). In particular,
the triangular morphology of the rat action potential is markedly different from the spike
and dome waveform seen in human ventricular myocytes, and these differences are under-
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lain by differential expression of various K+ currents, along with differing ICaL kinetics.
Thus, results such as those from the IK1 downregulation investigation in Chapter 5 may
not have direct relevance to human cardiac physiology, given the longer APD and greater
involvement of later K+ currents in the human AP, which may compensate for reductions
to IK1 by providing a larger repolarisation reserve. Also, the greater SR-dependence of
Ca2+ handling in rat ventricular myocytes (compared to the larger contribution of ICaL in
human myocytes) mean that pro-arrhythmic mechanisms arising from Ca2+ mishandling
may differ between the two species. However, there are still many similarities between
human and rat electrophysiology, thus findings can still be important. In particular, the
shift towards SR-dependent Ca2+ handling in the rat make it a sensitive model for the
study of SR-dependent arrhythmia mechanisms, which are still prevalant in human [127].
It is still pertinent, however, to conduct similar investigations using a human computa-
tional model, in order to validate such findings. Nevertheless, the framework utilised
throughout this thesis is suitable for the incorporation of models of other species, and this
would allow direct comparison between, for example, rat and human behaviours under
identical simulation conditions.
Comparison to published experimental restitution data was made in Chapters 3 and 4, but
is often made difficult by quite significant heterogeneity in experimental datasets (as in
Figures 3.17 to 3.20 and Figures 4.12 to 4.15). Different restitution protocols are utilised
by (and within) research groups, which in combination with, for example, variations in
animal lines and laboratory conditions, makes it difficult and unlikely that a model will
perfectly reproduce restitution curves from multiple groups. Thus, comparisons of simu-
lated to experimental restitution curves made in this thesis are done so in open acknowl-
edgement of this inherent difficulty.
Furthermore, models are by definition simplifications of reality, and do not capture all
aspects of physiology. Simulations are, therefore, a compromise between biophysical
detail and computational efficiency, particularly at the tissue and organ levels. Never-
theless, they can provide important quantitative and mechanistic insight that is otherwise
experimentally intractable. Their continued refinement, development and verification is
therefore pivotal for future research.
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7.4 Future works
7.4.1 Developing single cell model variants
In Chapter 5, electrophysiological alterations as observed in failing rat ventricular my-
ocytes from experiments in our laboratory were simulated, to investigate if and how they
may promote pro-arrhythmic behaviour in single myocytes. However, as described ear-
lier, experimental observations of reduced channel expression do not necessarily correlate
to equal reductions in current density (i.e. a 50% reduction in Ito mRNA expression does
not necessarily result in a 50% reduction in Ito density). Such reduction or attenuation of
simulated channel activity is therefore likely a simplification, and potentially unphysio-
logical. However, there exists wide variability in ion channel and Ca2+ handling remod-
elling data in the literature, so data isolated from a consistent data source are desirable if
such a goal is to be achieved. Congruent data sources do exist for channel expression in
heart failure (e.g. in [34, 139]), but corresponding data for current densities, for example,
are not always available. Incorporating such data into a model is further complicated by
the rate-dependence of certain parameters.
The ability to modulate model parameters on a simulation-by-simulation basis is an in-
valuable asset computational modelling provides, as it allows for immediate investigations
into certain phenomena that would otherwise take hours of laboratory time at consider-
able financial cost (to potentially fail, or reveal nothing). Though Monte Carlo simulation
methods can be useful to explore a vast range of changes to multiple model parame-
ters, there should always exist some degree of physiological constraint so as to ensure
results remain feasible and meaningful. For this reason, inclusion of descriptions for
isoprenaline-induced changes or heterogeneity should ideally be validated against exper-
imental data, and not just include arbitrary scalings for certain parameters. Likewise,
the preferential expression of proteins such as INaCa and ICaL to the T-tubules can be dis-
rupted in disease states, resulting in orphaned RyRs, or patches of detubulated membrane,
which can disrupt normal electrophysiological processes and promote spontaneous Ca2+
release events. Thus, the development of rat-specific formulations for modulating con-
ditions (such as isoprenaline or detubulation) can provide useful insight, but would need
validation to ensure outputs are physiologically feasible. Table 7.1 shows example isopre-
naline or HF data that could be utilised for the future refinement of the model. Similarly,
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the wide-ranging effects of other drugs, such as ryanodine or thapsigargin (discussed in
Chapter 6), could be incorporated into the model for future studies.
Table 7.1. Experimental data for isoprenaline (ISO) or heart failure-associated (HF)
remodelling.
Parameter Control Remodelled Units Condition Source
Systolic [Ca2+]i,1Hz 0.483±0.002 0.767±0.004 µM ISO [341]
Systolic [Ca2+]i,2Hz 0.774 0.293 µM ISO [340]
Systolic [Ca2+]i,3Hz 0.389±0.065 0.421±0.06 µM HF [144]
Diastolic [Ca2+]i,2Hz 0.157 0.190 µM ISO [340]
Diastolic [Ca2+]i,3Hz 0.383±0.023 0.303±0.04 µM HF [144]
Diastolic [Ca2+]i,4Hz 0.133±0.011 0.251±0.022 µM ISO [121]
Diastolic [Ca2+]i,6Hz 0.156±0.013 0.364±0.019 µM ISO [121]
Diastolic [Ca2+]i,8Hz 0.179±0.018 0.496±0.051 µM ISO [121]
Amplitude [Ca2+]i,6Hz 0.153±0.023 1.318±0.246 µM ISO [121]
Amplitude [Ca2+]i,8Hz 0.087±0.017 1.159±0.246 µM ISO [121]
SR [Ca2+]1Hz 79.6±8 143±9 µM ISO [121]
SR [Ca2+]3Hz 0.147±0.038 0.15±0.039 µM HF [144]
SR [Ca2+]4Hz 86.9±7 170.56±9.9 µM ISO [121]
SR [Ca2+]6Hz 94.1±8 171.14±11.1 µM ISO [121]
SR [Ca2+]8Hz 96.96±9.9 180.49±14 µM ISO [121]
APD90,4Hz 66±6 72±8 ms ISO [121]
APD90,6Hz 62.8±5 39.1±8 ms ISO [121]
APD90,8Hz 59.1±8 25.2±6 ms ISO [121]
Furthermore, it is well known that transmural heterogeneities in AP morphology exist
for all mammalian species, and these result from differential expression of membrane
currents and proteins. The APD of endocardial myocytes, for example, is consistently
reported to be longer than in epicardial cells [92], and exhibit greater rate-dependent ef-
fects [363], characteristics which are important for inotropy [59]. These heterogeneities
could dictate the response of different regions of the heart to pro-arrhythmic phenomena,
and in tissue settings may influence spiral wave dynamics. Thus, the development of a
suite of models from different regions of the heart (epicardial, endocardial, and midmy-
ocardial, and for other regions such asthe Purkinje fibres) could provide useful insight into
differing mechanisms underlying spontaneous Ca2+ release or on tissue-level arrhythmia
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dynamics.
The framework in which the model presented in this thesis is embedded within [97] per-
mits the integration of further cell models and model variants.
7.4.2 Tissue modelling
In this thesis, the focus has been the development of a single cell model of rat ventricular
electrophysiology and calcium handling in order to understand, quantify and explore elec-
trophysiological alterations resulting from aberrant subcellular calcium cycling. However,
arrhythmias are inherently organ-scale phenomena, and so visualisation of excitation-
propagation within three-dimensions is required to understand the mechanisms under-
lying ventricular fibrillation, and other arrhythmias. Experimental studies to date have
largely been restricted to mapping surface electrical activity [152, 435] or using plunge
electrodes [71,218]. More recently, however, advances have been achieved through map-
ping endocardial activity in sections of ventricular tissue [449] or by using dual-excitation
wavelength fluorescence techniques (such as optical mapping) to simultaneously visu-
alise transmembrane potential and calcium concentration changes [262,420,422]. Depth-
resolved imaging techniques have also been used with some success to explore the mech-
anisms underlying VF [37].
To combat these experimental challenges, tissue-scale computational models can be utilised
to study the complex 3D organisation of electrical excitation waves during arrhythmias.
Reaction-diffusion models of cardiac electrophysiology incorporate dynamic AP behaviour
alongside myocardial architecture (from imaging modalities such as diffusion tensor MRI,
or contrast-enhanced micro CT [20, 36]) and offer a powerful alternative approach to
studying complex 3D excitation phenomena. By allowing the investigator to control ion
current or calcium handling properties, as well as tissue structure and anisotropy, such
computational approaches provide potent platforms for investigating and quantifying ar-
rhythmia dynamics [93, 94]. Furthermore, as HF is a complex condition in which there
are multiple changes to cardiac electrophysiology, as well as structural remodelling, such
structural data becomes of even greater importance when investigating disease mecha-
nisms at the tissue-scale.
Though electrophysiological variability has been a focus in most studies to date [272],
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such tissue-scale models also allow for the investigation into how complex geometry and
structural variation can underlie arrhythmia dynamics, which are less well understood.
Preliminary results suggest that cardiac microanatomy and microstructure influence the
dynamics of arrhythmias, alongside specific proprerties such as filament length and lifes-
pan. The Fenton-Karma three variable (FK3V) minimal action potential model [136]
was modified to reproduce the short ventricular AP and restitution characteristics in rat,
then used in tissue simulations with geometries determined from diffusion tensor imag-
ing (DTI) [385]. Arrhythmias were simulated by reducing conduction velocity by 50%
to facilitate the sustenance of re-entry. Inclusion of DTI-based microstructure increased
the filament number and length for initiated scroll waves, thereby increasing the propen-
sity for sustained arrhythmias (Figure 7.1). Thus, for future translation of computational
models to a clinical setting, the integration of patient-specific electrophysiology with per-
sonalised myocardial structure is likely to be a critical step.
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Figure 7.1. Effect of structure on arrhythmia dynamics. A: Scroll wave evolution from
a prescribed location on the left ventricular wall (denoted by arrow) in 5 hearts at times
t = (i) 10 ms, (ii) 50 ms, (iii) 100 ms, (iv) 500 ms, and (v) 1000 ms. Scroll waves ei-
ther self-terminate, exhibit ventricular tachycardia (VT)-like behaviour, or degenerate into
ventricular fibrillation (VF)-like excitations. B: Comparison between the 5 hearts of (i)
lifespan of self-terminating arrhythmias under isotropic (ISO), anisotropic (ANISO), and
orthotropic (ORTHO) conditions, and (ii) the number of sustained arrhythmias (lasting >
5000 ms). Reproduced with permission from Dr Dominic Whittaker at the University of
Nottingham (Whittaker et al., unpublished).
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